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Abstract
Oceanic nitrogen fixation and biogeochemical interactions between the nitrogen, phos-
phorus and iron cycles have important implications for the control of primary pro-
duction and carbon storage in the ocean. The biological process of nitrogen fixation
is thought to be particularly important where the ocean is nitrogen limited and olig-
otrophic. This thesis examines some of the mechanisms responsible for the distribu-
tion, rates and temporal variability of nitrogen fixation and its geochemical signature
in the modern ocean. I employ simple analytical theories and numerical models of
ecosystems and biogeochemical cycles, and closely refer to direct observations of the
phytoplanktonic community and geochemical tracers of the marine nitrogen cycle.
Time-series observations of geochemical tracers and abundances of nitrogen fix-
ers (or diazotrophs) in the northern subtropical gyres suggest variability in nitrogen
fixation on interannual and longer timescales. I use a highly idealized, two-layer
model of the nitrogen and phosphorus biogeochemistry and ecology of a subtropical
gyre to explore the previously proposed hypothesis that such variability is regulated
by an internal biogeochemical oscillator. I find, in certain parameter regimes, self-
sustained oscillations in nitrogen fixation, community structure and biogeochemical
cycles even with perfectly steady physical forcing. The period of the oscillations is
strongly regulated by the exchange rate between the thermocline and mixed-layer
waters, suggesting a period of several years to several decades for the North Pacific
subtropical gyre regime, but would likely be shorter (only a year or so) for the North
Atlantic Ocean.
Geochemical tracers such as DINxs (=NO3--16PO3- ) measure the oceanic de-
parture from the Redfield ratio. DINx, is often used to estimate the rate of nitrogen
fixation in the ocean, by quantifying the tracer accumulation along isopycnals. How-
ever this tracer reflects an interwoven set of processes including nitrogen fixation, but
also denitrification, atmospheric and riverine sources, differential remineralization and
complex transport pathways. I examine analytical solutions of the prognostic equa-
tion of DINx, and an idealized three-dimensional model of the basin-scale circulation,
biogeochemical cycles and ecology of the North Atlantic Ocean. The two approaches
demonstrate that the observations of a subsurface maximum in the North Atlantic
Ocean and the temporal variability at the station BATS of DINxs can be explained
simply by preferential remineralization of organic phosphorus relative to nitrogen. A
further analysis reveals that the current geochemical estimates based on inorganic
forms of phosphorus and nitrogen underestimate integrated nitrogen fixation rates by
a factor of two to six, by neglecting the preferential remineralization effect.
Most current understanding of oceanic nitrogen fixation is based on the Tricho-
desmium, though unicellular cyanobacteria, diatom-diazotroph associations (DDA)
and heterotrophic bacteria might be as important in adding nitrogen into the ocean.
I employ a self-assembling global ocean ecosystem model to simulate diverse phyto-
planktonic diazotrophs in the global ocean and examine how temperature, oligotro-
phy, iron and phosphate limitations influence the global marine diazotroph distri-
bution. Analogs of Trichodesmium, unicellular diazotrophs and DDA are successful
in the model, showing very similar distributions with observations. The total dia-
zotrophic population is distributed over most of the oligotrophic warm (sub)tropical
waters in the model. The model demonstrates that temperature is not the primary
control, but suggests instead that diazotroph biogeography is restricted to the low
fixed nitrogen oceanic regions which have sufficient dissolved iron and phosphate. The
theory of resource competition is used to map out regions of iron and phosphate reg-
ulation of diazotroph distribution. The theory suggests that diazotrophs are largely
regulated by iron availability, in particular in the Pacific and Indian Oceans. The iron
cycle is currently not well enough constrained to confidently predict the diazotroph
distribution in global ocean models.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
As well as sustaining the marine food web, primary and export production in the
ocean substantially influence the climate by regulating the concentration of CO 2 in
the atmosphere. Biogeochemical models suggest that without oceanic primary pro-
duction, atmospheric pCO 2 would increase by 150 to 200 ppm1 (Falkowski et al., 2000;
Parekh et al., 2006). Oceanic primary producers, mainly represented by phytoplank-
ton, use light, CO 2 and nutrients to perform photosynthesis. Availability of light
limits phytoplankton to live in the upper part of the ocean, and nutrients regulate
their distribution geographically. Limiting nutrients of marine primary production
include macro-nutrients, such as nitrogen and phosphorus, and micro-nutrients such
as iron (Falkowski et al., 1998). The interactions between primary production and
these three limiting nutrients are still far from being understood; this is due in part
to the complexity of the nitrogen and iron cycles and the sparse data coverage for the
ocean. Whereas iron has been suggested to be responsible for long-term changes of
atmospheric CO 2 through its control on marine primary production (Martin, 1990),
it is even less clear how the oceanic nitrogen cycle might influence the climate. As
yet not clearly quantified is the process of nitrogen fixation, which acts as the main
source of nitrogen into the modern ocean (Karl, 2000; Capone, 2001; Gruber, 2004).
Nitrogen fixation has been suggested to be a potential driver for changes in pCO2
1The atmospheric CO 2 concentration has increased from at a pre-industrial value of 280 ppm to
367 ppm in 2000 due to anthropogenic emissions (see IPCC: http://www.ipcc.ch/).
between glacial and interglacial periods (Falkowski, 1997; Broecker and Henderson,
1998), though not enough is known about it in the modern ocean to confirm this hy-
pothesis. My thesis work focuses on questions relating marine nitrogen fixation and
the biogeochemical interactions of the nitrogen, phosphorus and iron cycles in the
ocean. I have used analytical and numerical models to identify the mechanisms and
the factors responsible for the distribution, rate, and variability of nitrogen fixation
in different areas of the ocean.
My thesis work consists of three studies. The first study addresses the possibility
of a biogeochemical oscillator to explain the observed temporal variability of nitro-
gen fixation and its geochemical signature in the north subtropical gyres (chapter
2). The second study considers how geochemical tracers of nitrogen fixation can be
interpreted in the North Atlantic Ocean, a region where these tracers show a subsur-
face maximum (chapter 3). Finally, the third study explores what factors control the
distribution of nitrogen fixing organisms in the global ocean (chapter 4). This study
is the first to explicitly represent the diversity of nitrogen fixers or diazotrophs, in a
biogeochemical ocean model.
In this introduction, I summarize the background information on nitrogen fixation
and marine primary production. I will start by describing the biogeochemistry of
the three significant limiting nutrients of primary production in the ocean: nitrogen,
phosphorus and iron (section 1.1). In the second part (section 1.2), I will review
in details the marine nitrogen fixers, organisms that can fix nitrogen (i.e. nitrogen
fixation). In the third part (section 1.3), I will present the previous models of marine
nitrogen fixation. This introduction will be closed by a summary of the important
points and questions that will be addressed in this thesis work (section 1.4).
1.1 Biogeochemistry of nitrogen, phosphorus and
iron in the ocean
Marine phytoplankton primarily use fixed nitrogen (N), phosphate (POf3-) and dis-
solved iron (FeT) as sources of nitrogen, phosphorus and iron. Fixed nitrogen refers to
the nitrogen molecules easily utilized, such as nitrate (NO-), nitrite (NO2) and am-
monium (NH+) 2. Marine primary producers may also use dissolved organic sources
(Karl, 2002). However some marine organisms can fix nitrogen gas (N2) to build
organic nitrogen; these are called nitrogen fixers. Understanding what controls the
sources and sinks of nitrogen, phosphorus and iron is essential to evaluate the role
of primary production on the marine biogeochemical system and carbon cycle. The
next section provides a general description of the ocean cycles of these three limiting
nutrients.
1.1.1 General description of the biogeochemical cycles of ni-
trogen, phosphorus and iron in the ocean
Nitrogen, phosphorus and iron cycles in the ocean are dominated by the biological
reactions of photosynthesis and remineralization of organic matter. In photosynthesis,
organisms use CO2, inorganic nutrients and energy from photons to synthesize organic
matter. Since photosynthesis requires light, phytoplankton must live in the upper
part of the ocean, i.e. the euphotic layer (see Figure 1-1). Remineralization (oxic
respiration), the inverse reaction of photosynthesis, is performed by heterotrophic
bacteria which use oxygen to decompose organic matter. Oxic respiration can occur
at any depth of the water column as long as oxygen and organic matter are present in
sufficient amount. Because phytoplankton are confined to the ocean surface (about
1% of the total ocean), their environment is often limited by nutrients, in particular
fixed nitrogen, phosphate and dissolved iron. In the Atlantic Ocean for instance (see
2In the ocean, fixed nitrogen is often dominated by the form of nitrate. Its concentrations typically
vary between 0 and 40 pmolN 1-1, whereas for nitrite and ammonium between 0 and 1 pmolN 1-1
(Tyrrell, 1999).
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Figure 1-1: Schematic of the phosphorus, nitrogen and iron cycles in the open ocean.
The three cycles are dominated by the reactions of photosynthesis and remineral-
ization of organic matter. Phytoplankton growth is limited by light and the supply
of nutrient (primarily from lateral supply and eddies). The phosphorus and nitro-
gen marine cycles are closely related to each other. However nitrogen fixation and
denitrification play a key role in the nitrogen cycle. N refers to the forms of fixed
nitrogen (nitrate, nitrite, ammonium). The iron cycle distinguishes itself by the role
of scavenging of free iron (Fe'), making it more dependent on external supplies.
Figure 1-2), nitrate and phosphate surface concentrations are mostly lower than 10
pmol kg- 1 and 0.5 pmol kg-1, respectively. A portion of the organic matter produced
by phytoplankton is exported to the deeper, aphotic waters where organic matter
is remineralized. This export causes a vertical gradient of inorganic nutrients with
richer concentrations in the deep ocean (see Figure 1-2). In addition, remineralization
combined with water mass transport creates latitudinal and meridional patterns of
nitrate and phosphate concentrations in the deep ocean, where nutrient concentrations
increase along water mass pathways.
Marine phosphorus cycle PO3- is taken up by phytoplankton at the surface of
the ocean (see Figure 1-1). Most of the phytoplankton organic matter is directly
remineralized within the euphotic layer. Up to 30% of the organic matter (export
production; Falkowski et al., 1998) sinks or is advected into the deep ocean and
subsequently remineralized. Deep ocean PO3- is then brought back to the surface
in upwelling regions, i.e. tropics, coastal regions and high latitudes. This pathway
between the upper and deep ocean constitutes the internal cycle of phosphorus. Phos-
phorus is also delivered into the ocean surface from atmospheric deposition and river
inputs, and lost by sedimentation of sinking particles that escape remineralization in
the water column (see Table A.1 in appendix A for current flux estimates).
Marine nitrogen cycle Marine nitrogen has a very similar internal cycle to phos-
phorus. Sources and sinks of fixed nitrogen (NO-, NO- and NH + ) follow closely the
path of phosphate via photosynthesis, sinking/advection/diffusion, remineralization
and upwelling between the surface and the deep ocean (see Figure 1-1). The similar-
ity between the nitrogen and phosphorus internal cycles causes the nitrate:phosphate
ratio to be almost constant in the ocean (Figure 1-4 in next section). This can also be
seen from the vertical profile of nitrate and phosphate showing very similar patterns
(Figures 1-2). The explanation of this similarity is further addressed in section 1.1.2.
Nitrogen also has sources from atmospheric and river inputs, and a loss to sedimenta-
tion. The main difference to the phosphorus cycle is that nitrogen has two additional
external sources and sinks: nitrogen fixation and denitrification. These processes are
important for marine primary production, as they act as the main external source
(Gruber and Sarmiento, 1997; Karl, 2000; Capone, 2001), and sink of fixed nitrogen
into the ocean (see Table A.1 in appendix A).
Nitrogen fixation is the biological reduction of nitrogen gas (N2) into ammonia
(NH 3), which is subsequently used to build organic nitrogen:
8H' + 8e- + N2(g) -+ 2NH3(g) + H2  (1.1)
This reaction is considered to be an indirect source of nitrogen, because newly fixed
nitrogen is provided to the ocean only after remineralization. It can become important
when the ocean is (fixed-)nitrogen limited. In the oligotrophic regions of the ocean,
nitrogen fixation may sustain the particulate export production up to 50% (Karl
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Figure 1-2: Vertical profile of nitrate, phosphate and the geochemical tracer DINx,
(=NO- - 16PO3-) along the transect A16 in the Atlantic Ocean from the GLODAP
data set (Key et al., 2004). The units are in pumol kg- 1. The contours and colors
(shadings) represent concentration values.
required nitrogenase enzyme to fix N2. Section 1.2 describes the current knowledge
on the diversity, the main characteristics and the fixation rates of marine diazotrophs.
Denitrification is the process of anaerobic respiration in which nitrate is reduced
to N2 in order to decompose organic matter. This process substitutes for aerobic
respiration when oxygen concentration becomes low (typically 0.25 to 10 pmolO 2 1-1 ;
Lipschultz et al., 1990). Denitrification mostly occurs in suboxic and anoxic waters
as well as in continental-shelf sediments. High rates of denitrification in the water
column have so far been observed near the oxygen minimum zones (OMZ) in the
eastern tropical Pacific and the Arabian Sea (Codispoti et al., 2001). Only a few
quantifying observations exist for sedimentary denitrification, though there is clear
evidence in the Bering Sea, near the continental shelves of the east and west coasts of
North America and in the Arctic Ocean (Devol, 1991; Gruber and Sarmiento, 1997;
Gruber, 2004). These observations suggest that sedimentary denitrification might be
a bigger sink of nitrogen than water column denitrification (Codispoti et al., 2001;
Galloway et al., 2004), because sedimentary denitrification is observed to have higher
rates and should be more uniformly distributed in the ocean (Gruber, 2004) (see
Table in appendix A). The end product of denitrification is nitrogen gas (N2), but
sometimes the reaction can be incomplete and produces either nitrite, ammonium
or nitrous oxide. Another sink of fixed nitrogen, called anammox, has recently been
discovered in suboxic ocean regions (Francis et al., 2007). Observations suggest anam-
mox presence in marine sediments (Thamdrup and Dalsgaard, 2002) and ocean water
column (Dalsgaard et al., 2003; Kuypers et al., 2003, 2005; Thamdrup et al., 2006;
Hamersley et al., 2007). Anammox represents the process of anaerobic ammonium
oxidation, where chemoautotrophic bacteria use NH' and NO, to produce N2. This
recently discovered process could account for as much as 30% to 50% of the sink of
marine fixed nitrogen (Devol, 2003). This would suggest that anammox could be as
important as denitrification in removing fixed nitrogen in the ocean, though more
observations are necessary to constrain this statement. Fixed nitrogen is probably
the main limiting nutrient for phytoplankton in large areas of the ocean (Howarth,
1988; Falkowski et al., 1998; Capone et al., 2005).
Marine iron cycle The marine iron cycle is slightly more complex than for phos-
phorus and nitrogen. In addition to the uptake, remineralization, sinking and up-
welling control of the iron fluxes into the ocean, some of the bioavailable iron is
scavenged by sinking particles (see Figure 1-1). Two forms of dissolved iron are avail-
able to the marine phytoplankton: a free iron form (Fe' = Fe(III) + Fe(II)) and a
complex of iron bound to organic ligands (Johnson et al., 1997; Kraemer et al., 2005).
Free iron is extremely efficiently scavenged onto sinking particles. As a result, more
than 99% of the dissolved iron pool is complexed with organic ligands (Rue and Bru-
land, 1995; Wu and Luther, 1995). Little is known about the ligands, but it is likely
that they are dominated by siderophores produced by iron-stressed phytoplankton
and heterotrophic bacteria (Macrellis et al., 2001; Kraemer et al., 2005). In many
regions of the ocean, upwelling fluxes of iron are not the main source of iron (Johnson
et al., 1997; Fung et al., 2000). The main input of iron into the surface of the ocean is
the atmospheric deposition of dust (Fung et al., 2000; Jickells et al., 2005; Mahowald
et al., 2009). Sediments (Elrod et al., 2004; Moore and Braucher, 2008), hydrother-
mal vents (Boyle et al., 2005; Bennett et al., 2008) and river inputs (Jickells et al.,
2005) are also important sources of dissolved iron, though more studies are required
to evaluate the respective contributions of these sources. I review here the current
understanding on atmospheric dust input.
Atmospheric sources - Most atmospheric iron occurs in the form of mineral aerosols
(i.e. dust), which are suspended and can be transported by winds within the tropo-
sphere for long distances. The largest source of atmospheric iron into the ocean comes
from the North African deserts for the North Atlantic Ocean (see Figure 1-3). Be-
cause of the limited number of direct observations, the distribution of iron in the
atmosphere is often extrapolated from numerical models (Gao et al., 2002; Mahowald
et al., 2005; Luo et al., 2008; Mahowald et al., 2009). Aerosol modeling involves
substantial uncertainties. For the perspective of marine primary production, an im-
portant uncertainty on atmospheric iron is the solubility of the dust iron, i.e. the
quantity of dust iron that should be bioavailable to phytoplankton. Direct measure-
ments in the North Atlantic and North Pacific Oceans suggest that solubility of iron
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Figure 1-3: Atmospheric deposition of iron (g m- 2 yr- 1) from (a) observations (com-
pilation of several high-quality datasets for aerosols less than 10 pm), and (b) a model,
both from Mahowald et al. (2009).
increases with the age of the dust (Chen and Siefert, 2004; Luo et al., 2005; Baker
et al., 2006; Waeles et al., 2007). The iron dust solubility ranges from 0.01% to 80%
(Baker and Jickells, 2006) with most values in the lower range (Chen and Siefert,
2004; Mahowald et al., 2009). It is unclear today what causes the solubility of iron
dust to vary with age. Chemical mechanisms have been suggested: photochemical
reduction and the low pH of cloud droplets due to sulfate and organic acids, can
increase the dust solubility (Mahowald et al., 2005), iron sources from combustion
generally have high solubility (Luo et al., 2008) and different mineralogy composi-
tions can lead to different solubility, for instance hematite has a lower solubility than
clay (Journet et al., 2008). Physical mechanism related to particle size might also
explain the change in solubility. Bigger particles have a smaller solubility due to their
volume:surface ratio and tend to precipitate more easily than smaller particles (Baker
and Jickells, 2006).
Fertilization experiments (Martin et al., 1994; Coale et al., 1996; Boyd et al., 2000)
have shown dissolved iron to be a limiting nutrient of primary production in "high
nutrient, low chlorophyll" regions of the ocean. These regions have low atmospheric
deposition, and include the Southern Ocean, and the north and equatorial Pacific
Ocean (see Figure 1-3).
1.1.2 Coupling of the oceanic nitrogen and phosphorus cycles
Because the nitrogen and phosphorus cycles have very similar internal cycles in the
ocean, they are closely coupled to each other. Redfield (1934) was the first to notice
this similarity; he observed that concentrations of nitrate in the global ocean increased
or decreased proportionally with concentrations of phosphate. This constant propor-
tionality can be seen from a global data set of nitrate plotted against phosphate:
most of the observations fall onto a line (see Figure 1-4). In the same paper (1934)
and subsequent one (1958), Redfield suggested that, if in most of the ocean, nitrate
changes with a constant ratio to phosphate, marine plankton communities should
have in a bulk sense a fixed stoichiometry.
Redfield's hypotheses The stoichiometry or elemental ratio of marine plankton is
observed in nature to be quite variable due mostly to differences in environments and
species (Geider and LaRoche, 2002; Ho et al., 2003; Quigg et al., 2003; Klausmeier
et al., 2004). However, from observations of nitrate versus phosphate concentrations
(Figure 1-4), the reactions of photosynthesis and remineralization both seem to occur
with a fixed N:P ratio. This ratio is then probably the mean stoichiometry of the
plankton community. Redfield measured the average elemental N:P ratio of marine
plankton to be 16:1 (Redfield, 1958; Redfield et al., 1963), often referred to as the
Redfield ratio. If Redfield's interpretation of a fixed stoichiometry is true, it is possible
to determine which macro-nutrient (fixed nitrogen or phosphate) is more likely to limit
primary production in the ocean, using the local deviation from the Redfield ratio.
This deviation is defined either by the oceanic N:P ratio (i.e. ratio between fixed
nitrogen and phosphate) or by the difference N-16P. In a broad sense, the ocean is
then considered to be nitrogen (or phosphorus) limited, when the oceanic N:P ratio
is smaller (or bigger) than the Redfield ratio of 16:1. Figure 1-4 shows that most
of ocean is more likely to be nitrogen limited since most of the points are below
the line 1:16. However the N:P deviation of the ocean from the Redfield ratio is
relatively small. On average the nitrate:phosphate ratio in the ocean is equal to 14.7
(GEOSECS for depths below 500 m; Falkowski, 2000).
The similarity in the elemental proportions between marine plankton and their
environment was also noticed by Redfield (1934, 1958, 1963). He hypothesized that
the biological processes of nitrogen fixation and denitrification control the chemical
ratios of the ocean in phosphorus and nitrogen to be close to 16. It is still unclear
however how tight this coupling is in general, especially knowing that these two
processes, nitrogen fixation and denitrification, are limited by different factors. For
instance, iron can limit nitrogen fixation but not denitrification (Falkowski, 2000).
Geochemical tracers of the marine nitrogen cycle Because of a lack of direct
observations of nitrogen fixation and denitrification in the ocean, geochemists have
developed several tracers to assess the marine nitrogen cycle using the concept of the
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Figure 1-4: Plot of nitrate versus phosphate from the 1970-1980 GEOSECS data set
(Tyrrell, 1999). The GEOSECS data have been measured with a standard method
which has a high detection limit of about 0.1 pmol 1-1 (Cavender-Bares et al., 2001).
It is possible then that the data of phosphate are not totally trustworthy at the
surface, as most surface concentrations are smaller than this detection limit. Most of
the points are below the 1:16 line, suggesting that marine primary producers in much
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Figure 1-5: Vertical profile of DINxs (pmol kg-') along A20 transect in the subtropical
gyre of the North Atlantic (GLODAP data set; Key et al., 2004).
Redfield ratio. The oceanic deviation of nitrogen and phosphorus from the Redfield
ratio, (N-16P), indicates the combined effect of processes that add or remove fixed ni-
trogen or phosphate with a N:P ratio different from 16:1. This is the case for instance,
though not exclusively, of nitrogen fixation and net denitrification. Increasing values
of (N-16P) following water parcel trajectories are interpreted to reflect diazotrophic
activity (Gruber and Sarmiento, 1997; Hansell et al., 2004). Conversely, decreasing
values following water parcels are interpreted as signatures of denitrification (Deutsch
et al., 2001, 2007). Figure 1-5 (bottom panel) shows the N-16P along a transect of
the North Atlantic Ocean, with higher values in the thermocline of the North Atlantic
Ocean, interpreted as signature of nitrogen fixation. The commonly used geochemical
tracers of nitrogen fixation and denitrification are the oceanic N:P ratio (Karl et al.,
1997; Karl, 2002) and N* (Michaels et al., 1996; Gruber and Sarmiento, 1997; Deutsch
et al., 2001):
N* = NO- - 16PO3- + constant
The constant here is used to average the global N* to zero. N* has the advantage
of being a linear tracer in contrast to the N:P ratio. Other geochemical tracers have
been developed on the basis of N*: DINxs = NO- - 16P03- (Hansell et al., 2004,
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Figure 1-6: Time variations of geochemical tracers of the nitrogen cycle. (a) DIN,,
at the station BATS from 1989 to 2002 as a function of a0 (the potential density of
the water) (Bates and Hansell, 2004); (b) Total dissolved N:P ratio at the station
ALOHA from 1989 to 1997 (Karl et al., 1997). The circular points represent the
mean N:P ratio for 0-100 m, the rectangular points for 100-200 m, and the triangular
points for 200-500 m depth.
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Examples of the application of these tracers are shown here (Figure 1-6), where
two time series of the geochemical tracers of the marine nitrogen cycle have been
interpreted to show local temporal change in nitrogen fixation in subtropical gyres:
one is in the North Atlantic (Bates and Hansell, 2004), and one is in the North
Pacific (Karl et al., 1997). The time series in the North Atlantic presents the tracer
DINx, at the Bermuda Atlantic Time-series Station (BATS) located next to Bermuda
(Figure 1-6a). Here N-16P fluctuates in the thermocline with significant amplitude on
interannual and longer timescales. The other time series by Karl et al. (1997) comes
from station ALOHA near Hawaii. It shows the N:P ratio of the total dissolved
matter, i.e. dissolved inorganic and organic matter for different depth sections (see
Figure 1-6b). Both tracers actually measure the combined effect of nitrogen fixation
and denitrification, where increasing DINx, or N:P ratios might be interpreted as net
N2 fixation. Low frequency variations in the N:P ratio (for 0-100 m and 100-200 m)
have been interpreted to suggest strong fluctuations in nitrogen fixation on annual
and interannual time scales at the station ALOHA.
The interpretation of these geochemical tracers is problematic, as they depend not
only on nitrogen fixation and denitrification, but are also a function of atmospheric
and riverine inputs, and differential remineralization of nitrogen and phosphorus. In
the latter case, observations suggest a faster decomposition of organic phosphorus
relative to nitrogen in dissolved organic matter (Clark et al., 1998; Wu et al., 2000;
Hopkinson et al., 2002) and in particulate organic matter (Loh and Bauer, 2000;
Kolowith et al., 2001). As a result, Landolfi et al. (2008) recently examined a different
tracer based on the total (inorganic and organic) forms of nitrogen and phosphorus:
TN, = TN - 16 TP
where TN is the total nitrogen and TP the total phosphorus. TNx is equal to the
sum of DIN,x and the deviation of the total organic part from the Redfield ratio
(TON - 16 TOP). This tracer is conservative with respect to differential nutrient
remineralization. However the small collection of observations of organic nitrogen
and phosphorus in the ocean means that the TNxs geochemical tracer is of limited
application as yet.
Stable nitrogen isotopes (14N and 15N) provide another geochemical tool to as-
sess the nitrogen cycle in the ocean (Mahaffey et al., 2003). The isotopic composi-
tion 615 N (%f) in natural nitrogenous materials, defined as 615N = [(15N/ 14 N)sample/
(15 N/ 1 4N)atmosphere - 1] x 1000, reflects the origin of nitrogen in organic and inorganic
matters of the ocean. The isotopic composition of atmospheric N2 (0%o) is lower than
nitrogen in nitrate from the deep ocean (5%o; Mahaffey et al., 2003). Thus primary
production fuelled by nitrogen derived from N2 fixation are depleted in 15N relative
to 14N. The maintenance of 15N enrichment of nitrate in the deep ocean relative to
the atmospheric nitrogen is mainly through the action of denitrification that removes
isotopically light nitrate preferentially. Low nitrogen isotope 15 N in organic matter
might suggest the presence of nitrogen fixation (Karl et al., 2002).
1.1.3 Geochemical estimates of basin-scale and global-scale
marine nitrogen fixation rates
In order to estimate the nitrogen budget of the global ocean (as presented in Table
A.1 of appendix A), geochemists have used geochemical tracers such as N*, DINxs
and TNxs, to assess the rates of nitrogen fixation in the different basins of the ocean.
Most geochemical estimates of nitrogen fixation rates depend on end-member mixing
models. This technique is used to estimate rates in the North Atlantic (Michaels
et al., 1996; Gruber and Sarmiento, 1997; Hansell et al., 2004, 2007; Landolfi et al.,
2008). These rates are subsequently extrapolated to the global ocean (Gruber and
Sarmiento, 1997; Gruber, 2004). The end-member mixing models generally evaluate
the accumulation of the tracer along an isopycnal from the surface North side of the
isopycnal to the thermocline DINxs maximum of the North Atlantic (Figure 1-5).
The resulting DINxs increase compared with the travelling time of the water provides
a rate of nitrogen fixation. This technique has the advantage of more observations
North Atlantic nitrogen fixation estimates
Flux
TgN yr - 1
Technique
Biological estimates
Capone and Carpenter (1982)
Lipschultz and Owens (1996)
Capone et al. (2005)
Geochemical estimates
Michaels et al. (1996)
Gruber and Sarmiento (1997)
Hansell et al. (2004)
Deutsch et al. (2007)
Hansell et al. (2007)
Landolfi et al. (2008)
Model estimates
Coles et al. (2004)
Coles and Hood (2007)
1 from compilation of converted Trichodesmium
biomass, no blooms
15 from compilation of converted Trichodesmium
biomass
20-35 scaling of west tropical North Atlantic Tricho-
desmium areal rates to North Atlantic SST >
25 or 20"C
50-85 N*, not quite constrained for nitrogen fixation
rates
30 N* assuming atmospheric deposition of 4 TgN
yr- 1 and diazotroph N:P of 125
4 DINxs assuming diazotroph N:P of 125, smaller
volume than Gruber and Sarmiento (1997)
20 modeled assessment of divergence of P* from
NO- and PO3- observations
6 DINxs with no volume dependence and assum-
ing atmospheric deposition of 4 TgN yr - 1 and
diazotroph N:P of 40
15 TNxs with no volume dependence and assum-
ing atmospheric deposition of 4 TgN yr- 1 and
diazotroph N:P of 40
8-30 3D model of P cycle with light only limiting
diazotrophs (tuned to Trichodesmium obser-
vations or Gruber and Sarmiento (1997) esti-
mate)
25 same as Coles et al. (2004) plus Fe and P lim-
itations (tuned to observed N*)
Table 1.1: North Atlantic estimates of nitrogen fixation rates from literature in
T(10 12)gN yr - 1 for biological, geochemical and modeling methods. Moles of nitrogen
has been converted into grammes of nitrogen, using the nitrogen molar mass of 14.
The values have been rounded off.
References
Global nitrogen fixation estimates
Flux
TgN yr - 1
Technique
Biological estimates
Capone and Carpenter (1982)
Carpenter and Capone (1992)
Capone et al. (1997)
Galloway et al. (2004)
Geochemical estimates
Gruber and Sarmiento (1997)
Gruber (2004)
Deutsch et al. (2007)
Model estimates
Moore et al. (2002b)
Moore et al. (2004)
Moore et al. (2006)
5 from compilation of converted Trichodesmium
biomass, no blooms and for SST > 20°C
10 like Capone and Carpenter (1982), including
Trichodesmium blooms
80 extrapolation of tropical average of non-bloom
Trichodesmium areal rates to tropical olig-
otrophic waters
85 extrapolation of average areal fixation rate
from Capone et al. (1997) to waters with SST
> 25"C
110 extrapolation from their N* North Atlantic es-
timate to the 30"S-30°N global area, assuming
contribution of Indian basin equal to Atlantic
and Pacific 1/4 of Atlantic
120 like Gruber and Sarmiento (1997) assuming di-
azotroph N:P of 40
135 modeled assessment of divergence of P* from
NO- and PO3- observations
60-100 global mixed-layer model with different iron at-
mospheric input (solubility from 2% to 6%),
assuming no diazotroph growth below 160C
55 same as Moore et al. (2002b) in a 3D GCM
60 same as Moore et al. (2006) with water column
denitrification (modern dust input case)
Table 1.2: Global estimates of nitrogen fixation rates from literature in T(10 12 )gN
yr - 1 for biological, geochemical and modeling methods. Moles of nitrogen has been
converted into grammes of nitrogen, using the nitrogen molar mass of 14. The values
have been rounded off.
References
than direct techniques (see section 1.2.3) and integrates over the full community
of diazotrophs. However inferences from geochemical tracers span a large range of
estimates: between 4 to 85 TgN yr -1 for the North Atlantic (see Table 1.1), and
between 110 and 135 TgN yr - 1 for the global ocean (see Table 1.2). This large range is
largely due to uncertainties in the end-member values (Gruber and Sarmiento, 1997),
in the volume of water in which the accumulation of the tracer may be attributed
(Hansell et al., 2004), in the transit time for water parcels (Landolfi et al., 2008) and
in the role of differential remineralization of organic matter (Landolfi et al., 2008).
Deutsch et al. (2007) used a different approach: they combined the geochemi-
cal tracer P* (= -DINxs/16; excess of PO3- relative to the Redfield ratio) and a
three-dimensional model to assess rates of nitrogen fixation. By neglecting the role
of differential remineralization, they calculated rates of nitrogen fixation from the
modeled divergence of P*. This technique is independent of any issues related to the
volume or the end-members of the mixing models. It estimated nitrogen fixation rates
in the higher range of the end-member mixing models (see Tables 1.1 and 1.2).
1.2 Marine diazotrophs
Nitrogen fixers or diazotrophs are organisms that can fix nitrogen gas (N2) into a
more usable form of nitrogen such as ammonia. These organisms can therefore add
new fixed nitrogen (nitrate, nitrite, ammonium) to the ocean, which is essential for
the marine primary producers. Only a few organisms contain the required nitroge-
nase enzyme to fix N2. Most of the current understanding of oceanic diazotrophs
and nitrogen fixation is based on one genus of marine diazotrophs: Trichodesmium
(Carpenter and Romans, 1991; Capone et al., 1997; Karl et al., 2002; LaRoche and
Breitbarth, 2005). However diverse populations of diazotrophs are observed in the
ocean.
1.2.1 Diversity of diazotrophs in the ocean
Diazotrophs are prokaryotic microorganisms mainly represented in the ocean by au-
totrophic cyanobacteria. Among them is the well known, filamentous Trichodesmium
(Carpenter, 1983; Capone et al., 1997; Capone, 2001; Karl et al., 2002; LaRoche and
Breitbarth, 2005) which populates subtropical and tropical waters of the global ocean
(see Figure 1-7). Other filamentous cyanobacteria, Nodularia and Aphanizomenon,
have been observed to fix N2 in the Baltic Sea (Zehr and Ward, 2002; Diez et al.,
2008), but are considered to be of lesser importance for the global ocean nitrogen
cycle, being confined to the Baltic Sea. Another common marine diazotroph is a
symbiotic cyanobacteria, which lives in association with diatoms (Carpenter et al.,
1999). Little is known about this type of diazotroph, because of the complexity of
the symbiotic relationship, but it might play as important a role as Trichodesmium
for adding new nitrogen to the ocean. Thanks to the sequencing of nitrogen fixa-
tion genes, two new types of marine nitrogen fixers have been discovered in the last
decade, unicellular cyanobacteria and heterotrophic bacteria (Zehr et al., 1998). Uni-
cellular diazotrophs have been observed with nitrogen fixation rates as high as for
Trichodesmium in the North Atlantic Ocean (Falcon et al., 2004), and to date lit-
tle is known about heterotrophic bacteria (Zehr et al., 2000; Langlois et al., 2005).
More studies are needed to evaluate the difference in biomass, distribution and ac-
tivity of these diverse diazotrophs. Here, I summarize the current understanding on
the three main phytoplanktonic diazotrophs in the ocean (Trichodesmium, symbiotic
diazotrophs within diatoms, unicellular diazotrophs).
Filamentous cyanobacteria Trichodesmium Trichodesmium are filamentous
cyanobacteria that often form colonies of filaments or trichomes (see Figure 1-8a).
Trichodesmium colonies are conspicuous because of the large size of the filaments (1
to 3 mm long each; Figure 1-8a) and due to their massive open ocean blooms, which
occur over very extensive temporal (days to weeks) and spatial (1000 to > 100 000
km2 ) scales (Capone, 2001). These organisms perform nitrogen fixation at the same
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Figure 1-7: Distribution of Trichodesmium in the global ocean by LaRoche and Bre-
itbarth (2005). Red (dark) dots represent sampling points where nitrogen fixation
by Trichodesmium has been observed. Blue (light) dots indicate rare occurrence of
Trichodesmium from the continuous plankton recorder survey (Lipschultz and Owens,
1996; Barnard et al., 2004). The dashed line shows the 20°C isotherm of the annual
mean SST (World Ocean Atlas 2005; Garcia et al., 2006).
time as photosynthesis. However they do not have any heterocysts3 to protect the
highly oxygen-sensitive nitrogenase enzyme. It is possible but not fully understood
that the non-heterocystous Trichodesmium are able to combine nitrogen and carbon
fixations due to high rates of respiration or spatial separation of the reactions (Capone
et al., 1997; Church et al., 2005). In addition, Trichodesmium have the ability to
use ammonium, dissolved organic nitrogen and nitrate, but they do so only when
these elements are in very high concentrations (Mulholland et al., 2001; Holl and
Montoya, 2005). Traditional net tow techniques report maximum concentrations of
Trichodesmium in the upper 50 m of the ocean (Capone et al., 2005), while the
new technique of the video plankton recorder suggests an even distribution in the
mixed layer (Davis and McGillicuddy, 2006). Two species of Trichodesmium have
been observed to dominate the ocean: T. thiebautii in the Sargasso Sea, tropical
North Atlantic and Caribbean Sea; and T. erythraeum in the Indian and southwest
Pacific Oceans (Capone, 2001). Their global distribution seems to be limited to warm
oligotrophic subtropical and tropical regions (Carpenter and Romans, 1991; Capone
et al., 1997 and Figure 1-7).
3An heterocyst is a specialized nitrogen-fixing cell formed by some filamentous cyanobacteria.
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Figure 1-8: Picture of the three main types of marine diazotrophs: (a) Trichodesmium
where each filament represents one individual; (b) Unicellular cyanobacteria dividing;
and (c) Diatom-diazotroph association where filamentous Richelia diazotroph live
inside the cells of a chain-shaped Hemiaulus diatom.
Diatom-diazotroph association Symbiotic diazotrophs are considered to be the
most frequent heterocystous species in the ocean (Carpenter et al., 1999; Zehr et al.,
2000). Though present in some dinoflagellates (Zehr et al., 2000; Foster and Zehr,
2006), these diazotrophs are primarily associated with diatoms (see Figure 1-8c).
They are referred to diatom-diazotroph associations (or DDA). Richelia intracellu-
laris is the most common marine symbiotic diazotroph. It locates itself inside a
diatom cell between the plasmic membrane and the silica wall (Figure 1-8c). Richelia
are usually hosted by the diatoms Rhizosolenia clevei, Hemiaulus hauckii, Guinar-
dia cylindrus and sometimes Chaetoceros compressus (Venrick, 1974; Villareal, 1991;
Carpenter et al., 1999; Gomez et al., 2005). Another marine symbiotic diazotroph is
Calothrix rhizosoleniae observed inside Chaetoceros compressus diatom, but it is not
as common as Richelia. DDA can be seen with transmitted light microscopy (Car-
penter et al., 1999), or nitrogen fixation gene sequencing (Foster and Zehr, 2006). To
date they have been observed in the Kuroshio current and western tropical Pacific
Ocean (Gomez et al., 2005), east subtropical North Pacific (Venrick, 1974; Church
et al., 2008), Caribbean Sea (Villareal, 1991), equatorial North Atlantic (especially
near the Amazon River plume; Carpenter et al., 1999; Foster and Zehr, 2006; Foster
et al., 2007), and Mediterranean Sea (Zeev et al., 2008).
Unicellular cyanobacteria Zehr et al. (1998, 2001) discovered that some open-
ocean unicellular cyanobacteria could fix nitrogen gas. They applied a new genetic
technique where they sequenced and amplified by PCR the nifH gene in ocean water
samples (nifH is one of the genes that encode for nitrogenase). Because it is a highly
conserved functional gene, nifH is considered to be a universal tracer of nitrogen
fixation in microorganisms (Zehr et al., 2000). This technique has now been used
widely to assess the activity of unicellular, filamentous, symbiotic and heterotrophic
diazotrophs in the ocean (Zehr et al., 2001; Church et al., 2005; Langlois et al., 2005;
Foster and Zehr, 2006; Foster et al., 2007; Needoba et al., 2007; Church et al., 2008;
Langlois et al., 2008). So far three groups of marine unicellular diazotrophs have been
observed: unicellular Groups A, B and C. Unicellular Group B are closely related to
the cultured isolate Crocosphaera watsonnii, WH 8501 (Zehr et al., 2001; Foster et al.,
2007). Crocosphaera watsonnii have a cell diameter of about 3 to 10 pm (see Figure
1-8b). As with Trichodesmium, unicellular Group B are non-heterocystous. However
unicellular Group B fix N2 during the night when there is no photosynthesis (Falcon
et al., 2004; Church et al., 2005). Unicellular Group A have not yet been successfully
cultivated, but from their nifH gene expression, appear to fix N2 during the day
(Zehr et al., 2008). Their cell diameter has been estimated to be even smaller than
unicellular Group B (less than 1 pm; Goebel et al., 2007). According to a recent study
(Zehr et al., 2008), unicellular Group A is the only cyanobacteria that does not express
the gene for photosystem II (PSII), which is essential for using CO 2 . It is unknown
how they acquire carbon at this point. Unicellular group C appear to be closely
related to the Cyanothece cyanobacteria (Langlois et al., 2005; Foster et al., 2007).
Unicellular diazotrophs have so far been observed in the subtropical and tropical
North Atlantic Ocean (Zehr et al., 1998; Falcon et al., 2002, 2004; Foster et al., 2007;
Montoya et al., 2007; Langlois et al., 2008), subtropical and tropical Pacific (Zehr
et al., 2001; Montoya et al., 2004; Church et al., 2005; Goebel et al., 2007; Bonnet
et al., 2008; Church et al., 2008), Arabian Sea (Mazard et al., 2004) and north of
Australia (Montoya et al., 2004). Because of their smaller size, these diazotrophs
can grow in lower nutrient environments than Trichodesmium (smaller nutrient half-
saturation constants; Falcon et al., 2005; Goebel et al., 2008). Unicellular diazotrophs
have the potential to equal Trichodesmium in contributing to ocean nitrogen fixation
(Zehr et al., 2001; Falcon et al., 2004; Montoya et al., 2004).
1.2.2 Key physiological characteristics
Marine diazotrophs are special organisms in many ways. While they can fix their own
nitrogen, they have relatively small maximum growth rate, high N:P and Fe:P ratios,
and appear mostly to be adapted to high light conditions and warm temperatures
(LaRoche and Breitbarth, 2005). These main characteristics relate to the fact that
nitrogen fixation is an energy-demanding process required for the breaking down of
N2 triple bond.
Maximum growth rate The maximum growth rate of Trichodesmium and uni-
cellular diazotrophs is up to ten times smaller than other marine phytoplankton (Fu
et al., 2005; LaRoche and Breitbarth, 2005; Breitbarth et al., 2008; Goebel et al.,
2008). Diazotrophs grow slower because they require more energy when fixing ni-
trogen. This makes diazotrophs poor competitors in nutrient-replete environments.
Nevertheless when fixed nitrogen sources are low, diazotrophs have the advantage to
be able to fix N2 (which is an abundant source of nitrogen in the atmosphere and in
the water column of the ocean). Diazotrophs can then be totally independent from
any sources of fixed nitrogen, which makes them very competitive in fixed-nitrogen
limited environments. For these two reasons, diazotrophs should be expected to grow
in oceanic waters that are oligotrophic and nitrogen-limited, as it is observed.
Nitrogen:phosphorus elemental ratio The N:P elemental ratio of diazotrophs
is on average higher than the Redfield ratio of 16:1 (LaRoche and Breitbarth, 2005).
Field and laboratory measurements vary between 5 and 140 with most values above
16 for Trichodesmium (Letelier and Karl, 1996; Berman-Frank et al., 2001; Sanudo-
Wilhelmy et al., 2001; Kustka et al., 2003; LaRoche and Breitbarth, 2005; Fu et al.,
2005; Krauk et al., 2006; Breitbarth et al., 2007; Goebel et al., 2008; Holl and Montoya,
2008), and between 14 and 25 for unicellular diazotrophs (Falcon et al., 2005). Klaus-
meier et al. (2004) explain that diazotrophs tend to have a high N:P ratio because
they invest more into resource-acquisition machinery than into assemblary machinery.
The former machinery consists of uptake proteins and chloroplasts, which are poor in
phosphorus. The assemblary machinery is represented by ribosomes, which are rich
in phosphorus.
Iron requirement Several studies demonstrate that iron availability can signifi-
cantly limit nitrogen fixation in the ocean (Falkowski, 2000; Karl, 2002; Mills et al.,
2004). Laboratory and field observations show iron requirements of five to ten times
higher for Trichodesmium than for phytoplankton growing on ammonium (LaRoche
and Breitbarth, 2005). Diazotrophs need relatively more iron, because it is a key con-
stituent of nitrogenase, the enzyme of nitrogen fixation (Berman-Frank et al., 2001;
Sanudo-Wilhelmy et al., 2001; Kustka et al., 2003).
Light requirement Diazotrophs are observed to be adapted to high light envi-
ronments (Capone et al., 1997). Laboratory and field experiments show that both
Trichodesmium and unicellular diazotrophs (Group B) have high-light requirement
with low photoinhibition (Carpenter and Roenneberg, 1995; LaRoche and Breitbarth,
2005; Masotti et al., 2007; Breitbarth et al., 2008; Goebel et al., 2008). This is prob-
ably because phytoplanktonic diazotrophs acquire their energy from the light and
nitrogen fixation is an energy-intensive reaction.
Temperature requirement In the modern ocean phytoplanktonic diazotrophs
are distributed mainly in warm waters of the (sub)tropical ocean (see Figure 1-7
for Trichodesmium). In addition, laboratory and field experiments show that their
growth rates reduce significantly below temperature of 20'C for Trichodesmium (Car-
penter and Romans, 1991; Breitbarth et al., 2007), and 260C for unicellular dia-
zotrophs (Group B; Mazard et al., 2004; Falcon et al., 2005). As a result, tempera-
ture has often been used to define the geographic extent of nitrogen fixation (Capone
and Carpenter, 1982; Capone et al., 1997; Galloway et al., 2004; Moore et al., 2004;
Capone et al., 2005; LaRoche and Breitbarth, 2005), as presented in Figure 1-7.
However two independent studies in the North Atlantic Ocean did not find any rela-
tionship between rates of production, abundance of Trichodesmium and temperature
(Tyrrell et al., 2003; Carpenter et al., 2004). A question then is whether diazotroph
growth appears restricted to warm water regions in the modern ocean because of ni-
trogen fixation requirements (Staal et al., 2003; Breitbarth et al., 2007). Staal et al.
(2003) provided a physiological explanation for non-heterocystous diazotroph such as
Trichodesmium to require warm temperature to operate nitrogen fixation. However,
observations suggest other species of diazotrophs do grow in the Baltic Sea and in
polar lakes (Pandey et al., 2004).
1.2.3 Biological estimates of basin-scale and global-scale ma-
rine nitrogen fixation rates
Direct biological methods have estimated basin-scale rates of nitrogen fixation only
for the Trichodesmium community. The earliest studies (Capone and Carpenter,
1982; Carpenter et al., 1992; Lipschultz and Owens, 1996) converted compilations of
Trichodesmium biomass into rates of nitrogen fixation using average measurement
of nitrogen fixation per trichome. The number of direct measurements of nitrogen
fixation rates has increased in the last decade (Capone et al., 1997; Galloway et al.,
2004; Capone et al., 2005). Nitrogen fixation rates are measured in the field from
either acetylene reduction assay (ARA) or an isotopic method (Zehr and Montoya,
2007). The ARA technique measures how much acetylene (C2H2) is reduced, which
indicates the total nitrogenase activity. The isotopic technique evaluates the dia-
zotroph uptake of 615N2, which measures the net incorporation of N2 into biomass.
These two techniques estimate an areal rate of nitrogen fixation (molN m- 2 d- 1) for
a region of study. This can then be scaled into nitrogen fixation rate (TgN yr - )
for the entire area. Biological estimates suggest rates of nitrogen fixation between 1
and 35 TgN yr-' for the North Atlantic (see Table 1.1) and between 5 and 85 TgN
yr - ' for the global ocean (see Table 1.2). Uncertainties are very large because of the
very limited number of observations. The biological estimates of nitrogen fixation
are in general smaller than the geochemical estimates (section 1.1.3, Tables 1.1 and
1.2), likely because direct estimates are based only on Trichodesmium measurements.
It is essential to add the contribution of the other types of diazotrophs to the direct
estimates of nitrogen fixation in the ocean. Indirect geochemical tracers (such as high
N* or low nitrogen isotope 15N) integrate the full community of marine diazotrophs,
but are not easy to interpret.
Model studies can be tools which complement these two approaches and can be
used to obtain a clearer mechanistic understanding of the processes that intertwine
nitrogen fixation, primary production and climate.
1.3 Modeling marine nitrogen fixation
A number of previous biogeochemical model studies have taken into account the ac-
tivity of diazotrophs and nitrogen fixation in the ocean. Many of them focused on
representing observations, and only a few explained mechanisms driving the observa-
tions.
1.3.1 Previous models
Idealized models Tyrrell (1999) was the first to represent diazotrophs explicitly
in an ocean model. He used an idealized two-box model of the global ocean with
nitrogen and phosphorus cycles. Two classes of phytoplankton were described and
there were no explicit grazer or microbial loop. Diazotrophs were assumed to fix all
of their nitrogen, but to grow slowly. Tyrrell looked at the dynamics between the
nitrogen and phosphorus cycles and suggested that nitrogen is a "proximate limiting
nutrient", i.e. the addition of nitrate increases primary production on short time
scale, but phosphorus is an "ultimate limiting nutrient", i.e. the addition of phosphate
increases primary production in the long term, globally.
Goebel et al. (2007) used the prognostic equations of biomass and growth rate
to assess the relative contributions to N2 fixing from Trichodesmium and unicellular
diazotrophs (Groups A and B) at the ALOHA station near Hawaii. They diagnosed
the nitrogen fixation rate of the three diazotrophic types using observed biomass and
growth at this location, and taking into account the cell size differences. They found
that, over a two-year period, unicellular diazotrophs contribute between 10% and 68%
to the total annual rate of nitrogen fixation. The unicellular diazotrophs fix mostly
during the winter and the spring, in comparison to Trichodesmium which fix more
during the summer and the fall.
NPZ(D) models NPZ(D) refers to the biogeochemical models that resolve pools
of nutrients (N), phytoplankton (P), zooplankton (Z) and detritus (D).
Fennel et al. (2002) explicitly represented diazotrophs in a one-dimensional verti-
cal NPZ model, which included the nitrogen and phosphorus cycles, as well as light
and temperature limitations to phytoplankton growth. They assumed a single class
of diazotrophs, which had a low maximum growth rate and a fixed N:P ratio of 45.
This model reproduced the essential features of seasonal and interannual variations of
nitrogen fixation at station ALOHA. They concluded that missing processes such as
iron limitation and microbial loop could be significant in regulating nitrogen fixation
in the subtropical gyre of the North Pacific Ocean.
Hood et al. (2001), Hood et al. (2004) and Coles et al. (2004) studied nitrogen fix-
ation in the Atlantic Ocean with explicit representation of diazotrophs in an NPZD
model. Their model described only the marine nitrogen cycle, neglecting phyto-
plankton growth limitation by phosphate. In their model diazotrophs had a slower
maximum growth rate and a higher light requirement. These authors examined both
a one-dimensional simulation at BATS station near Bermuda (Hood et al., 2001), and
a three-dimensional representation of the nitrogen cycle in the (sub)tropical Atlantic
Ocean (Coles et al., 2004; Hood et al., 2004). Their results suggested that light and nu-
trient competition with other phytoplankton mostly control the spatial and temporal
variations of nitrogen fixation in this region. Modeled nitrogen from nitrogen fixation
increases new production by 30% and total production by 5%. However, diazotrophs
in their model were only limited by light, even though phosphorus and iron limitations
are known to be significant in this region (Falkowski, 2000; Sanudo-Wilhelmy et al.,
2001; Karl, 2002; Mills et al., 2004). Furthermore, without representing phosphorus,
they could not compare their results with the observations of DINx, (which could have
provided a useful constraints). Coles and Hood (2007) extended this earlier model to
include the phosphorus and iron cycles. In this framework, nitrogen fixation is co-
limited by phosphorus and iron over most of the tropical Atlantic. They also explored
the distribution of the geochemical tracer N* in the tropical and subtropical Atlantic
and found that their model could reproduce observed subsurface maximum of N* in
North Atlantic subtropical gyre only if organic phosphorus was remineralized faster
than organic nitrogen.
Moore et al. (2002a, 2002b, 2004) introduced a cell quota representation for dia-
zotroph in a global mixed-layer model and to a global model. They used an NPZD
model of the nitrogen, phosphorus, iron and silicon cycles, and included three classes
of phytoplankton: diazotroph, diatom and small phytoplankton. They also allowed
light limitation. To constrain diazotrophs spatially, they only permitted them to grow
in regions with temperatures above 16°C. In 2002, Moore et al. found higher global
nitrogen fixation rates with increasing atmospheric iron inputs. In 2004, their model
suggested that diazotrophs indirectly support 10% of the primary production. Moore
et al. (2006) added water column denitrification to their 3D model (2004), and exam-
ined the sensitivity of N2 fixation, particulate export and atmospheric pCO2 to dust
sources specific for the current, pre-industrial, future and LGM eras. Moore et al.
(2007) further tested feedbacks between marine denitrification and nitrogen fixation
from the results of their earlier model (2004). They observed that denitrification
and nitrogen fixation are strongly coupled when iron is not the limiting nutrient of
diazotrophs.
Physiological model of cell Rabouille et al. (2006) developed a physiological
model of the regulation of nitrogen fixation in a Trichodesmium cell. Here cell quotas
of nitrogen and carbon were coupled with light limitation. In their model, the C:N
elemental ratio of Trichodesmium changes as a result of carbon assimilation which
depends on the amount of light available. Carbon assimilation precedes nitrogen
fixation, forcing modeled Trichodesmium to fix nitrogen gas during the day rather
than at night. It would be interesting to further explore this type of model to provide
physiological explanations of the differences between Trichodesmium and unicellular
Group B, which fix N2 during the night.
1.3.2 Model estimates of the basin-scale and global-scale ma-
rine nitrogen fixation rates
Model estimates of nitrogen fixation rates come from NPZD models of the North
Atlantic (Coles et al., 2004; Coles and Hood, 2007) and the global ocean (Moore
et al., 2002b, 2004, 2006), discussed above. For the North Atlantic, Coles et al.
(2004, 2007) showed a range of 8 to 30 TgN yr - 1, depending whether the model was
tuned to observed Trichodesmium biomass or to observed N* distribution. For the
global ocean, Moore et al. (2002b, 2004, 2006) found nitrogen fixation rates between
55 and 100 TgN yr - 1 depending on the solubility of the iron dust. The model results
are limited by our understanding of the factors that affect nitrogen fixation, such as
the iron cycle or the diversity of nitrogen fixers.
1.4 Summary
I provide here a short summary of the main points highlighted in the introduction,
specifically those that are relevant to the work presented in the thesis.
Nitrogen fixation in the ocean Nitrogen fixation is the biological reduction of
nitrogen gas (N2) into ammonia, which is subsequently used to build organic nitrogen.
Only a few organisms, called nitrogen fixers or diazotrophs, contain the required ni-
trogenase enzyme to fix N2. Nitrogen fixation is an important process for the primary
production in the ocean, as fixed nitrogen (nitrate, nitrite, ammonium) probably lim-
its phytoplankton growth in most of the ocean (section 1.1.1) and nitrogen fixation
controls oceanic concentrations of fixed nitrogen. Current estimates suggest that ni-
trogen fixation is the largest source of fixed nitrogen to the ocean, contributing 135
TgN yr-', compare to 80 TgN yr-' riverine inputs and 50 TgN yr - 1 atmospheric
deposition (see Table A.1 in appendix A).
Estimations of nitrogen fixation rates in the ocean Three different techniques
have been used to infer the rates of nitrogen fixation for the North Atlantic basin
and for the global ocean: direct biological measurements (section 1.2.3), geochemical
tracers (section 1.1.3) and numerical models (section 1.3.2). The estimates from
these different techniques vary by two to three orders of magnitudes, 1 to 85 TgN
yr- 1 for the North Atlantic basin (Table 1.1) and 5 to 135 TgN yr - 1 for the global
ocean (Table 1.2). These big ranges indicate the uncertainty in our understanding
of nitrogen fixation and diazotrophs in the ocean today. A significant uncertainty
in the direct and geochemical techniques is the biogeography of diazotrophs, often
assumed to simply be oligotrophic regions or waters warmer than 20-25"C. Numerical
models could give a better coverage in space and time, and better constrain estimates
of nitrogen fixation, though models are as yet limited in their capacity to represent
the diversity of diazotrophs and the mechanisms that influence their activity.
Diversity of marine nitrogen fixers A great deal of the current understanding
of marine diazotrophy has been revealed through the study of the large filamen-
tous cyanobacteria Trichodesmium.. However diverse populations of diazotrophs are
observed in the ocean. Diatom-diazotroph associations (DDA), and the recently dis-
covered unicellular cyanobacteria and heterotrophic bacteria (section 1.2) have the
potential to add as much new nitrogen to the oceans as Trichodesmium. More studies
are needed for estimating the difference in biomass, distribution and activity of these
diverse diazotrophs. Both Trichodesmium and unicellular diazotrophs have been ob-
served to have a relatively small maximum growth rate, high elemental N:P and Fe:P
ratios, and to be adapted to high light conditions and warm temperatures. These
main characteristics probably relate to the fact that breaking down N2 triple bond is
an energy-demanding process.
Biogeography of marine diazotrophs Observations of Trichodesmium, unicel-
lular diazotrophs, and DDA suggest that marine diazotrophs are distributed mainly
in the oligotrophic warm subtropical and tropical waters of the global ocean. Though
temperature has often been used to define the geographic extent of nitrogen fixa-
tion, oligotrophy, nutrient supply of dissolved iron and phosphate, light and grazing
pressure probably also influence the distribution of the marine diazotrophs.
Geochemical tracers Because of a lack of direct observations of nitrogen fixation
in the ocean, geochemists have developed several tracers to assess the marine nitrogen
fixation. They measure the oceanic deviation of nitrogen and phosphorus from the
Redfield ratio (16:1), which indicates the combined effects of processes that add or
remove fixed nitrogen or phosphate with a N:P ratio different from 16:1, for instance
nitrogen fixation. The interpretation of these geochemical tracers is problematic, as
they depend not only on nitrogen fixation, but are also a function of denitrification,
rivernine and atmospheric inputs, and differential remineralization of nitrogen and
phosphorus.
This summary reveals interesting unresolved issues related to oceanic nitrogen
fixation, in particular the following questions that I address in the thesis.
1. What factors control the distribution of diazotrophs in the ocean?
2. What factors are responsible for a temporal variability of nitrogen fixation and
ecosystem structure in the subtropical gyres?
3. What is the role of differential remineralization between organic nitrogen and
phosphorus on the interpretation and distribution of geochemical tracers such
as DINxs and N*?
4. How should diazotroph diversity be represented in biogeochemical models?
5. What is the distribution of the main types of diazotrophs in the global ocean?
Chapter 2 looks into an internal oscillator for the temporal variability of nitrogen fixa-
tion, which examines questions (1) and (2). Chapter 3 specifically addresses question
(3) by looking at the relationship between DINx, and preferential remineralization
of phosphorus relative to nitrogen. Finally chapter 4 explores in more details the
diversity of diazotrophs addressing questions (1), (4) and (5).
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Chapter 2
On the interannual variability of
nitrogen fixation in the subtropical
gyres
Adapted from the manuscript of F. M. Monteiro and M. J. Follows
Journal of Marine Research, in press
Abstract
Time-series observations of geochemical tracers and diazotroph abundances in the
northern subtropical gyres suggest variability in nitrogen fixation on interannual and
longer timescales. Using a highly idealized model of the biogeochemistry and ecol-
ogy of a subtropical gyre, we explore the previously proposed hypothesis that such
variability is regulated by an internal "biogeochemical oscillator". We find, in cer-
tain parameter regimes, self-sustained oscillations in nitrogen fixation, community
structure and biogeochemical cycles even with perfectly steady physical forcing. Dur-
ing the oscillations of nitrogen fixation, "blooms" of diazotrophs occur at intervals
between a year and several decades, consistent with the observed variability. The
period of the oscillations is strongly regulated by the exchange rate between the ther-
mocline and mixed-layer waters. The oscillatory solutions occur in a relatively small
region of parameter space, but one in which the relative fitness of diazotrophs and
non-diazotrophs are closely matched and the time-averaged biomass of each class of
phytoplankton is maximized.
2.1 Introduction: decoupling of ocean nitrogen and
phosphorus cycles
The nitrogen and phosphorus cycles are globally tightly coupled in the ocean. They
are dominated by the biological consumption of dissolved inorganic forms in the mixed
layer, the export of organic forms to depth and subsequent remineralization. They
are subject to common physical transport processes, riverine and atmospheric sources
(Benitez-Nelson, 2000; Gruber, 2004), and burial in sediments. Redfield (1934) noted
that these common processes lead to a tight relationship between the dissolved in-
organic nitrogen and phosphorus (DIN and DIP) and the stoichiometry of bulk or-
ganic matter in the global ocean. Recently, emphasis has been placed on under-
standing the decoupling of nitrogen and phosphorus due to the more rapid oceanic
turnover of nitrogen by nitrogen fixation and denitrification (Fanning, 1992; Gruber
and Sarmiento, 1997). Nitrogen fixation in the ocean is largely performed by a vari-
ety of diazotrophic phytoplankton in the pelagic ocean including colonial cyanobac-
teria, unicellular cyanobacteria (Zehr et al., 2001), as well as some endosymbiotic
diazotrophs observed in diatoms (Carpenter et al., 1999). A great deal of the cur-
rent understanding of marine diazotrophy has been revealed through the study of the
large colonial cyanobacteria Trichodesmium which is mostly abundant in oligotrophic
tropical and subtropical waters (Carpenter and Romans, 1991; Capone et al., 1997),
and is perhaps the most significant oceanic diazotroph (Karl et al., 2002). Tricho-
desmium have relatively slow growth rate, high elemental N:P ratio and high iron
demand (LaRoche and Breitbarth, 2005; Masotti et al., 2007). These characteristics
reflect the additional requirements for the production of nitrogenase and the reduction
of nitrogen gas (Tyrrell, 1999; Klausmeier et al., 2004). Recent observations suggest
similar characteristics for unicellular diazotrophs (Falcon et al., 2005; Goebel et al.,
2008).
Along with seasonal variations, nitrogen fixation has been observed to change
on interannual and decadal timescales. Steven and Glombitza (1972) measured in-
terannual variability of Trichodesmium abundance in the vicinity of Barbados for a
3-year period. The other evidences come from indirect tracers, such as N* (Michaels
et al., 1996; Gruber and Sarmiento, 1997; Deutsch et al., 2001) and DINxs =NO3
-RPhypO~ - (Bates and Hansell, 2004; Hansell et al., 2004), where N* differs only by
a constant offset. These tracers measure variations in inorganic N:P relative to the
Redfield ratio, RfPh = 16 (Redfield et al., 1963; Ho et al., 2003; Quigg et al., 2003).
Increasing values of these tracers following water parcel trajectories are interpreted
to reflect diazotrophic activity. They have been used to assess integrated nitrogen
fixation rates in the subtropical North Atlantic (Gruber and Sarmiento, 1997; Hansell
et al., 2004). Conversely, decreasing values following water parcels are interpreted as
signatures of denitrification.
In extremely oligotrophic regions, phytoplankton may also satisfy their resource
requirements by utilizing dissolved organic forms of nitrogen (DON) (Karl et al., 1997;
Zehr and Ward, 2002; Berman and Bronk, 2003; Varela et al., 2005) and phosphorus
(DOP) (Bjorkman et al., 2000; Bjorkman and Karl, 2003). DOP utilization has also
been noted in Trichodesmium (Karl et al., 2002; Sohm and Capone, 2006). Hence it
might be more appropriate to include the organic forms in the metric of the relative
abundance of biologically available nitrogen and phosphorus. We consider an analog
of DINx,
TDNxs = TDN - RPhYTDP (2.1)
where TDN and TDP are total dissolved nitrogen and phosphorus (this corresponds
to the proN* tracer proposed by Dennis Hansell and Nick Bates; personal communi-
cation; see also Landolfi et al., 2008). TDNx, measures the excess of nitrogen for the
total dissolved pools. Here we consider TDNxs = 0 as the transition point between
nitrogen and phosphorus limitation in the case where phytoplankton have Redfieldian
elemental ratios and may consume dissolved both inorganic and organic forms.
Observations in the subtropical oceans, at the Hawaii Ocean Time-series (HOT;
Karl, 2002) and Bermuda Atlantic Time-series Study (BATS; Bates and Hansell,
2004) sites, provide an unparalleled view of the temporal variation in local N-P de-
coupling. Both reveal interannual to decadal variations of TDNxs and/or DINxs. Here
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Figure 2-1: Time-series of the profile of TDNx, (http://hahana.soest.hawaii.edu/
hot/hot_jgofs.html). The observations are averaged for each month and interpolated
linearly with depth.
we focus on interpreting the observations at HOT (Figure 2-1). There, TDN, de-
creases monotonically with depth. Negative values in the thermocline (< -4 pmol
kg-') reflect the regional influence of denitrification in the oxygen minimum zone
(500 to 1500 m; Gruber and Sarmiento, 1997; Deutsch et al., 2001). TDN, exhibits
strong temporal variability, swinging between positive and negative values in the up-
per ocean with an amplitude of more than 1 pmol kg- 1. This suggests a flip-flop
between phosphorus and nitrogen limitation (TDN,~> 0 and TDNx,< 0 respectively)
and, perhaps, nitrogen fixation (Karl et al., 1997; Karl, 2002). Interannual variability
is also evident in the DINx, record of the North Atlantic (Bates and Hansell, 2004)
and the mechanisms discussed here may also be relevant in that basin.
Suggested mechanistic explanations for these interannual changes include physical
forcing related to large scale climate variability, based on comparisons between ENSO
and NAO indices and upper ocean DINx, and TDN, (Karl et al., 1995, 1997; Bates
and Hansell, 2004). Changes in atmospheric forcing can affect mixed-layer stratifi-
cation and the aeolian deposition of iron: a more stratified upper ocean may favor
oligotrophy, high light conditions, and thus Trichodesmium growth and nitrogen fix-
ation (LaRoche and Breitbarth, 2005). An increase in aeolian iron deposition may
alleviate iron stress imposed by the high demand of diazotrophs (Sanudo-Wilhelmy
et al., 2001).
Karl (2002) suggested an alternative explanation for the variability. He hypoth-
esized an internal ocean "diazotroph oscillator" in which nitrogen limitation in the
surface waters stimulates nitrogen fixation and an export of nitrogen-rich organic de-
tritus. The excess nitrogen accumulates in the thermocline and is eventually brought
to the surface by winter entrainment. This drives the mixed layer to phosphorus
limitation. Diazotrophy is suppressed, TDNxS declines and surface waters return to
a nitrogen limited regime.
Here we demonstrate that such an internal oscillation is possible in an idealized
numerical model of the nitrogen and phosphorus cycles in subtropical gyres (section
2.2). We will show that, even in the absence of variable external forcing, such a
system can sustain a "diazotroph oscillator" leading to a periodic nitrogen fixation
(section 2.3). We will use the model to elucidate how the relative fitness of the model
phytoplankton relates to environmental conditions and show how the timescale of the
oscillations depends strongly on the rate of ventilation of thermocline waters (section
2.4).
2.2 A model of subtropical nitrogen and phospho-
rus cycles
We employ a highly idealized, two-layer representation of the N and P cycles in a
subtropical gyre (Figure 2-2). The layers reflect a surface mixed layer (order 100 m
thick) and a permanent thermocline (order 1000 m thick), which annually exchange
a volume comparable to the integrated Ekman pumping and the seasonal deepen-
ing (entrainment) of the mixed layer (Williams, 2001). We choose not to represent
any variability of the physical environment, keeping the model simple in order to
explore the internal variability of the system. We explicitly represent the transport
and biological transformations of DIN, DIP (dissolved inorganic N and P), DON,
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Figure 2-2: Schematic diagram of the two-layer model. DIN and DIP represent fixed
inorganic nitrogen and phosphorus. DON and DOP are the dissolved organic forms.
Diaz are diazotrophs and Phy are non-diazotrophic phytoplankton. Here Diaz are
assumed to fix all of their nitrogen requirement. Diaz and Phy can utilize both
dissolved inorganic and dissolved organic forms of nutrients.
measure biomass using phosphorus as the currency since it is globally conserved in
the model though either resource could be used for this purpose. The full prognos-
tic equations and model parameter ranges are listed in Tables 2.1, 2.2 and 2.3.
We resolve two broad functional classes of phytoplankton: diazotrophs (Diaz) and
all other phytoplankton (Phy), using parameterizations that have much in common
with the previously published models of Tyrrell (1999) and Fennel et al. (2002). Non-
diazotrophic phytoplankton are assumed to have a Redfieldian elemental ratio (RPhy
= N:P = 16:1; Table 2.3), and diazotrophs a fixed N:P ratio of 60 (LaRoche and
Breitbarth, 2005). Diaz and Phy are constrained to occur only in the surface layer
(Figure 2-2) in a simple representation of light limitation. Nutrient-limited growth
of both functional types is represented by a Michaelis-Menten relationship (Dugdale,
1967) with a smaller maximum specific growth rate (/p in d-') for Diaz, due to the
high energetic cost of nitrogen fixation. This is consistent with observed growth rates
(Tables 2.1 and 2.3). Both organism types are subject to phosphorus limitation. As
for nitrogen, we assume that Diaz acquires all of its nitrogen by fixation, while Phy
may also be limited by the availability of dissolved N, following Liebig's law of the
dPhy pp - MPhPhy (2.2)
dt
Phy production Grazing + Mortality
dDiaz pd - MDiaz Diaz (2.3)
dt
dDIP1  V
- (DIP1  - DIP2 ) - p (pp + pd) + A DOP1  (2.4)dt z_ V
Total uptake of DIP1  Remineralization
Physical transport
dDIN1  VdDINI V (DINi - DIN2) - rN RPhy pp + A DON1  (2.5)dt zl
dDOP V
d - (DOPi - DOP 2) - (1 - p)(pp + pd) (2.6)dt z1
+(1 - S)(MPhy Phy + MDiaz Diaz) - A DOP1  (2.7)
dDON1  Vd = (DON - DON2) - (1 - FN) RPhy pp (2.8)dt z1
+(1 - S)(RPhy MPhY Phy + RDiaz MDiaz Diaz) - A DON1 (2.9)
= h ( + fDOM (1 - F)) in TDP1  TDN1  Phy(2.10)
S(DOM(1-)) TDP + Kp' TDNI + KN
TDP i
pd = Diaz (p + fDOM (1 - rp)) TDP1  Diaz (2.11)TDP1 + Kp
Table 2.1: Surface layer prognostic equations. Here pp represents primary produc-
tion by Phy (non-diazotroph phytoplankton) and pd is primary production by Diaz
(diazotrophs). pPhy and tpDiaz (d- 1) are the maximum specific growth rates of Phy
and Diaz. Maximum growth rates are modulated by the availability of inorganic
and organic forms of the limiting nutrient; either TDN = DIN+DON or TDP =
DIP+DOP. PN = DIN/TDN and Fp = DIP1 /TDP1 are the relative abundances
of each form. fDOM is a factor representing a reduction of growth rate, assuming an
additional energetic cost for utilizing organic substrates. KN and Kp are the half sat-
uration coefficients for N and P and KN is defined as 16Kp such that, in oligotrophic
conditions, Phy are limited by P availability when TDN >16TDP1 , and by N when
TDN <16TDP1 . Loss due to grazing and mortality is parameterized by a highly
simplified linear mortality with rate coefficients MPhy and MDiaz. Physical transport
is represented here by a ventilation rate V
dDOP2  V
d - - (DOP2 - DOP) - A DOP2  (2.12)dt Z2
dDON2  VS- -(DON 2 - DON) - A DON2  (2.13)dt z2
dPOP zIdPOP - l S (MPhy Phy + M D iaz Diaz) - A POP (2.14)dt z2
dPON - Z S (RPhy MPhY Phy + RDiaz MDiaz Diaz) - A PON (2.15)
dt z
dDIP2  V
dt - -(DIP 2 - DIP) + A (DOP2 + POP) (2.16)dt z2
dDIN2  Vdt - -- (DIN2 - DIN) + Rphy A (DON2 + PON)
1
S (DIN2 - 16DIP2 - rest) (2.17)Trest
Restoring term
Table 2.2: Thermocline prognostic equations. Rrest is the TDNxs towards which the
thermocline is restored in a simple parameterization of denitrification. Tr,,t is the
restoring time scale.
minimum. Here, we also allow both phytoplankton types to consume DOP and/or
DON when the inorganic equivalent forms are in limiting concentration. Growth is
thus limited by the availability of total dissolved P or N (TDP or TDN; Table 2.1,
Equations 2.10 and 2.11). We assume that utilization of the organic form is ener-
getically more expensive for phytoplankton, in the idea that phytoplankton invest
more machinery into photoautotrophy. This should make them more likely to use
inorganic than organic nutrients. We impose an arbitrary 60% decrease in maximum
growth rate (fDOM) when using organic forms for both autotroph classes. We also
impose that inorganic and organic nutrients are utilized in proportion to their rela-
tive abundance (e.g. Fp = DIP/(DIP + DOP)). In this idealized study we do not
explicitly represent a dynamic iron cycle but focus instead on N and P dynamics as
the possible driver of a internal "diazotroph oscillator". Iron limitation by a con-
stant environmental concentration could be considered as folded into the differential
of maximum growth rates of Phy and Diaz.
In this idealized framework, grazing and mortality of Phy and Diaz are repre-
Symbol Name Control
Run
zl Mixed layer depth




pDiaz Diazotroph maximum growth
rate
fDOM Reducing factor for organic up-
take
compare to inorganic uptake
Kp Phosphate half saturation con-
stant
KN Fixed nitrogen half saturation
constant
MPhy Non-diazotroph grazing - mor-
tality rate
MDiaz Diazotroph grazing - mortality
rate
RPhy N:P Redfield ratio
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Table 2.3: Parameter values of the control case (Figure 2-3). The right column
presents the range of measured parameter values from the literature which is ex-
plored in sensitivity studies. Trest is the timescale with which thermocline DIN, is
restored towards the target value, reflecting the vigor of denitrification and import
of N-depleted waters. The values for the diazotrophic parameters are all based on
Trichodesmium data. (a) for annual maximum depth in subtropical gyres (Boyer-
Montegut et al., 2004); (b) for North Pacific subtropical gyre (Qiu and Huang, 1995),
whereas the North Atlantic subtropical gyre: 50-150 m yr - 1 (Marshall et al., 1993); (c)
Tyrrell (1999); Dutkiewicz et al. (2001); Fennel et al. (2002); (d) for Trichodesmium
(LaRoche and Breitbarth, 2005); (e) Capone et al. (1997); (f) Redfield et al. (1963);
Ho et al. (2003); Quigg et al. (2003); (g) Klausmeier et al. (2004); (h) Libes (1992).
The initial conditions used in the model are: Phy = 10- 2 , Dia = 10- 3 , DIP1 = 0.1,
DIN = 0.05, DIP2 = 1, DIN2 = 15, DOP = 0.20, DON1 = 5, DOP2  0.1,























sented as simple linear loss terms (Equations 2.2 and 2.3). We impose a reduced
mortality for Diaz since Trichodesmium have been observed to have fewer predators
(Capone et al., 1997). Detritus is partitioned into a dissolved and particulate organic
matter pools (DOM and POM) in fixed fraction S (Libes, 1992). POM is assumed
to sink rapidly and to be completely remineralized in the thermocline, while DOM is
transported by the vertical mixing (ventilation) and may be remineralized in either
the mixed layer or the thermocline. We parameterize denitrification simply, restoring
DIN so as to drive DINxs towards a prescribed value in the thermocline (Equation
2.17), reflecting either local denitrification or mixing with waters denitrified elsewhere
in the ocean. Phosphorus is thus conserved over the whole domain. Nitrogen is not;
its dynamic budget is determined by the balance between nitrogen fixation and the
parameterized denitrification. We initialize the model with plausible values of the
prognostic variables, and integrate it forward in time for several hundred years until
a statistically steady state is reached.
2.3 Model results: A diazotroph oscillator
We explore the model's behavior over a plausible range of biogeochemical parame-
ter values, guided by observations and laboratory measurements (see the Literature
(Range) column in Table 2.3). In much of the explored parameter space, the model
reveals perfectly steady solutions in which both diazotrophs and other phytoplank-
ton co-exist (Figure 2-3). This follows the ecological theory for co-existence, since
two resources or "limiting factors" are present in the modeled environment (Arm-
strong and McGehee, 1980). In the illustrated example, diazotrophs persist with
considerably lower biomass than the other phytoplankton (0.5 x 10-3 pmolP kg - 1 and
3 x 10-3 pmolP kg-' for diazotrophs and other phytoplankton respectively). These
modeled concentrations compare favorably (given the highly idealized nature of the
system) with the general character of the observed concentrations at HOT, which
vary between 0.3 and 1.3 x 10- 3 pmolP kg 1 for diazotrophs (Karl et al., 1997; Fennel
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Figure 2-3: Example steady solution in a configuration with ventilation rate and
thermocline DIN, set appropriate for the North Pacific subtropical gyre. (a) Biomass
of diazotrophs (Diaz) and non-diazotrophic phytoplankton (Phy); (b) TDNxs in the
mixed layer and thermocline; (c) TDN and 16xTDP in the mixed layer. All units
are in pmolP kg- '. Model parameter values are given in Table 2.3.
(Karl et al., 2001) 3. In these non-oscillatory model regimes interannual variations
of nitrogen fixation must be forced externally in response to changes in the physical
environment, for example.
Nevertheless, in some regions of the explored parameter space, the model exhibits
oscillatory solutions supporting the notion of a self-sustained diazotroph oscillator
(Karl, 2002). In these regimes, the abundances of diazotrophs and other phytoplank-
ton vary in regular cycles, with period ranging from a year or two to several decades
(e.g. Figure 2-4). The oscillations occur in the absence of any externally imposed
physical or biogeochemical variability. Figure 2-4 illustrates an example relevant to
the North Pacific subtropical gyre, with ventilation rate of about 30 m yr- and a
relatively strong sink of nitrogen in the thermocline (2 year restoration timescale for
thermocline DIN,; Table 2.3). The illustrated solution has a period of 3.5 years,
3 Assuming a P:Chl ratio of 0.10 1molP kg - ' (mg Chi m-3)-1 (Fasham et al., 1990).
not inconsistent with the character of the interannual variability observed at HOT
(see section 2.1 and Figure 2-1). The order of magnitude of the modeled phyto-
plankton abundance is broadly in agreement with the HOT observations (Diaz -
1x10-3 pmolP kg- 1 and Phy - 3x 10-3jmolP kg- 1 ). Such a highly idealized system
can never precisely capture such a complex real system in all details. Modeled TDNxs
concentrations also vary over a range consistent with the observations: between -1.3
to 2.1 /,mol kg- 1. The modeled nitrogen fixation rate, - 25 x 10- 2 molN m - 2 yr- 1,
is somewhat larger than observed in the vicinity of Hawaii, (3.1-5.1 x 10-2 molN m- 2
yr - 1 ; Karl et al., 1997), but is sensitive to the assumed N:P ratio of the diazotrophs
and the accessibility of organic phosphorus. It also reflects the very crude vertical
resolution of the model where nitrogen fixation occurs throughout the mixed layer
with a fixed 100 m thickness. We also see a diazotroph oscillator in solutions with
parameter values more appropriate to the North Atlantic subtropical gyre: faster
subduction rates (V -50-150 m yr - 1) and a weaker influence of denitrification in the
thermocline (Trest -5-10 yr).
2.3.1 Mechanism of the diazotroph oscillator
The model's diazotroph oscillator switches between a nitrogen limited regime (Figure
2-4; TDNxs <0, phases 1 and 4) and a phosphorus limited regime (TDNxs>0, phases
2 and 3). In the nitrogen limited regime (Figure 2-4; phase 1), where only non-
diazotrophs are nitrogen limited, diazotrophs are competitive and their population
increases. This "blooming" of diazotrophs creates relatively nitrogen-rich organic
matter in the mixed layer. Since export ratios are low in the oligotrophic oceans,
much of this organic material is remineralized in the surface ocean increasing mixed
layer TDNxs (Figures 2-4b and 2-4c, phases 1 and 2) and driving surface waters
to phosphorus limitation. Diazotrophs are no longer competitive because of their
relatively slow growth rate and their population declines again to very low abundance
(Figures 2-4a and 2-4b, phase 2). Subsequently, dilution by denitrified thermocline
waters draws down the TDNxs of the mixed layer back to a nitrogen limited regime.
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Figure 2-4: Example oscillatory solution in a configuration with ventilation rate and
thermocline DINxs set appropriate for the North Pacific subtropical gyre (see Table
2.3). (a) Biomass of diazotrophs (Diaz) and non-diazotrophic phytoplankton (Phy);
(b) TDNxs in the mixed layer and thermocline. The inset numbers represent the
different steps of the "diazotroph oscillator" and are recalled in the schematic of the
oscillator in Figure 2-5; (c) TDN and 16xTDP in the mixed layer. Physical forcing
and all parameter values are constant. Time variation is the result of an internal
"biogeochemical oscillator".
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Figure 2-5: Mechanism of the diazotroph oscillator. Numbers correspond to the
phases of the cycle as indicated in Figure 2-4b.
esized by Karl (2002) but differs in some details. Since most organic matter is rem-
ineralized close to the surface and denitrification occurs at depth, in the model en-
trainment of thermocline waters represents a sink of surface TDNxr, rather than a
source. The extent to which this is the case depends upon the bio-availability of the
dissolved organic nitrogen pool which is assumed to be fully available in the model
for simplicity.
2.3.2 What regulates the period of the oscillation?
The TDNxs record at Hawaii indicates variability of nitrogen fixation on timescales of
a few years (Karl, 2002). Evidence for "regime shifts" in this region are also sugges-
tive of decadal variations (Karl et al., 2001). Sensitivity studies with the numerical
model over the range of biogeochemical parameter values (Table 2.3) reveal oscilla-
tory solutions with periods between -1 and -30 years. In the model, the phase of
increasing diazotroph population and surface TDNx, is relatively rapid (Figures 2-4
and 2-5). The period is largely determined by the rate at which mixed-layer TDNxs
(TDNxs1) declines back towards a nitrogen limited regime (phases 3 and 4). Assum-
ing negligible concentration of Diaz and a linear decline of TDNxsl (details in the
appendix B), we can approximate the rate of change in TDNxs1 as a function of the
mixing with thermocline TDNxs (TDNxs2): dTDNx,,/dt - (V/zl)TDNxs2 (Figure 2-
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Figure 2-6: Period of the oscillations as a function of the ventilation rate (V). The
dots represent numerical solutions and the dashed line the best fit for the estimate
solution (Equation 2.18).
limited conditions, i.e. the approximate period of the oscillation:
At z TDNI (2.18)
V TDNxs2
where ATDNx 1 is the amplitude (pmol kg- 1) of the changes in mixed-layer TDNx,.
The timescale is inversely related to the ventilation rate, V, the rate of exchange of
denitrified waters between thermocline and mixed layer. The simple estimate solution
accurately predicts relationship of the model's oscillation period to the ventilation rate
(Figure 2-6). The range of ventilation rates span typical values for the subtropical
North Pacific (5-50 m yr-1; Qiu and Huang, 1995) and subtropical North Atlantic
(50-150 m yr-1; Marshall et al., 1993).
Sensitivity studies also show that the amplitude of the oscillations increases with
the "fitness" of diazotrophs relative to the other phytoplankton, as measured by p/M,
the ratio of their maximum growth and mortality rates (section 2.4).
2.4 Ecological regimes in the model
The numerical model supports the hypothesis that a diazotroph oscillator could drive
(at least some of) the observed interannual and longer timescale changes in ecosystem
structure and nitrogen fixation in the subtropical gyres (Karl et al., 2001). On the
other hand, this behavior is only evident in certain parameter regimes. Under what
circumstances do oscillatory solutions occur?
We examine a suite of tens of integrations, covering a broad region of parameter
space, to tease out further insight into the viability of the diazotroph oscillator in
this particular system. We examine the model solutions in the context of the relative
fitness of Diaz and Phy, here measured by the ratio of maximum growth rate and
mortality: (,_/M)Diaz and (p/M)Ph (Figure 2-7). Each plotted point represents a
single solution of the model. Three broad regimes are evident: non-oscillatory solu-
tions with co-existing non-diazotrophs and diazotrophs (diamonds), non-oscillatory
solutions where diazotrophs exclude the other phytoplankton (crosses), and oscilla-
tory solutions where both functional types co-exist (circles). Each regime occupies a
clearly defined region in the p/M space (sketched and annotated in the right hand
panel of the figure).
In the regime where (p/M)Di az < (p/M)Phy, the relatively low mortality of di-
azotrophs is outweighed by their slow maximum growth rate (left panel of Figure
2-7, diamonds). Nitrogen and phosphorus are both potentially limiting for Phy
and co-existence of Diaz and Phy is supported. In this idealized model, both or-
ganism classes are assigned the same half-saturation for phosphorus uptake, Kp,
and both are assumed able to utilize either organic or inorganic phosphorus. When
TDP/(TDP+Kp), a measure of the degree of phosphorus limitation, approaches 1
phosphorus is no longer limiting and, as long as the environmental N:P ratio is not too
far from Redfield, growth may no longer be significantly limited by the availability of
macro-nutrients. In this situation, where the diazotrophs low maximum growth rate
more than compensates for their reduced mortality their abundance becomes very
low, though they are never completely excluded.
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Figure 2-7: Regimes of the model solution as a function of A/M, the ratios of maxi-
mum growth rate and mortality of Diaz and Phy. (a) Plotted points indicate model
parameters from a single integration. Black circles - oscillatory solution; gray dia-
monds - steady solution, Dia < Phy; crosses - steady solution, Diaz only. Contours
of environmental phosphorus stress, TDP/(TDP+Kp), are also shown as gray, dashed
lines. (b) Schematic of the model regimes.
When (p/M)Diaz > (pL/M)Phy, the model diazotrophs exclude other phytoplank-
ton. Here, the relatively fit diazotrophs thrive and the remineralization of the nitrogen-
rich organic detritus derived from them relieves nitrogen limitation. In this regime,
where phosphorus is the single limiting resource, diazotrophs exclude the other phy-
toplankton. The slow growth rate of Trichodesmium in laboratory cultures suggests
that this situation, if at all plausible, would have to be due to low mortality and
weakened top down control. Observations suggest that diazotrophs do not typically
dominate the phytoplankton population in terms of biomass except, perhaps, in very
local bloom conditions.
Oscillatory solutions occur in a small region close to the line where (ul/M)Diaz
= (p/M)Ph" (Figure 2-7), but within the region where non-diazotrophs are fitter.
Assuming steady state for both phytoplankton (Equations 2.3 and 2.2), we may infer
the TDP concentration at which each population could maintain an equilibrium
KpTDP _ (2.19)
Mi
where i is either Diaz or Phy. This concentration is equivalent to the "R*" of
resource competition theory (Tilman, 1977). In a perfectly steady, single-resource
environment, the organism type with the lowest R* should exclude all others (Stewart
and Levin, 1973). Since Phy and Diaz have the same Kp, the continuous line of equal
pL/M is where both organisms have the same R*, i.e. each could exist at equilibrium.
Hence the oscillatory solutions with co-existence occur when the two organism classes
are characterized by very similar R* values. They are closely matched in terms of
this measure of fitness. It is interesting to note that the time-averaged biomass and
production of both Phy and Diaz are maximized along the line where Phy and Diaz
fitnesses are equal. This maximization of biomass and productivity is right on top of
the oscillatory solutions.
That the oscillatory solutions occur in a very narrow region of parameter space
may suggest that this situation should be considered unlikely to occur in reality. On
the other hand, this special region of parameter space, makes evolutionary sense: in
an oligotrophic environment photo-autotrophs must evolve towards the low R* of their
fit competitors if they are not to be excluded. It is also the region where biomass and
primary productivity are maximized. Perhaps then, this narrow region of parameter
space where the biogeochemical oscillator occurs, also reflects an evolutionary stable
state for the ocean's subtropical gyres. However, more studies are needed at this
point to fully understand the reason why the oscillator is located in such a region of
the parameter space.
2.5 Summary and Discussion
We have developed an idealized model of the nitrogen and phosphorus cycles and
ecosystem of subtropical gyres. We have explored the possibility that an internal
biogeochemical oscillator might exist in the subtropical gyres, giving rise to some of
the observed interannual to decadal variability in surface water biogeochemistry and
ecology near Hawaii (Karl et al., 2001; Karl, 2002).
Though highly simplified, the model can capture some of the character of the
diazotrophic and non-diazotrophic populations and surface water biogeochemistry
in the northern subtropical gyres. Of course, such a highly idealized model cannot
accurately simulate the dynamic ocean in all details. However, such models can
be useful for elucidating and exploring the mechanisms of complex systems: With
certain, plausible combinations of the biogeochemical parameters, this model exhibits
oscillatory solutions in which surface biogeochemical and ecosystem properties vary
cyclically on annual to decadal timescales in the absence of any time dependent
forcing. The timescale and amplitude of the temporal variations of TDNxs in the
model are not inconsistent with part of the variability observed near Hawaii. Further
analysis of the model (mathematical estimates and numerical) indicates that the
period of the oscillation strongly depends on the rate of exchange of mixed-layer and
thermocline waters and could lie between several years and several decades for the
North Pacific subtropical gyre regime, but would likely be shorter (only a year or so)
in the North Atlantic.
Our study provides theoretical support for the suggestion that some part of the
interannual to decadal variability of TDNxs, DINxs, nitrogen fixation and ecosystem
structure observed in the subtropical North Pacific and North Atlantic might be at-
tributable to an internal, biogeochemical oscillator. Without doubt external forcing
such as shifts in climate regimes are also significant and internal and external mech-
anisms of variability may be interwined, possibly even phase-locked. We note that
this simple model does not intrinsically produce shorter timescale variability which
is also observed near Hawaii, possibly driven by synoptic variability in external forc-
ing or fine scale ocean structures not reflected at all in this idealized framework. A
comparison in the observed time scales of the physics and the biogeochemistry of the
two regions might be insightful.
Over most of physical and biogeochemical parameter space explored we find com-
pletely steady solutions. Oscillatory solutions occur only in a narrow region of pa-
rameter space, suggesting at first glance that the diazotrophic oscillator is unlikely to
occur in nature. However, this region is where the relative fitness of the modeled dia-
zotrophs and other phytoplankton is closely matched. It is ecologically plausible that
organisms have evolved such to enable their co-existence and maximize productivity.
Perhaps this narrow region of parameter space is the ecologically relevant regime.
In addition to continued observations at the subtropical time-series sites, further
theoretical studies might help to resolve such questions, with some clear candidates
for next steps. While the role of iron has been much simplified in the present study,
which already expresses complex dynamics, an extension of this work to include this
third limiting resource should be informative. A corresponding suite of numerical
modeling studies with three-dimensional ocean circulation and biogeochemistry mod-
els including the role of iron limitation (e.g. Hood et al., 2004; Cole's and Hood,
2007) will prove useful as well as ecological models with freer, self-assembling repre-
sentations of microbial populations (Follows et al., 2007). Such experiments can test
the mechanistic understanding emerging from this simplified model in a more realis-
tic setting. A suite of computationally demanding integrations will be necessary to
cover the appropriate parameter space in a more realistic setting. However, current
advances in computational capabilities mean that this capability is now within our
reach. The relative lability and bio-availability of organic forms of N and P (Clark
et al., 1998; Aluwihare et al., 2005) also plays a role in regulating the ecology and
biogeochemistry of the oligotrophic oceans, including the possibility and nature of the
oscillator. Current models, including this one, deal with this issue in an extremely
simplistic way, partly reflecting the general need for greater understanding on this
topic.
In summary, for the first time an idealized model has been used to support and il-
lustrate the hypothesized internal biogeochemical oscillator in the subtropical oceans,
driving cycles of nitrogen fixation and its geochemical indicators. The model provides
a framework in which to explore the underlying ecology which regulates the occur-
rence and properties of the system. Though the biogeochemical oscillator occurs in
only a small region of ecological parameter space, it is one which the relative fitness,
co-existence and primary production of this simple system are almost optimal.
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Chapter 3
Nitrogen fixation and preferential
remineralization of phosphorus in
the North Atlantic Ocean
Abstract
The rates of nitrogen fixation in the ocean are often estimated using geochemical trac-
ers such as DINx (=NO3 -16PO4-). However this tracer reflects an interwoven set of
dynamics including nitrogen fixation, but also denitrification, differential remineral-
ization and complex transport pathways. To better understand the controls of DIN,,
and its relationship to nitrogen fixation, I examine analytical solutions of the prog-
nostic equation of DINx, and an idealized three-dimensional model of the basin-scale
circulation, biogeochemical cycles and ecology of the North Atlantic Ocean. I find
that both the observed subsurface maximum of DINx, in the subtropical thermocline
and the increase in temporal variability of DINx, with depth, require an enhancement
in the remineralization rate of organic phosphorus relatively to organic nitrogen. If
preferential remineralization of phosphorus is an important process in shaping the
distribution of DIN,,, it results that geochemical methods based on DINx; (or N*)
probably underestimate by at least 200% and up to 600% the basin-scale nitrogen
fixation rate of the North Atlantic Ocean.
3.1 Introduction
Nitrogen fixation, the biological reduction of nitrogen gas (N2(g)) to ammonia (NH 3(g)),
is the main source of new nitrogen in the modern global ocean (Gruber and Sarmiento,
1997; Karl, 2000; Capone, 2001; Gruber, 2004). It is counteracted by the reactions of
denitrification (Codispoti et al., 2001) and newly discovered anammox (Devol, 2003),
as they remove fixed nitrogen from the ocean. Imbalances between these three pro-
cesses, among other sources and sinks of secondary importance (notably atmospheric,
riverine sources and sediment burial on relative short time scales), may regulate ocean
biogeochemical cycles and climate through the fluctuation of nitrogen limitation of
the oceanic primary production (Falkowski, 1997; Karl et al., 2002). Nitrogen fixa-
tion is done in the ocean mainly by phytoplanktonic diazotrophs such as filamentous
cyanobacteria Trichodesmium (Capone et al., 1997; LaRoche and Breitbarth, 2005),
unicellular cyanobacteria (Zehr et al., 1998, 2001) and diazotroph-diatom associations
(Carpenter et al., 1999). Trichodesmium are the most studied and perhaps the domi-
nant diazotroph in the ocean (Karl et al., 2002). Observations indicate that nitrogen
fixing organisms occur mostly in subtropical and tropical waters (LaRoche and Bre-
itbarth, 2005). Fixing nitrogen gas is an energy-demanding process and probably
causes diazotrophs to have a high light requirement and a slow maximum growth
rate relative to other tropical and subtropical phytoplankton (LaRoche and Breit-
barth, 2005; Goebel et al., 2008). They are also observed to have a large N:P ratio
(Falcon et al., 2005; LaRoche and Breitbarth, 2005), and a high requirement for iron
(Berman-Frank et al., 2001; Kustka et al., 2003; Mills et al., 2004).
Rates of nitrogen fixation for the global ocean are estimated from direct biologi-
cal measurements, geochemical tracers and numerical models (Capone et al., 2005).
Direct biological and model estimates suffer from the infrequency of observations of
marine diazotrophs, which are restricted mostly to the Trichodesmium community
and to the North Atlantic region. These North Atlantic estimates are then extrap-
olated to approximate a global-ocean nitrogen fixation rate (Galloway et al., 1995,
2004; Capone et al., 2005). The direct biological estimates for nitrogen fixation in
this region range from 1 to 35 TgN yr - 1 (Capone and Carpenter, 1982; Lipschultz and
Owens, 1996; Capone et al., 2005). Earlier studies may be underestimating because
Trichodesmium concentrations have been recently observed at higher abundances
than previously thought. In addition to the problem of Trichodesmium undersam-
pling, direct biological estimates measure only the contribution of Trichodesmium.
Ocean biogeochemical models, based on the parameterization of Trichodesmium, sug-
gest a nitrogen fixation rate for the North Atlantic of between 8 and 30 TgN yr -1
(Coles et al., 2004; Coles and Hood, 2007).
Geochemical estimates have the advantage of relying on more observations (though
still a limited number) and to represent the entire community of nitrogen fixers. These
estimates use the geochemical tracers as a measure of the intergrated nitrogen fixation
activity. They depend on the distribution of geochemical tracers such as N* (Michaels
et al., 1996; Gruber and Sarmiento, 1997; Deutsch et al., 2001) and DINxs (Hansell
et al., 2004, 2007), which measure the excess of inorganic nitrogen in the water relative
to the Redfield ratio 16:1. These tracers reflect the impact of processes that add or
remove nitrate or phosphate with a non-Redfieldian stoichiometry. Here we discuss
the tracer DINxs = NO- - 16PO3- (Hansell et al., 2004), which differs from N* only
by a constant offset. The accumulation of DIN,x or N* along isopycnals compared
to the time since the water parcel was at the surface, is used to infer the integrated
contribution of nitrogen fixation and denitrification for each density surface. This
technique suggests a nitrogen fixation rate ranging from 4 to 85 TgN yr - 1 for the
North Atlantic (Michaels et al., 1996; Gruber and Sarmiento, 1997; Hansell et al.,
2004; Deutsch et al., 2007; Hansell et al., 2007; Landolfi et al., 2008). The large range
is largely due to uncertainties in the volume of water over which the integration of
the signal is made (Hansell et al., 2004, 2007). In addition, DINx, distribution may
also reflect other significant processes including denitrification, the net transport of
DINxs in and out of the domain of interest, as well as the differential remineralization
between organic phosphorus and nitrogen (Coles and Hood, 2007; Landolfi et al.,
2008).
Evidence of differential remineralization of phosphorus and nitrogen exists for
both dissolved organic matter (DOM) (Clark et al., 1998; Abell et al., 2000; Wu
et al., 2000; Hopkinson et al., 2002; Mahaffey et al., 2004), and particulate organic
matter (POM) (Loh and Bauer, 2000; Kolowith et al., 2001), where phosphorus is
observed to remineralize faster than nitrogen. Two mechanisms are in favor for a pref-
erential remineralization of phosphorus. First, Dyhrman and Palenik (1999) observed
that when phosphate is the limiting nutrient, phytoplankton can produce an alkaline-
phosphatase enzyme which breaks down dissolved organic phosphorus compounds
(DOP) and provides a source of free phosphate to the cells. Second, Wu et al. (2000)
and Mahaffey et al. (2004) suggested that the molecular structure of dissolved organic
nitrogen (DON) is more complex than for dissolved organic phosphorus (DOP). DON
consists of a variety of molecules from simple amino acids, neutral and amino sug-
ars to complex humic and uncharacterized protein molecules and peptidoglycan. In
contrast, DOP is made up of nucleic acids, ATP, cyclic AMP, lipids, vitamins, and
phosphate polymers, that should be more breakable. This would make DON in sea-
water relatively more "resistant" to microbial assimilation and decomposition than it
is for DOP (Wu et al., 2000).
Here I show that the preferential remineralization of phosphorus most likely regu-
lates most of the distribution and the temporal variability of DINxs in the North At-
lantic subtropical gyre. This result has important implications for the interpretation
of nitrogen fixation rates. In the North Atlantic subtropical gyre, DINxs typically has
a subsurface maximum in the thermocline at depths between 100 and 1000 m (Figure
3-1). This is surprising, as most of the organic matter from diazotrophs is expected
to be remineralized in the surface of the ocean. The source of nitrogen from nitrogen
fixation would result in a maximum of DINxs right in the surface layer and not in the
subsurface as observed. In addition, time-series observations at the Bermuda Atlantic
Time-Series Station (BATS) show weak temporal variability of DINxs in the mixed
layer, in contrast to the thermocline which has strong DINxs variations between 1 and
4 /tmol 1- on annual and longer timescales (Figure 3-2; Bates and Hansell, 2004).
Once again, this might look counterintuitive, as one would expect surface DIN,, to
be closely coupled to any variability in diazotrophy through local remineralization of
DOM.
I demonstrate in this study that the observations of a subsurface maximum in
the North Atlantic Ocean and the temporal variability at the station BATS of DINxs
DINxs along section A20
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Figure 3-1: DIN, section along the transect A20 in the North Atlantic from the
GLODAP data set (Key et al., 2004). The units are in pmolN 1-1. The lines and
shadings represent DIN, values, and the black dots the data points.
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Figure 3-2: Time series of DIN,s (pmolN 1-1) at station BATS near Bermuda
(http://bats.bbsr.edu). Observations have been averaged for each month and lin-
early extrapolated with depth. The dashed line shows the detection limit of DINXS
and the black thick continuous line the limit between positive and negative DINx,.
can be explained simply with preferential remineralization of phosphorus. The role
of differential remineralization between phosphorus and nitrogen in shaping the geo-
chemical tracer DINxs is investigated following two different approaches: (1) a simple
theory based on a vertical mixing model of DINxs in a regime appropriate to the
North Atlantic (section 3.2); and (2) an idealized three-dimensional circulation and
biogeochemical model of the North Atlantic with explicit representation of nitrogen
fixers and cycles of nitrogen and phosphorus (section 3.3). Both approaches reveal
that the decoupling of remineralization rate between nitrogen and phosphorus is the
key mechanism for explaining the GLODAP subsurface maximum and the variabil-
ity of DINxs at the station BATS. Since differential remineralization is an important
process for understanding DINxs in the North Atlantic, geochemical estimates of ni-
trogen fixation rate from N* and DINxs are reassessed in the third part of this study
(section 3.4) by considering the effect of preferential remineralization of phosphorus.
It shows that current geochemical estimates based on inorganic forms of phosphorus
and nitrogen underestimate nitrogen fixation rates by at least 200% just by neglecting
the preferential remineralization effect.
3.2 A theory of DINxs dynamics in the North At-
lantic open ocean
I describe here the development of DINxs following a water parcel for the open ocean
North Atlantic building on the framework laid out by Gruber and Sarmiento (1997)
and Deutsch et al. (2001). Their framework is generalized by adding the effects of
phytoplankton uptake and differential remineralization of organic phosphorus and
nitrogen. In this new framework, I explore the conditions required to maintain a
subsurface maximum as well as a weak temporal surface variability of DINxs in the
subtropical North Atlantic gyre.
In the open ocean North Atlantic, the concentration of phosphate and fixed ni-
trogen (nitrate, nitrite and ammonium) change due to the combined effects of pho-
tosynthesis, remineralization and nitrogen fixation. Denitrification, or the oxidation
of organic matter consuming nitrate in low oxygen conditions, is neglected here as
the open ocean North Atlantic is well oxygenated. Atmospheric deposition is also
neglected here for simplicity, though estimations suggest that this atmospheric high
N:P source might contribute to up to 13% and 38% of the DINxS signal in the North
Atlantic thermocline (Gruber and Sarmiento, 1997; Hansell et al., 2007). Two broad
classes of phytoplankton are represented: Diaz for diazotrophs (based upon Tricho-
desmium and unicellular diazotrophs), and Phy for all other phytoplankton. Their
primary production rates are written as pd and pp respectively (concentration unit
per time unit). Diaz are assumed to use nitrogen gas as their sole source of nitrogen
and to have a relatively high N:P ratio (observed to be between 14 and 140; LaRoche
and Breitbarth, 2005; Krauk et al., 2006; Holl and Montoya, 2008). In contrast Phy
are assumed to have a Redfieldian stoichiometry of N:P = 16 (Redfield, 1958; Redfield
et al., 1963). Under these assumptions, variations in the concentration of phosphate
(P) and fixed nitrogen (N) in the subtropical gyre of the North Atlantic result from
the remineralization of organic matter minus phytoplankton uptake:
dP
= Ap OP - (pp + pd) (3.1)dt
Remineralization Total phytoplankton uptake of P
dN
- AN ON - 16 pp (3.2)dt
where d/dt equals al/t+u.V+D; the time, advective and diffusive (mesoscale eddies
and vertical mixing) processes. The remineralization terms (Ap and AN) assume a
linear decay of organic matter with constant remineralization rate coefficient ([time
t]-l). OP and ON are the concentrations of total organic phosphorus and nitrogen,
and are a balanced result of sources (biological dead matter and atmospheric/river
inputs) and remineralization. Equations (3.1) and (3.2) show that, following a water
parcel, phosphate and fixed nitrogen concentrations increase with remineralization
and decrease with phytoplankton uptake, but in different ways as diazotrophs do not
use fixed nitrogen, organic matter might not be at Redfield ratio and phosphorus
might be remineralized faster than nitrogen (Ap > AN). Combining equations (3.1)
and (3.2) leads to a Lagrangian prognostic expression for the tracer DINxs (DINxs =
N - 16P):
dDINx
S 16 pd + AN ON - 16Ap OP (3.3)dt N
Diaz uptake of P Remineralization
Here DINxs changes following a water parcel with phosphorus uptake by diazotrophs,
and remineralization, where either: (i) the N:P ratio in organic matter is non-
Redfieldian, and/or (ii) AN - Ap (differential remineralization). Nitrogen fixation
has two different effects on DINx,. It can increase DINxs either directly through the
diazotrophic uptake of phosphate (the "16pd" term) or indirectly through the rem-
ineralization of diazotrophic organic matter, because diazotrophs have a N:P ratio
larger than 16. The indirect effect of remineralization should dominate below the
euphotic layer, as most diazotrophs are limited by light. Equation (3.3) is similar to
the expression derived by Gruber and Sarmiento (1997) and Deutsch et al. (2001),
where in their framework, pd is neglected and Ap and AN are equal'.
3.2.1 Why is there a subsurface maximum of DINxs?
To have a subsurface maximum, DINxs needs to increase with depth. According to
equation (3.3), this is possible either from uptake by diazotrophs or from remineral-
ization of N-rich organic matter. In the first case, diazotrophic uptake has to occur at
the depth of the DINxs maximum (- 250-500 m, see Figure 3-1). Most diazotrophs
are phytoplanktonic and even if some can vertically migrate (e.g. Trichodesmium;
Karl et al., 2002), they are not likely to move 500 m per day. Other diazotrophs
have been observed to be heterotrophic and could grow deeper. There is as of yet no
evidence that heterotrophic diazotrophs can equal Trichodesmium abundances and if
they have a maximum, it seems that it would be where the organic matter is at its
maximum, which is in the euphotic zone (Langlois et al., 2005).
Remineralization of N-rich organic matter is more likely to be responsible for a
1Equation (3.3) is equivalent to their JN-rich(N) = rch chJN h(P), where JN-rich(N) represents
our ANOND ia z, JN-ricl,(P) our pOPDiaz , and rN:Ph our RDi a z .
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subsurface maximum of DINxs in the North Atlantic ocean, as suggested by previous
studies (Fanning, 1992; Michaels et al., 1996; Gruber and Sarmiento, 1997; Hansell
et al., 2004, 2007; Landolfi et al., 2008). To understand better how remineralization
of N-rich organic matter can affect the DIN,,xs depth profile, equation (3.3) is rewritten
in terms of a source of DINx, due to the remineralization of N-rich organic detrital
remains of diazotrophs:
dDINxs - 16pd + 16ANOP ( (3.4)
Here R is the N:P ratio in the organic matter (ON:OP), which we assume is higher
than 16 with the contribution from diazotrophs. Ap and AN are the remineralization
rate constants for organic phosphorus and nitrogen respectively. If organic nitrogen
and phosphorus are remineralized with equal efficiency: Ap = AN, then the maximum
value of DINx, should occur at the surface where the nitrogen enriched organic matter
is produced and where most of it is remineralized (OP has its maximum concentra-
tion at the surface; Martin et al., 1987). If preferential remineralization of phosphorus
relative to nitrogen occurs: Ap/AN > 1, a local reduction of DINXs can occur at the
surface provided Ap/AN > R/16. This reduction damps the signature of diazotro-
phy and enriches the relative nitrogen content of the remaining organic matter (R
increases). This in turn enhances the net source of DINxs, (R/16 - Ap/AN), down-
stream (in the case of dissolved organic matter) or deeper in the water column (in the
case of particulate organic matter), creating a maximum away from the diazotroph
region (see Figure 3-3). This highly simplified analysis suggests that a combination of
surface nitrogen fixation and preferential remineralization of phosphorus might lead
to a maximum of DINxs below the surface.
For a more rigorous analysis of the role of differential remineralization for the
vertical profile of DINxs, the idealized case of a vertical water column is considered
now assuming steady state (0/at P 0). Below the euphotic layer, the DINxs prognostic
N2
Figure 3-3: Schematic of the effect with depth of preferential remineralization of phos-
phorus relative to nitrogen on the DIN,, tracer. At the surface, diazotrophs produce
N-rich organic matter, which is subsequently remineralized. Because phosphorus has
a faster remineralization than nitrogen, more phosphorus is restored. This difference
counterbalances the source of N-rich organic matter, resulting in a slower increase
or maybe even in a decrease of DINx, at the surface. Deeper in the water column,
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Here vertical advection (wa/az) and vertical diffusion (Kza 2/az 2) are the only trans-
port of DINx, considered, with w the vertical velocity and Kz the vertical diffusive
coefficient (a 10-5 m s-1 in the thermocline; Ledwell et al., 1993).
As a further simplification, I only consider the particulate organic matter of phos-
phorus and nitrogen (POP and PON). Particulate matter sinks and is remineralized
at depth, creating a flux of particulate organic phosphorus and nitrogen (Fpop and
FPON), that can be written as2:
ApOP , OFp (3.6)aPz
ANON FPON (3.7)By definition POPdt = -o/, i.e. thvertical d vergence f sinking flux.z
2By definition dPOP/dt = -OFpop/Oz, i.e. the vertical divergence of sinking flux.
The particulate flux is observed to decrease approximately exponentially with depth
(Martin et al., 1987). This can be expressed for phosphorus as Fpop = Fope- z/z * ,
where F 0oP is the downward flux leaving from the mixed layer (assumed here > 0)
and z the e-folding length scale for remineralization. z depends on how fast organic
phosphorus is remineralized: the faster Ap is, the shallower the specific depth is. The
same behavior is true for nitrogen. From this analysis, the flux of particulate matter
(for both phosphorus and nitrogen) decreases with depth more rapidly when A is
faster and z* is shorter. Equation (3.5) becomes:
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A maximum in DINxs occurs when the two following conditions are met:
(1) ODINxs/8z = 0; and (2) 92DINmx/az2 < 0. For both conditions to be met,
equation (3.8) show that there must be differential remineralization of N and P. The
unique condition for a maximum of DINxs with depth is FpON/z* < 16FpoNI/Z.
This is equivalent to:
< 16 FPP < 16 FPop <1 or z) < z or Ap>AN
N  FPON ON
The first relationship is because the organic matter right below the euphotic layer has
a N:P ratio equal or bigger than the Redfield ratio. In this highly idealized framework
in which organic matter sinks vertically and inorganic nutrients are transported by
diffusion and advection, a subsurface maximum of DINxs occurs only if Ap is greater
than AN. Section 3.3 illustrates that this prediction holds true in the more realistic, yet
still idealized, context of a three-dimensional model circulation and biogeochemical
model of the North Atlantic Ocean.
3.2.2 Why is the temporal variability of DINxs smaller at the
surface than at depth?
Time-series observations of phosphorus and nitrogen at BATS station show strong
variability of DINxs in the subtropical thermocline, which far exceeds variability at
the surface of the water column (Figure 3-2). One might expect the opposite if the
source of variability in nitrogen fixation rates were changed in the surface waters. To
understand why such weak variability is observed at the surface of BATS station, the
DINxs prognostic equation (3.4) is considered for the time-dependent case, where the
role of physical transport is neglected:
SDIN 16pd+ 16ANOP R Ap
at 16 AN)
Steady state, /lat 0, leads to the balance:
pd . (Ap/AN - R/16)ANOP (3.9)
The balance between the effects of diazotrophic uptake of P and the remineralization
of DINxs can explain the weak temporal variability of DINxs. By definition pd > 0,
and if diazotrophs are present in the surface layer, R > 16. Under these two condi-
tions, the steady state balance of equation (3.9) is possible only if Ap > AN, i.e. the
weak variability of DINxs at the surface requires also preferential remineralization of
phosphorus. This suggests a compensation between the influence of nitrogen fixation
and preferential remineralization in the surface waters.
These idealized analytical solutions support the hypothesis that preferential rem-
ineralization of phosphorus is an important process in describing DINxs distribution
in the North Atlantic Ocean. This process of remineralization can drive a subsurface
maximum of DINxs at a depth, which cannot be explained by nitrogen fixation alone.
It can also reconcile the increase in variability of DINxs with depth in terms of a com-
pensatory effect between differential remineralization of organic matter and the up-
take of phosphate by diazotrophs. The next section investigates the role of differential
remineralization in shaping the distribution of DINxs in an idealized three-dimensional
circulation and biogeochemical model of the North Atlantic Ocean.
3.3 Basin-scale model sensitivity
The effect of remineralization on the distribution of DINxs is explored here in a three-
dimensional representation of the North Atlantic gyres.
The MIT ocean circulation model (Marshall et al., 1997a,b) is configured in a
coarse-resolution, North Atlantic-sized basin (described by Follows et al., 2002; 20'S
to 720N, 60° wide, 3"x3", and 15 vertical levels; see appendix C for more info).
This idealized circulation model captures the main large-scale physical features of
the North Atlantic gyres with plausible wind driven gyres, density structure, and
meridional overturning circulation (Figure 3-4). The sector model also accounts for
the biogeochemical cycles of nitrogen and phosphorus, with representation of DOM,
POM as well as two classes of phytoplankton (diazotrophs and all other phytoplank-
ton), and light limitation.
The distributions of nutrients and phytoplankton abundance are plausible when
compare with what is observed in the oligotrophic subtropical gyre and seasonally
nutrient replete subpolar gyre (Figure 3-5, case of equal remineralization rates). The
annual mean Phy biomass (left panel of Figure 3-5) is greater in the subpolar and
tropical regions where upwelling supplies nutrients, with values comparable to esti-
mated chlorophyll content from SeaWIFS satellite (0.1-0.2 pmolP 1-1 in the eastern
tropics and subtropical gyre of the North Atlantic 3; Yoder and Kennelly, 2003). In
the sector model, diazotrophs appear primarily in the tropics (right panel of Figure
3-5) with abundances on the order of 10-3pmolP 1-1 and maximum values at the
Equator. This is consistent with observations of Trichodesmium for the subtropics
(10-5 to 10- 3 pmolP 1-1) and the tropics of the North Atlantic (10- 3 to 10-2pmolP
1-1) (Carpenter and Romans, 1991; Lipschultz and Owens, 1996; Capone et al., 1997;
3Assuming a P:Chl ratio of 0.10 pmolP 1-1 (mg Chl m-3) - 1 (Fasham et al., 1990)
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Figure 3-4: Main physical features of the sector configuration of the MIT ocean circu-
lation model applied in this study. (a) Surface currents (first 200 m); (b) Thermocline
density structure; and (c) Meridional overturning circulation.
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Figure 3-5: Model distribution of non-diazotrophic phytoplankton (Phy) and dia-
zotrophs (Diaz) at the surface (annual average, 10-2pmolP 1-1).
Carpenter et al., 2004; LaRoche and Breitbarth, 2005), which are discussed in more
details in chapter 4 .
The relationship of diazotrophy, nitrogen fixation and DINxS are now explored for:
(1) the case where the remineralization rates for organic nitrogen and phosphorus are
identical; and (2) the case where the organic phosphorus remineralization rate exceeds
that for nitrogen.
3.3.1 Equal remineralization rate for phosphorus and nitro-
gen
When rates of remineralization of phosphorus and nitrogen are equal in the model,
DIN., generally decreases with depth (see meridional section in Figure 3-6a), where
DINx, maximum values occur at the surface of the subtropical gyre. Sensitivity studies
of the model parameter values (from Table C.2 in appendix C) reveal the modeled
surface maximum to be a very robust result. In the case of equal remineralization,
the signature of diazotrophy seems to be transported from the tropics to mid- and
high-latitudes, and subsequently ventilated into the thermocline and deep waters,
and to be ultimately reduced by mixing with remotely denitrified waters. This DINxs
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Figure 3-6: Meridional section of DIN,x at 309" longitude without and with prefer-
ential remineralization of P. Ap and AN are the remineralization rates of phosphorus
and nitrogen, respectively. (a) Equal remineralization rate (Ap=AN=0.03 d-l); (b)
Faster remineralization rate for phosphorus relative to nitrogen (Ap=1.5AN).
profile contrasts with the observed meridional section of the North Atlantic (Figure
3-1) which also shows a signature of ventilation of higher values in deep waters, but
consistently exhibits a subsurface maximum of DINx, around 500 m depth. It is this
high DINx signal in the thermocline from the observations that has been assumed to
reflect diazotrophy and interpreted as a measure of the basin-wide nitrogen fixation
rate (Michaels et al., 1996; Gruber and Sarmiento, 1997; Hansell et al., 2004, 2007).
The values of the nitrogen fixation rate in the model are however not inconsistent
with the broad range inferred from observations. Over the whole basin (10"S to 50"N),
modeled nitrogen fixation with equal remineralization rate are about 0.03 pmolN 1-1
yr - 1, which is equivalent to 55 pmolN m-2 d- 1 and 12 TgN yr - 1. This estimate
falls within the lower end of the estimates of nitrogen fixation for the North Atlantic
basin diagnosed from direct and indirect observations, which vary from 1 to 85 TgN
yr - 1 (see introduction for details). The model case of equal remineralization has in
a broad sense a plausible representation of the basin-scale circulation and nitrogen
fixation. It cannot however reproduce a subsurface maximum of DIN,, even though
N-rich matter is produced by diazotrophs in the euphotic zone. It appears that most
of diazotrophic organic matter is remineralized in the near surface waters, creating a
maximum of DINxs at the surface and not at depth. In addition, this result indicates
that the euphotic layer can be a high N source in the ocean, but it is not seen in the
DINxs profile with Ap > XN at long=309
subsurface DIN,,xs. As a result, geochemical methods based on DINxs accumulation
along isopycnals might underestimate much of the remineralized N-rich matter in the
North Atlantic basin.
3.3.2 Preferential remineralization of phosphorus relative to
nitrogen
If Ap > AN, the basin-scale model reveals a subsurface maximum of DINxs in the
thermocline. Figure 3-6b shows the case when Ap=1.5 AN (=0.045 d-l; all else being
equal to the previous case), which is more consistent in comparison with North At-
lantic Ocean observations (Figure 3-1). In this case, the modeled DINxs subsurface
maximum spreads between 200 m and 1000 m depth, and is characterized by two
areas, one centered in the tropics and the other one in the subtropical gyre. The
area of DINxs maximum in the high latitudes extends deeper in the ocean, as in the
observations. However, the DINxs decrease between 15°N and 30'N is less realistic.
Further sensitivity studies of the model parameter values (from Table C.2 in appendix
C) suggest that nitrogen fixation and preferential remineralization are both necessary
to account for the observed maximum of DINxs in the thermocline of the basin model,
as suggested by the simple theory in the previous section.
In addition to driving the maximum of DINxs within the thermocline, preferential
remineralization of phosphorus enhances diazotrophy at the surface. With Ap=1.5 AN,
basin-wide nitrogen fixation is equal to 0.11 pmolN 1-1 yr - 1, equivalent to 245 pmolN
m- 2 d- 1 and 53 TgN yr - 1. This is about five times greater than the case with equal
remineralization rates for N and P. Faster remineralization of organic phosphorus
relieves phosphorus limitation in the surface waters and stimulates further nitrogen
fixation. This increase in nitrogen fixation relieves nitrogen-limitation of the non-
diazotrophic phytoplankton, and further enhances the total primary production of
the region. Basinwide, the increase of Ap to 1.5AN results in a 26% increase of non-
diazotrophic primary production and 31% of total primary production (Diaz+Phy).
3.4 Underestimation of nitrogen fixation rates from
DINxs
Current estimates of basinwide nitrogen fixation rates based on DINxs anomalies
do not account either for the nitrogen sources directly happening within the mixed
layer or for preferential remineralization of phosphorus. It is difficult to estimate the
impact of remineralization of N-rich organic matter occurring directly in the surface,
as DINxs is also controlled there by diazotrophic uptake of phosphorus. However, it is
possible to develop an expression for the underestimation of the total nitrogen fixation
when differential remineralization is not considered. I describe this relationship by
considering the prognostic DINxs equation (3.3) below the euphotic layer (16 pd - 0).
Organic matter originates from either Phy or Diaz, such that OP = OpPhy +OP D i az
and ON = ON"hy + ONDiaz. The DINxs prognostic equation then becomes:
dDINXS A~ (ONDiaz + ONPhY) 
- 16Ap (OPDiaz + OpPhy)dt
Building on the framework of Gruber and Sarmiento (1997), the nitrogen sources
ultimately coming from diazotrophs is defined as JNF (TgN yr-'), where JNF =
AN ONDiaz , as Diaz is assumed to use nitrogen gas as its sole source of nitrogen.
The prognostic equation becomes:
dDINxs JNF - 16A OPDiaz + (AN - P)ONPhy
dt ( 16 Ap Ap ONPhy
JNF - JNF RDiaz AN) + JNF -N ONDiaz
16 Ap 16 Ap OpPhy
JNF 1 RDiaz N + RDiaz AN OpDiaz
with ONPhy/OPPhy = 16, the Redfield ratio, and RDiaz = ONDiaz/OPDiaz, the N:P
ratio of diazotrophs. This gives an expression of the rate of nitrogen fixation:
RDiaz dDINxs
J ( AN) RDiaz - 16N + 16(1 - A ) OpPh d
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Without differential remineralization (Ap=AN), the rate of nitrogen fixation is esti-
mated to be:
RDiaz dDINs
(RDiaz - 16) dt
which is equivalent to the expression of the nitrogen fixation rate described by Gruber
and Sarmiento (1997) and subsequently used by Deutsch et al. (2001); Hansell et al.
(2004, 2007).
The difference between the two cases of JNF shows that when preferential rem-
ineralization of phosphorus is neglected and for a given rate of change of DINxs,, the
inferred JNF is smaller. The relative error (E) of the equal remineralization rate
expression with the preferential remineralization rate expression is:
JNF(AP = AN)- JNF(AP f AN)
JNF(Ap # AN)
RDiaz - 16P + 16(1 - Ap/AN)OPPhyeOPDiaz
RDiaz 
- 16
16 1(Ap + OpPhy
= 16 (1- - (1+ ph
RDiaz - 16 AN OPDiaz
R D iaz - 16 (AN O1) ( 1  P h+
The nitrogen fixation rate approximation that assumes an equal rate of remineral-
ization underestimates nitrogen fixation by e. Using averaged values of RDiaz = 30,
Ap/AN = 1.5, and the range of OPPhyl/OPDiaz between 3 and 10 (in agreement with
our model experiments), a difference of E W 2 to 6 is found, indicating that nitrogen
fixation could be underestimated by at least 200% and up to 600% if preferential rem-
ineralization is occurring but unaccounted for. The tendency of the error is plotted
in Figure 3-7 as a function of RDiaz and Ap/AN. The figure shows an exponential
decrease in E with diazotrophic elemental N:P ratio, and an increase in E with the
ratio of organic phosphorus between Phy and Diaz. The underestimate e increases
also with Ap/AN, but there are as yet no observations to constrain this effect.
This study suggests that estimates of nitrogen fixation in the North Atlantic based
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Figure 3-7: Tendency of the underestimation of nitrogen fixation rate if preferen-
tial remineralization of phosphorus relative to nitrogen is not taken into account.
E is plotted for AP/AN = 1.5, as a function of RDiaz, and for different values of
pPhyl/opDiaz
effect. The recently published study of Landolfi et al. (2008) is consistent with this
prediction. Landolfi et al. estimated nitrogen fixation rate from DINxs and from the
geochemical tracer TNxs which accounts for the effect of differential remineralization
rates between nitrogen and phosphorus. They found that TDNxs estimate of nitrogen
fixation rate were about 100% higher than with DINxs in the subtropical gyre of the
North Atlantic Ocean.
3.5 Concluding remarks
Observations of the geochemical tracer DINxs show in the North Atlantic Ocean,
maximum values in the intermediate waters (100-1000 m) and increasing temporal
variability with depth at the BATS station. To explain these two observations, I
addressed in this study the relationships between DINxs, nitrogen fixation and differ-
ential remineralization between nitrogen and phosphorus. To do so, I used analytical
solutions of the DINxs prognostic equation and a three-dimensional circulation model
with biogeochemical representation of the nitrogen and phosphorus cycles of the stud-
ied region.
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These two approaches provide three important results. First, the observed subsur-
face maximum of DINxs present in the thermocline of the North Atlantic Ocean is a
result of both nitrogen fixation and faster remineralization rate of phosphorus relative
to nitrogen. Without differential remineralization, DINxs will have maximum values
in the upper part of the water column. Second, preferential remineralization of phos-
phorus is a necessary condition for the weak temporal variability of DINxs observed
in the surface waters at the station BATS. The faster recycling of phosphorus relative
to nitrogen damps the signal of nitrogen fixation in the mixed-layer, by reducing the
remineralization source of N-rich matter. Third, if the process of differential rem-
ineralization is not taken into account, indirect estimates of nitrogen fixation based
on the accumulation N* or DINxs along isopycnals lead to an underestimation of the
nitrogen fixation rates in the North Atlantic by at least a factor of two. The error in
nitrogen fixation rate is however not very well constrained as little is known on the
difference of rates between nitrogen and phosphorus (as well as biomass between the
diazotrophic community and non-diazotrophic phytoplankton).
More studies on the composition of organic matter will help us to assess the causes
of differential remineralization between different elements, and to constrain better the
use of the geochemical tracers DINxs or N*. In addition, differential remineralization
has an important role in controlling the activity of nitrogen fixers. We need to know
more about it in order to fully understand the primary production in the ocean.
Finally, the use of the geochemical tracer TNx, (Landolfi et al., 2008) should be an
interesting approach for assessing nitrogen fixation and denitrification in the ocean,




Diversity of nitrogen fixers and
their distribution in a global ocean
model
Abstract
Most current understanding of oceanic nitrogen fixation is based on the Tricho-
desmium, though unicellular cyanobacteria, diatom-diazotroph associations (DDA)
and heterotrophic bacteria might be as important in adding nitrogen into the ocean.
I employ a self-assembling global ocean ecosystem model to simulate diverse phyto-
planktonic diazotrophs in the global ocean and examine how temperature, oligotro-
phy, iron and phosphate limitations influence the global marine diazotroph distri-
bution. Analogs of Trichodesmium, unicellular diazotrophs and DDA are successful
and abundant in the model, showing very similar distributions with observations.
The total diazotrophic population is distributed over most of the oligotrophic warm
(sub)tropical waters in the model. The model demonstrates that temperature is not
the primary control, but suggests instead that diazotroph biogeography is restricted
to the low fixed nitrogen oceanic regions which have sufficient dissolved iron and
phosphate. The theory of resource competition is used to map out regions of iron
and phosphate regulation of diazotroph distribution. The theory suggests that di-
azotrophs are largely regulated by iron availability, in particular in the Pacific and
Indian Oceans. The iron cycle is currently not well enough constrained to confidently
represent a realistic diazotroph distribution in global ocean models.
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4.1 Introduction
Diazotrophs, the organisms that fix nitrogen gas (N2), play an important role in the
climate system, as nitrogen is a major limiting nutrient of marine primary production
(Howarth, 1988; Falkowski et al., 1998; Capone et al., 2005), and nitrogen fixation the
largest source of fixed nitrogen into the ocean system (Galloway et al., 2004; Gruber,
2004). In the oligotrophic North Pacific Ocean, nitrogen fixation has been estimated
to fuel up to 50% of new production (Karl et al., 1997). Globally, it is an essential
process for counterbalancing the main oceanic sinks of nitrogen, denitrification (Gru-
ber and Sarmiento, 1997; Codispoti et al., 2001) and anammox (Devol, 2003; Francis
et al., 2007).
Nitrogen fixers in the ocean are largely represented by a variety of phytoplank-
ton. The main known diazotrophs are the colonial cyanobacteria Trichodesmium
(Carpenter and Romans, 1991; Capone et al., 1997; Karl et al., 2002; LaRoche and
Breitbarth, 2005), unicellular cyanobacteria (Zehr et al., 2001), and endosymbiotic
diazotrophs living within diatoms (Carpenter et al., 1999; Foster and Zehr, 2006).
However most of the understanding of marine nitrogen fixation comes from the study
of Trichodesmium, which are large, filamentous and non-heterocystous cyanobacteria,
that often aggregate at the surface of the ocean to form colonies. They are observed
to grow in warm oligotrophic subtropical and tropical regions of the ocean (Carpenter
and Romans, 1991; Capone et al., 1997). The other types of diazotrophs are not as
well understood, though have the potential to contribute to add as much new nitrogen
to the oceans as Trichodesmium (Carpenter et al., 1999; Zehr et al., 2001).
Unicellular diazotrophs have recently been discovered by the sequencing of the
gene nifH from ocean water samples. nifH is one of the encoding genes for nitro-
genase, the nitrogen-fixation enzyme (Zehr et al., 1998). Unicellular diazotrophs are
between 10 to 1000 smaller in size than Trichodesmium (less than 10 pm; Goebel
et al., 2007), but have been observed with nitrogen fixation rates as high as for
Trichodesmium in the tropical North Atlantic Ocean (Falcon et al., 2004). These
tiny organisms are known to occupy subtropical and tropical waters of the North
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Atlantic (Zehr et al., 1998; Falcon et al., 2002, 2004; Montoya et al., 2007; Langlois
et al., 2008) and Pacific Oceans (Zehr et al., 2001; Montoya et al., 2004; Church et al.,
2005; Goebel et al., 2007; Bonnet et al., 2008; Church et al., 2008), as well as the
Arabian Sea (Mazard et al., 2004). Both Trichodesmium and unicellular diazotrophs
have been observed to have a relatively small maximum growth rate, high N:P and
Fe:P ratios, and to be adapted to high light conditions and warm temperatures (Fal-
con et al., 2005; LaRoche and Breitbarth, 2005; Goebel et al., 2008). These main
characteristics probably relate to the fact that breaking down the N2 triple bond is
an energy-demanding process and requires the special enzyme, nitrogenase.
Diatom-diazotroph associations (DDA) have been seen in the ocean for a long
time, but little is known about their interactions because of the complexity of the
symbiotic relationship (Zehr and Ward, 2002). DDA are observed to be mostly
between the Richelia intracellularis diazotroph and the Hemiaulus hauckii or the
Rhizosolenia clevei diatoms (Venrick, 1974; Villareal, 1991; Carpenter et al., 1999;
Gomez et al., 2005; Foster et al., 2007). Observations so far show evidence of DDA in
the Kuroshio current and western tropical Pacific Ocean (Gomez et al., 2005), in the
eastern subtropical North Pacific (Venrick, 1974; Church et al., 2008), the equatorial
North Atlantic (in particular in the vicinity of the Amazon River plume) (Villareal,
1991; Carpenter et al., 1999; Foster and Zehr, 2006), and the Mediterranean Sea
(Zeev et al., 2008). Little is known about the heterotrophic diazotrophs and their rel-
ative importance (Zehr et al., 2000; Langlois et al., 2005). Genetic techniques should
provide more observations of this diazotrophic type in the coming years.
From the observations of Trichodesmium, unicellular diazotrophs, and DDA, the
distribution of marine diazotrophs seems to be restricted to the oligotrophic warm
(sub)tropical waters of the global ocean. Two main factors could be responsible for
such a distribution: the competition with other organisms for resources (light, nutri-
ents) and the grazing control (bottom-up versus bottom-down control). Since little is
known about the grazers of diazotrophs, I focus here on the resource competition con-
trol. Temperature has often been involved to define the geographic extent of nitrogen
fixation (Capone et al., 1997; Galloway et al., 2004; LaRoche and Breitbarth, 2005):
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diazotrophs are frequently assumed to grow only in waters warmer than 20C (Capone
and Carpenter, 1982; Moore et al., 2002b, 2004; Capone et al., 2005). However other
factors can limit the growth of diazotroph, including light (Hood et al., 2001; Coles
et al., 2004; Hood et al., 2004), and supply of phosphate (Sanudo-Wilhelmy et al.,
2001; Mills et al., 2004) and iron (Falkowski, 2000; Karl, 2002; Mills et al., 2004).
As yet no model study has explored how these growth factors influence the marine
diazotroph distribution by also taking into consideration the diverse population of
marine diazotrophs.
It is a challenge to represent the diversity of the marine microorganism community
in models, due to the complexity of the interactions within the ecosystem commu-
nity (Cullen et al., 2007; Horner-Devine and Martiny, 2008). Recently, Follows et al.
(2007) developed an approach that allows a better flexibility in representing com-
munity structure. Follows' model is a "self-assembling" ecosystem model in which
the community structure of phytoplankton and the distributions of nutrients are de-
termined by the outcome of competition and interactions among modeled organisms
randomly chosen from a broad range of physiological types. This approach success-
fully reproduced the distribution of the diverse community of marine cyanobacterium
Prochlorococcus in the Atlantic Ocean (Follows et al., 2007).
In this current study I apply the approach of a self-assembling ecosystem model
to address the diverse community of phytoplanktonic diazotrophs in the global ocean.
I will start by describing the physical and ecosystem models (section 4.2). The dia-
zotrophs selected for in the model world will be compared with direct observations of
Trichodesmium, unicellular diazotrophs and diatom-diazotroph associations (section
4.3). The self-assembling ecosystem model reveals very similar patterns of abundances
of the main phytoplanktonic diazotrophs, in particular for Trichodesmium and uni-
cellular diazotrophs. To understand what controls the distribution of these modeled
diazotrophs, the role of temperature, oligotrophy and nutrient limitations will be ex-
plored (section 4.4). The model results suggest that temperature is not the primary
driver of the total diazotroph distribution. An analysis using resource competition
theory (Tilman, 1977, 1982) shows on the other hand that the modeled diazotrophs
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are strongly regulated by the availability of iron. A sensitivity study of diazotrophs
and nitrogen fixation to the iron supply is addressed in the last part of this study
(section 4.5).
4.2 Model description
The model approach used here, is similar to Follows et al. (2007) where a three-
dimensional global ocean model (MITgcm; Marshall et al., 1997a, 1997b) is combined
with a biogeochemical model and a "self-assembling" ecosystem. Here Follows model
is extended to include the marine nitrogen cycle. Following is the description of the
ocean and biogeochemical models, and the self-assembling approach, which are used
in this study.
Ocean and biogeochemical models The MITgcm ocean model is configured in a
coarse resolution (10 x 1l horizontally; 23 vertical levels), and sub-mesoscale eddies pa-
rameterization following the Gent and McWilliams (1990) formulation for geostrophic
eddy fluxes and the KPP scheme for vertical mixing (Large et al., 1994). At this res-
olution, the model does not resolve the dynamics near coasts very well . The physical
state of the model is the ECCO-GODAE state estimate (Wunsch and Heimbach,
2007), in which the model circulation was contrained to closely match oceanic and
atmospheric observations.
The model transports inorganic and organic forms of phosphorus (P), iron (Fe),
and silica (Si), as well as nitrogen (N). The model does not represent external sources
for any of these elements (atmospheric, river or sediments), apart from atmospheric
iron deposition where 3.5% of dust is assumed to be iron and 0.8% of this to be
bioavailable to the phytoplankton. The model accounts for many tens of phyto-
plankton types, including analogs of Prochlorococcus, diatoms and diazotrophs. The
modeled biomass of phytoplankton changes as a function of light, temperature, nu-
trient resources (P, N, Fe, Si), sinking, grazing, other mortality and transport by the
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Figure 4-1: Schematic of the four biogeochemical cycles in the model. We assume
no source or sink of phosphorus (P) and silica (Si) in the ocean model. Nitrogen
fixation adds nitrogen into the model through an explicit representation of the phy-
toplanktonic nitrogen fixers. Denitrification counter-balances the source of N in an
ideal parameterization where NO is restored to the Word Ocean Atlas 2005 (Garcia
et al., 2006) observations everywhere in the ocean model below 200 m. NT is the
total inorganic nitrogen present in the water, such as NT=NO-+NO-+NH + (indi-
vidually represented in the model). Iron is added as free iron (Fe') through dust
deposition, and removed by scavenging of ligand iron (FeL) to particles. FeT is the
total bioavailable iron, such as FeT=Fe'+FeL.
stoichiometry, and the biomass is evaluated in phosphorus currency. In addition to
the phytoplankton, two classes of grazers are represented in the model: "big" and
"small". The biogeochemical and biological tracers interact through the formation,
transportation and remineralization of organic matter. Excretion and mortality trans-
fer organic matter into sinking particulate and dissolved organic detritus which are
respired back to inorganic forms. These processes are described in Figure 4-1, which
sketches the modeled biogeochemical cycles of P, Si, N and Fe. In particular here
the modeled N cycle has explicit representation of nitrogen fixation by diazotrophic
phytoplankton, and a simple parameterization of denitrification/anammox, where ni-
trate is restored to the climatology World Ocean Atlas 2005 (Garcia et al., 2006),
everywhere below 200 m depth.
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Self-assembling ecosystem approach In the self-assembling ecosystem approach
(Follows et al., 2007), instead of prescribing a few types of phytoplankton, the model
"naturally" selects for the phytoplanktonic types that are fittest in the modeled envi-
ronments. Many tens (here 78) of different phytoplankton types are initialized in the
model with characteristics randomly generated from a range of possible physiologies
similar to that observed in the ocean. The randomization places the organism in one
of the nominal size classes ("large" or "small"), and chooses for the light parameteri-
zation, the half-saturation constants for nutrients (KN), and the optimal temperature
(Topt). Except for the optimal temperature, the model phytoplankton characteristics
are functions of size. Small phytoplankton are presumed to be more efficient at taking
up nutrients (smaller KN), tend to require lower light and to be more photoinhibited,
and grow slower than big phytoplankton (see Figure 4-2). This latter choice for the
maximum growth rate is an attempt to combine the high maximum growth rates ob-
served for diatoms (Sarthou et al., 2005) and a simplification of nutrient cell storage,
which is higher for bigger organisms (Droop, 1983), but which is not accounted for
explicitly in the model. After the size class selection, the model randomly selects for
the nutrient strategy of the phytoplankton types (see Figure 4-3). For instance, large
phytoplankton types can be generated to be a diatom or not, i.e. with growth limited
by silicate or not.
Here the model allows to select also for phytoplankton that can fix nitrogen gas
(N 2). In this case, generated diazotrophs are assumed to have a non-nitrogen limited
growth rate, a smaller specific maximum growth rate and higher elemental N:P and
Fe:P ratios (see Figure 4-3). Increasing the light and the temperature requirements for
the modeled diazotrophs did not change significantly the following results. I nominally
associate large, non-diatom modeled diazotrophs to be analogs of Trichodesmium;
modeled diatoms which can fix N2 to be analogs of diatom-diazotroph associations
(DDA); and small size class modeled diazotrophs to be analogs of unicellular nitrogen
fixers. Each of the three modeled "classes" of diazotrophs may be composed of several
physiological variants or phenotypes. This study focuses on the total population of
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Figure 4-2: Model growth functions of phytoplankton types for (A) temperature (T);
(B) light (I); and (C) nutrient (here PO ). The growth rate p = p,,. YTryI is
controlled by temperature (yT), light (y'), and nutrients (yN). All parameters are
randomly assigned from reasonable ranges. Simple allometric trade-offs are indicated
by the different ranges for the small phytoplankton class (blue curves) and large
phytoplankton class (red curves). Optimal temperature for growth (Topt) is illustrated
for a single phytoplankton type (dashed black curve).
DDA Trichodesmlum Diatom Non-diatom






Figure 4-3: Choices for the phytoplankton types in the self-assembling ecosystem
model. The Follows et al. (2007) model (light blue/gray) is extended to include the
nitrogen fixing phytoplankton types (dark blue/grey).
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Each simulation runs for 10 years, after which time there is a steady repeating sea-
sonal cycle of the phytoplankton types. Experiments show that the biogeography of
generated phytoplankton is broadly robust for at least 100 years of further integration.
This model appears sufficiently complex to "self-assemble" in a way which might
reflect some relevant properties of the marine phytoplankton communities and natural
interactions (Follows et al., 2007). In addition, it can be completely characterized and
manipulated for transparent interpretation, as an ecological "laboratory" in which
the relevance of theoretical concepts of community structure and ecosystem-nutrient
cycle interactions can be explored. In the next section, I investigate how well the
model reproduces the diversity of diazotrophs in the global ocean, comparing directly
to observations of the biomass for Trichodesmium, unicellular diazotrophs and the
occurrence of diatom-diazotroph associations.
4.3 Diverse diazotrophs in the model
The model is able to produce plausible distributions and abundances of Tricho-
desmium and unicellular diazotrophs, and distributions of DDA in the global ocean.
Figures 4-4, 4-5 and 4-6 present the annual, 0-50 m average concentration of each of
these diazotroph analogs, for the tenth year of the simulation for a typical run. The
concentrations are presented on a log scale, as they span large differences from one
region of the ocean to another in the model (from 10-7 to 10-2 pmolP 1-1). Analogs
of Trichodesmium dominate the total modeled diazotrophic biomass in the Atlantic
Ocean and subtropical gyre North Pacific Ocean; the unicellular diazotroph analogs
in the western tropical Pacific, the Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean; and the DDA
analogs only in the Arabian Sea.
Trichodesmium analogs To make quantitative comparison, the different obser-
vations of Trichodesmium from filaments, cells, colonies or nifH copies, are converted
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Figure 4-4: Annual average concentration of Trichodesmium analogs generated in the
model (,vmolP 1-1, log scale, first 50 m depth). The letters represent regions with
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Figure 4-5: Annual average concentration of the unicellular diazotrophs generated in
the model (pmolP 1-1, log scale, first 50 m depth). The letters represent the regions
with concentration observations of unicellular Group A and B. These observations
are compared with the model results in Table 4.2.
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Figure 4-6: Annual average concentration of the diatom-diazotroph associations
(DDA) generated in the model (pmolP 1-1, log scale, first 50 m depth). The let-
ters represent the regions with observations of the DDA occurrence, compared with
the model results in Table 4.3.
laboratory measurements of the amount of phosphorus for the observed entity (see
appendix E). The modeled concentrations of Trichodesmium are compared with these
converted observations for different areas of the ocean (see Table 4.1). Each area is
designated by a letter, which is referenced in Table 4.1 and on the map of Tricho-
desmium surface distribution in Figure 4-4. As in the model, observations show a
large range of Trichodesmium concentration values (several orders of magnitude even
in a single region). There are large region to region variations, but seasonal cycles,
local eddies and/or measurement techniques may also play an important role in cre-
ating the range of values. The model and observations show very similar large scale
patterns and values in most of the ocean. Only two regions of the model have much
smaller abundances of Trichodesmium than observed: the western South Pacific sub-
tropical gyre (designated by the letter L) and the western Indian Ocean (designated
by the letter O). It is likely that the coarse resolution of the model does not rep-
resent well the coastal dynamics of region 0, but observed values in both L and O
regions are based on only a few measurements. The reason for the low concentration






A West subtrop. NA
B East subtrop. NA













10 -5-10 - 3  Carpenter (1983); Carpenter
and Romans (1991); Lipschultz
and Owens (1996); Orcutt
et al. (2001); LaRoche and
Breitbarth (2005); Davis and
McGillicuddy (2006)
10- 5-10 - 3  Carpenter (1983); Lipschultz
and Owens (1996); Tyrrell
et al. (2003); Davis and
McGillicuddy (2006); Langlois
et al. (2008)
10 - 3  Carpenter and Romans (1991)
10-3-10-2 Carpenter (1983); Carpenter
and Romans (1991); Lipschultz
and Owens (1996): LaRoche
and Breitbarth (2005)
10-3-10 - 2 Carpenter (1983): Carpenter
and Romans (1991): Lipschultz
and Owens (1996); Capone
et al. (1997): Tyrrell et al.
(2003); Carpenter et al. (2004)
Langlois et al. (2008)
< 10 - 4  Tyrrell et al. (2003)
* 10 - 4 Tyrrell et al. (2003)
H East subarc. NP <10 - 7  <10 - 6  Church et al. (2008)
I East subtrop. NP 10-6-10-4 10-5-10- 4  Letelier and Karl (1996);
Goebel et al. (2007); Karl
et al. (1997) Church et al.
(2008)
J East trop. Pacific <10 - 7  10- 6 Church et al. (2008)
K East subtrop. SP <10 - 7  <10- 7  Bonnet et al. (2008)
L West subtrop. SP <10-7 10-3 (bloom) Dupouy et al. (2000)
M China Sea
N Arabian Sea




10-5-10 - 4  Chang et al. (2000); Wu et al.
(2003); I)ong et al. (2008)
10-4-10 - 1  Sonmasundar et al. (1990);
Capone et al. (1998)
10 - 2  Carpenter and Romans (1991);
Kromkamp et al. (1997)
Table 4.1: Comparison between model and observations of abundance of Tricho-
desmium (pmolP 1-1) in the global ocean. The area are labelled with letters and are
reported in Figure 4-4. NA stands for North Atlantic, SA for South Atlantic, NP for
North Pacific, and SP for South Pacific. The following conversions are used for Tricho-
desmium: P:col = 3.87x 10- 3 pmolP col - 1 (LaRoche and Breitbarth, 2005), P:fil =
1.65x 10- 5 pmolP fil-1 (Letelier and Karl, 1996), cell:fil = 76.6 cell fil-1 (Letelier and
Karl, 1996; Sanudo-Wilhelmy et al., 2001; Tyrrell et al., 2003; Carpenter et al., 2004;
LaRoche and Breitbarth, 2005; Dong et al., 2008), and nifH copies:cell = 1 (Goebel
et al., 2007). Data are detailed in appendix E.
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Area Reference
controlling factors of the biogeography of the modeled diazotrophs.
Unicellular diazotroph analogs Observations of unicellular cyanobacteria in the
ocean come only from nifH gene sequencing methods. Here the number of nifH
copies is converted into phosphorus per liter for model comparison with the two main
groups of unicellular diazotrophs: unicellular Group A and Group B. As no measure-
ments are available for the cell content of phosphorus in unicellular diazotrophs, I
assume that the phosphorus content of the unicellulars scales with Trichodesmium
phosphorus content according to their relative cell volumes. This assumption clearly
introduces a further uncertainty for the nifH conversion into phosphorus units, but
more laboratory observations are needed to evaluate the elemental cell contents of
unicellular diazotrophs at this point. Goebel et al. (2007) estimated cell volumes of
Trichodesmium, unicellular Group B and Group A to be between 200-1000 pm 3, 4-
270 ypm 3, and 0.2-4.0 pm3, respectively. Unicellular Group B cell volume is therefore
on average two orders of magnitude bigger than unicellular Group A. The sequencing
technique shows unicellular Group A to have in general a much higher nifH con-
centration than unicellular Group B (see Table E.3 in appendix E). However, when
converting into phosphorus units, the biogeochemical contribution (i.e. of phosphorus
or carbon) appears to be higher for unicellular Group B than for unicellular Group
A, because of the volume difference between the unicellular groups. Using the above
approximation, the model results compare very well with observations of unicellular
diazotrophs (Figure 4-5 and Table 4.2).
Diatom-diazotroph association analogs Diatom-diazotroph associations (DDA)
are complex organisms to study, and they are not very well understood. No conversion
of DDA nifH copies into phosphorus unit is yet available, so that only a comparison
of the spatial patterns of DDA is possible here between the model results and the
observations. Figure 4-6 and Table 4.3 illustrate with letters the regions where pres-
ence or lack of DDA have been reported. DDA have been observed in the western
side of the (sub)tropical North Atlantic Ocean, the eastern subtropical and western
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Modeled value Observation
CpmolP 1-1 pmolP 1-1
A East subtrop. NA 10-6-10-5 10 - 5  Langlois et al. (2008)




















Table 4.2: Comparison between model and observations of
diazotrophs (pmolP 1-1) in the global ocean. The area are
Church et al. (2008)
Church et al. (2005, 2008);
Goebel et al. (2007)
Church et al. (2008)
Church et al. (2008)
Bonnet et al. (2008)
Bonnet et al. (2008)
abundance of unicellular
labelled with letters and
are reported in Figure 4-5. NA stands for North Atlantic, NP for North Pacific, and
SP for South Pacific. The conversions are: P:fil(Trichodesmium) = 1.65x 10- 5 pmolP
fil- 1 (Letelier and Karl, 1996), cell:fil( Trichodesmium) = 76.6 cell fil-1 (Letelier and
Karl, 1996; Sanudo-Wilhelmy et al., 2001; Tyrrell et al., 2003; Carpenter et al., 2004;
LaRoche and Breitbarth, 2005; Dong et al., 2008), nifH copies:cell = 1 (Goebel et al.,
2007), volume(Group A: Trichodesmium) = 2.1:600, and volume(Group B: Tricho-
desmium) = 137:600. Data are detailed in appendix E.
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Area Reference
# Area Model Observation Reference
A West subtrop. NA none present Carpenter et al. (1999)
B Caribbean present present Villareal (1991)
C West trop. NA present present Carpenter et al. (1999); Foster
et al. (2007)
D East subarc. NP none none Venrick (1974); Church et al.
(2008)
E East subtrop. NP none present Venrick (1974); Church et al.
(2008)
F East trop. NP none none Church et al. (2008)
G East subtrop. SP none none Bonnet et al. (2008)
H Kuroshio present present Gomez et al. (2005)
I West trop. NP present present Gomez et al. (2005)
J East Mediterranean Sea none present Zeev et al. (2008)
Table 4.3: Comparison between model and observations of occurrence of unicellular
diazotrophs in the global ocean. The area are labelled with letters and are reported
in Figure 4-6. NA stands for North Atlantic, NP for North Pacific, and SP for South
Pacific.
tropical North Pacific, in the Kuroshio current, and the eastern Mediterranean Sea.
Out of the ten observed places, the model reproduces almost the same occurrence
as the observations, apart from the eastern subtropical North Pacific Ocean and the
Mediterranean Sea. The model suggests that DDA are most abundant in the Ara-
bian Sea and the Indian Ocean, as well as the west tropical Atlantic Ocean. More
observations are required to constrain the model representations of DDA.
DIN,,s distribution The modeled distribution of DIN,,x is compared to the obser-
vations at a depth of 150 m, which should be deep enough to have some confidence
in the accuracy of the low nitrate and phosphate concentrations (Figure 4-7). The
model broadly reproduces the observed patterns of DINxs in the Atlantic and North
Pacific Oceans. There are higher values in the North Atlantic. In the Pacific Ocean,
maximum values spread from the western to the central part of the subtropical gyre,
accompanied by a minimum pole to the East of the gyre due to denitrification (region
of the oxygen minimum zone, Gruber and Sarmiento, 1997). In the South Pacific,
the model does not compare so well with the observations. This is probably because
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DINxs observations at 150 m
90E 180'W 90W O'
(a) GLODAP observations of DIN,, (Itmol 1-1) at 150 m
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(b) Model DIN,, (jpmol 1-1) at 150 m
Figure 4-7: Global DINx, distribution at 150 m depth from (a) GLODAP observations
(Key et al., 2004), and (b) model (annual average, same run as Figures 4-4, 4-5, 4-6).
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the model does not have a realistic distribution of diazotrophs in this region (see pre-
vious paragraphs), and also because the model over simplifies the representation of
denitrification by restoring nitrate concentrations to observations everywhere below
200 m. In the Indian Ocean, DINxs distribution in the model is comparable to the
observations, with small values in the northern part of the basin (due to strong rates
of denitrification in the region).
The self-assembling ecosystem model is able to reproduce the observed geography
and abundances of three main types of marine diazotrophs in the global ocean, as
well as similar DINxs distribution. The modeled diazotrophs appear in general to
occupy subtropical and tropical regions of the global ocean, though different types
dominate in different areas. In the next section, the factors controlling this habitat
are explored.
4.4 Biogeography of diazotrophs in the global ocean
model
The biogeography of diazotrophs results from a combination of different factors, such
as their specific physiological characteristics, nutrient limitations, control by temper-
ature or light, as well as the grazing pressure. Here I explore the factors that control
the distribution of the total population of phytoplanktonic diazotrophs in the global
ocean model, including temperature (section 4.4.1), oligotrophy (section 4.4.2), iron
and phosphate availability (sections 4.4.3 and 4.4.4).
Phytoplanktonic diazotrophs in the model are distributed over most of the olig-
otrophic warm (sub)tropical waters (Figure 4-8), in agreement with the common ex-
pectation (Capone et al., 1997; Gruber and Sarmiento, 1997; Galloway et al., 2004).
Figure 4-8 shows the total concentration (the sum of the concentration of the three
main diazotroph types presented earlier) of diazotrophs present in the model for the
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Figure 4-8: Annual average concentration of the total population of phytoplanktonic
diazotrophs in the model (loglO, /jmolP 1-1). Concentrations are shown for the tenth
year and for the first 50 m depth of the water column. The dashed line is the 15"C
temperature isoline. The bold solid line is the isoline where concentration of nitrate
is equal to 2 mol 1-1. The percentage of bioavailable atmospheric iron in this run is
equal to 0.8%.
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1-1) in the North Atlantic Ocean, in most of the Indian Ocean and in the Arabian
Sea. In the model, the South Pacific is very iron-limited, causing the exclusion of di-
azotrophs from most of this region. This result is discussed in more detail in sections
4.4.3 and 4.5.
A first characteristic of the modeled diazotrophic habitat is that almost no dia-
zotroph analogs live in the high latitude regions (> 450) of the modeled ocean (con-
centrations smaller than 10 7 pmolP 1-1). These regions are characterized by cold
sea surface temperatures, which have been interpreted to suggest that diazotrophs re-
quire warm temperature to undertake the energetically expensive process of nitrogen
fixation. The next section addresses the role of temperature on the total distribution
of marine diazotrophs.
4.4.1 Temperature control of the total diazotroph distribu-
tion in the ocean
Temperature seems to constrain the regions where diazotrophs can grow (Capone
and Carpenter, 1982; Capone et al., 1997; Galloway et al., 2004; Moore et al., 2004;
Capone et al., 2005; LaRoche and Breitbarth, 2005). Plotted on top of the map of
diazotroph concentration (dashed line, Figure 4-8), the contour of 150C captures the
high latitude boundaries of where diazotrophs do not grow in the model.
Culture experiments indicate that modern Trichodesmium and unicellular dia-
zotrophs are indeed adapted to warm waters. Such studies show optimal temperatures
ranging between 20-34°C for Trichodesmium (Breitbarth et al., 2007), and 26-30°C for
unicellular diazotrophs (Falcon et al., 2005). In addition, Staal et al. (2003) offered
a physiological explanation for non-heterocystous diazotroph such as Trichodesmium
and unicellular Group B, where they require warm temperature to operate nitrogen
fixation.
Tyrrell et al. (2003) however, measured Trichodesmium abundances in the At-
lantic along an Atlantic Meridional Transect and did not observe any correlation
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Figure 4-9: Total abundances (log10, molP) of each generated diazotroph in the
model as a function of its optimal temperature (Topt, C) for the tenth year of the
run presented in Figure 4-8. Though some diazotrophs were initialized with low Topt,
only those with Topt generated above 15'C survived.
produce a reasonable distribution of Trichodesmium in a North Atlantic Ocean model,
without any temperature limitation. Lastly, diazotroph species have been observed
to grow in the Baltic Sea and in some polar lakes (Pandey et al., 2004). It is then not
clear why diazotrophs apart from Trichodesmium and some unicellular diazotrophs
would not grow in the high latitudes (Staal et al., 2003).
In the model (Figures 4-4, 4-5, 4-6, 4-8), the distribution of diazotrophs compares
very well with the biomass observations of Trichodesmium, unicellular diazotrophs
and diatom-diazotroph associations, but no assumption was made that nitrogen fix-
ation had a higher temperature requirement. Diazotroph analogs have been gener-
ated with optimal temperatures (Topt) ranging between -2°C and 30°C. However very
quickly (after a couple of years), the modeled ocean environment selects only for the
diazotrophs adapted to warm waters (high Topt). Figure 4-9 illustrates this point,
showing that only the diazotrophs with optimal temperature above 15°C survived
after ten-year run. This selection for the diazotrophs adapted to warm temperatures
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is consistent with the observations.
If temperature was the only controlling factor of the total diazotroph distribu-
tion in the model ocean, generated diazotrophs adapted to cold waters should have
survived. Other factors must limit the modeled diazotrophs, so that they can not
survive in the high latitude regions of the ocean. It is likely that warm temperature
is intertwined with such other factors, as has previously been suggested (Karl et al.,
2002; Langlois et al., 2005; LaRoche and Breitbarth, 2005; Langlois et al., 2008). If
adapted for subtropical nutrient conditions, diazotrophs should also be adapted to
warm temperature. For instance, the mixed-layer depth changes the input in light
and nutrients. Warmer water, characterized by a shallower mixed layer, tends to have
lower nutrient supply and more light.
4.4.2 Trade-off between N 2 fixing and growth rate of dia-
zotrophs
Diazotrophs are able to fix N2 , which is an abundant source of nitrogen in the atmo-
sphere and in the upper water column of the ocean. They could therefore be totally
independent from any sources of fixed nitrogen (nitrate, nitrite, ammonium), mak-
ing them very competitive in nitrogen-limited environments. However, N2 fixation
is an energy-demanding process: it is expensive to break the N2 triple bond. As a
result, diazotrophs grow slower than other organisms (Fu et al., 2005; LaRoche and
Breitbarth, 2005; Breitbarth et al., 2008; Goebel et al., 2008), making them poor com-
petitors in nutrient-replete environments. This trade-off for fixing N2 means suggest
that diazotrophs should populate oceanic waters that are oligotrophic and nitrogen-
limited. To illustrate this point, the fixed nitrogen contour of 2 pmol 1-1 is plotted on
the surface diazotroph concentration (bold solid line in Figure 4-8). The region in-
side the continuous line has low fixed nitrogen concentrations. This contour therefore
delimits the high latitude boundary of the diazotroph biogeography, and coincides
well with the 15'C temperature contour (bold dashed line, Figure 4-8). The nitrogen
contour actually catches more details of the modeled diazotroph distribution than the
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temperature contour, especially in the eastern equatorial Pacific Ocean.
The trade-off between N2 fixing and growth rate of diazotrophs appears to be
responsible for some of the environmental controls of the diazotrophs in the model
global ocean. In particular this trade-off can explain why diazotrophs, even the ones
adapted to cold waters, are excluded from the high latitudes. However, other features
are not simply explained by oligotrophy and fixed nitrogen concentrations. In the
South Pacific Ocean for instance, the concentration of fixed nitrogen is low, but still
diazotrophs do not populate this region of the ocean model. The following section
shows that diazotrophs are so iron limited in this region of the model that they can
not grow.
4.4.3 Iron regulation of diazotroph distribution
Marine diazotrophs are observed to have a higher iron requirement than other phy-
toplankton (Berman-Frank et al., 2001; Sanudo-Wilhelmhny et al., 2001; Kustka et al.,
2003; LaRoche and Breitbarth, 2005). Iron is a constituent of the enzyme of nitro-
gen fixation, nitrogenase. Diazotrophs are therefore more likely to be iron limited in
the ocean than other organisms. The theory of resource competition (Tilman, 1977,
1982; Wilson et al., 2007) provides a nice tool that can help us to understand nutrient
regulation of diazotrophs at least in the model.
Resource competition theory developed by Tilman (1977, 1982), can be used to
interpret the composition of an ecosystem population at steady state. The theory de-
fines the variable R* as the ambient concentration of the limiting nutrient at steady
state with a specific organism, assuming negligible transport. R* depends on the
organism physiological characteristics, such as growth and loss. If steady state holds,
the theory predicts that the organism with the smallest R* sets the ambient concen-
tration of the limiting nutrient (down to the value of its R*), outcompeting organisms
with bigger R* (Dutkiewicz et al., 2009). As a result, the R* of an organism can be
interpreted as the minimum value of the limiting nutrient required for this organism
to grow. This concept can be used to map out the area where the limiting nutri-
ent, is insufficiently abundant and prevents diazotrophs to grow. R* is calculated
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Total diazotrophs [pimolP/I] with R* contours
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Figure 4-10: Areas of iron and phosphate regulation of modeled diazotroph distri-
bution, as predicted by the resource competition theory of R* (Tilman, 1977, 1982).
The light grey shading represents the diazotroph habitat from Figure 4-8 with con-
centration bigger than 10- 7 pmolP 1-1. The dark grey line is the iron contour where
the minimum R*iaz is equal to the ambient concentration of total iron FeT. The
light grey line is where the minimum R*ia is equal to the ambient concentration of
phosphate PO 4 .
diagnostically here for the modeled diazotroph population assuming iron is the lim-
iting nutrient. The prognostic equation for modeled diazotrophs (Diaz) with iron
limitation is:
dDiaz Fe
- Amaz77 T  Diaz -dt Fe +KFe
Growth
dwsink Diaz




where the growth term includes a maximum growth rate (Imax), and three limiting
functions for light (y'), temperature (T'), and nutrient (here iron, Fe ).F The loss
terms represent mortality, grazing and sinking (see appendix D for more details). At
steady state and when physical transport is neglected, the iron R* of diazotrophs
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(4.1)
(R* Diaz is in the model (from equation 4.1):
R,*Diaz 
_ KFeR Fe = Fe(dDiaz/dt=O) -- (4.2)
m+G+S
where G and S are the grazing and sinking terms from equation (4.1) divided by the
biomass concentration (Diaz). R* Diaz is a function of iron uptake capacity (KFe),
light (y'), temperature (7yT), and the three loss terms (m, G, S). It shows when iron
is sufficiently abundant for diazotroph growth to overcome the requirement due to
temperature and light limitation as well as mortality, grazing and sinking. According
to resource competition theory then, the area where the ambient concentration of total
iron (FeT) is smaller than R *i , should represent where diazotrophs can not grow
because of insufficient iron concentration. To assess this area, I diagnose the lowest
R Daz from the initialized diazotrophs (equation 4.2) using annual average field of the
phytoplankton parameters. The contour where the minimum R* az is equal to FeT, is
plotted over the diazotroph distribution (see dark gray contour in Figure 4-10). This
contour of iron regulation bounds particularly well the total area where diazotrophs
grow in the model. It also indicates the dominant role for iron limitation in setting
the biogeography of nitrogen fixers. Interestingly, the modeled diazotrophs never
control the concentration of the limiting nutrient (i.e they never have the smallest R*
of the entire phytoplankton community). This is probably because diazotrophs are
not limited by nitrogen, but can grow only in nitrogen limited region.
4.4.4 Phosphate regulation of diazotroph distribution
It is also possible to diagnose a diazotroph R* for phosphate regulation in the same
way as defined for iron above, but here assuming phosphate limitation for equation
(4.1). The contour where the minimum R*iaZ equals the ambient concentration of
phosphate is represented in light gray on Figure 4-10. Inside this contour, phosphate
is drawn down lower than required by diazotrophs, diazotrophs are outcompeted. In
the model, these regions are the western tropical North Atlantic Ocean and the east-
ern Arabian Sea. Diazotrophs are in fact not totally excluded from these regions,
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but have lower concentrations than the surrounding areas. Here advection of high
diazotroph concentration of the surrounding areas is too strong to be neglected. Nev-
ertheless, it suggests that diazotrophs might be sensitive to changes in phosphate
availability in these two regions of the model. As a result, it is important to better
understand the phosphorus cycle of these regions, including the potential importance
of the Amazon river input of nutrients in the western tropical Atlantic Ocean. In-
deed in this region, concentrations of DDA have been observed to be much higher in
the vicinity of the Amazon river plume than further offshore (Carpenter et al., 1999;
Foster and Zehr, 2006; Foster et al., 2007).
Resource competition theory appears to be a powerful tool to assess the distri-
bution of diazotrophs in the (sub)tropical regions of the ocean, at least for biogeo-
chemical models. It suggests that diazotroph distribution is confined to the N-limited
oligotrophic regions that are sufficiently rich in dissolved iron and phosphate. Di-
azotrophs are present in higher concentrations in the Arabian Sea, Indian Ocean
and North Atlantic Ocean than in the Pacific Ocean and the South Atlantic Ocean,
mostly following the iron concentrations. Resource competition theory also suggests
that iron regulation of diazotrophs is much more widespread than for phosphate.
The sensitivity of modeled diazotrophs to iron supply is particularly important in
the South Pacific Ocean. This issue is addressed in the next section (4.5). Before, I
discuss shortly here the model results in comparison with some previous studies on
the distribution of marine diazotrophs.
Our model did not have significant different results when a higher light require-
ment was assigned for the generated diazotrophs. Hood et al. (2004) represented the
distribution of Trichodesmium in a model of the Atlantic Ocean, by assuming only
the light limitation (no temperature or nutrient limitation). Their assumption was
based upon the fact that increased stratification leads to more light, and less nutri-
ents in the mixed layer. Hood et al. (2004) model and our results both suggest that
light is probably correlated to the nutrient availability in the mixed layer. This seems
plausible for phosphate, but less so for iron, since iron has a significant source from
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the atmosphere. In addition, Deutsch et al. (2007) diagnosed the global ocean distri-
bution of nitrogen fixation by calculating the divergence of the geochemical tracer P*
(= -DINxs/16; i.e. the excess of PO3- relative to the Redfield ratio) obtained from
climatology, using flow fields from a three-dimensional model. They suggested that
nitrogen fixation is higher in the eastern tropical and subarctic Pacific Ocean and the
Arabian Sea. This diagnosed distribution shows a different pattern than our model.
At this point more work needs to be done to understand this dissimilarity of these
two approaches on the distribution of nitrogen fixation. Performing the same analysis
as Deutsch et al. (2007) but using our modeled nutrient fields might be revealing.
4.5 Abundance sensitivity of diazotroph to iron
supply
Because of the high Fe:P elemental ratio in diazotroph, iron should be a key controlling
factor of diazotrophs and nitrogen fixation (Falkowski, 1997; Falkowski et al., 1998;
Moore et al., 2006). The model results discussed above show that modeled nitrogen
fixation is very sensitive to the availability of iron input to the ocean. However, many
aspects of the iron cycle are not well enough understood and our parameterization of
the cycle are still crude. Here I examine the sensitivity of the model results to one of
the lesser known parameters (iron dust solubility).
An important source of iron in the ocean comes from atmospheric deposition
of dust (Fung et al., 2000; Jickells et al., 2005; Mahowald et al., 2009). However,
recent studies indicate that continental shelf sediments (Elrod et al., 2004; Moore
and Braucher, 2008) and hydrothermal vents (Boyle et al., 2005; Bennett et al., 2008)
could be as important as the atmospheric source, though more observations are needed
to confirm these findings. Here we concentrate only on atmospheric supplies. Only
the soluble part of the dust iron is bioavailable to phytoplankton organisms. This part
is generally assumed to be the labile portion of the iron dust (Fe' = Fe(II) + Fe(III)).
The percentage of the atmospheric iron dust that is soluble is observed to vary over
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the global ocean between 0.01% to 80%. Most values are in the low end of the range
(Chen and Siefert, 2004; Mahowald et al., 2009). Iron solubility appears to increase
with the distance from its source (Chen and Siefert, 2004; Luo et al., 2005; Baker et al.,
2006; Waeles et al., 2007). The mechanisms causing this variability are potentially
physical (Baker and Jickells, 2006) and/or chemical (Mahowald et al., 2005; Journet
et al., 2008; Luo et al., 2008). For simplicity, a constant dust iron solubility has
been assumed in the model of this study, as in most current biogeochemical ocean
models (Moore et al., 2004; Parekh et al., 2004; Moore and Braucher, 2008). This
assumption could however lead to large errors in the model iron distribution, and
subsequently affect global nitrogen fixation and primary production. A higher iron
supply is explored here in comparison with the previous run (Figures 4-4 to 4-10), by
increasing the solubility of dust iron by a factor of five (from 0.8% to 4%). Figure 4-11
shows the concentration of the total population of diazotrophs for the high iron case
(4% solubility). Following the increase in the iron supply, diazotroph concentrations
are enhanced in the Pacific Ocean and the southern Indian Ocean. The diazotroph
biogeography also expands as the iron supply increases. In the high iron solubility
case, diazotrophs are present now in all the regions defined by the fixed nitrogen
contour of 2 jmol 1- 1 (described in section 4.4.2), including the subtropical gyre of
South Pacific. Following this higher iron supply, surface concentration (first 50 m) of
dissolved iron increases by a factor of two, accompanied by an increase in diazotroph
and total phytoplankton biomass of 140% and 30%, respectively. The enhancement
of the total phytoplankton population causes nitrate and phosphate concentrations
to decrease by 10% and 20%, respectively.
Nitrogen fixation rate The modeled rates of nitrogen fixation for the global ocean
vary from 55 TgN yr - 1 for the low iron supply case (solubility of 0.8%) to 175 TgN
yr - ' for the high iron supply case (solubility of 4%). These global rates fall within
direct and indirect estimates (see Table 1.2 in chapter 1). Direct biological estimates
extrapolated from Trichodesmium rates, increased from the first estimate of 5 TgN
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Figure 4-11: Annual average concentration of the total population of phytoplanktonic
diazotrophs in the model (loglO, jpmolP 1-1), with iron dust solubility of 4%. Con-
centrations are shown after 10 years and for the first 50 m depth of the water column.
The straight line is the isoline where concentration of nitrate is equal to 2 pmol 1-1.
TgN yr- 1 (Capone et al., 1997; Galloway et al., 2004). Geochemical estimates using
the geochemical tracers N* or P* vary between 110 and 135 TgN yr - 1 (Gruber and
Sarmiento, 1997; Gruber, 2004; Deutsch et al., 2007). Other biogeochemical model
estimates for the global ocean vary between 55 and 100 TgN yr- 1 (Moore et al.,
2002b, 2004, 2006), with a strong connection between strength of iron supply and
global nitrogen fixation rates.
For the North Atlantic, our model suggests a rate of nitrogen fixation of 10 TgN
yr- 1 for the low iron solubility case (0*-60°N; 285"W-360*). In the high solubility case,
this rate decreases to 8 TgN yr - 1. This decrease might be due to an enhancement
of the limitation of diazotrophs by phosphate in this region. This is probably caused
by an increase in primary production due to more iron input. The modeled nitrogen
fixation rates for the two iron solubility cases fall within the previous estimate of
nitrogen fixation rate of the region: biological 1 and 35 TgN yr-1(Capone and Car-
penter, 1982; Lipschultz and Owens, 1996; Capone et al., 2005), geochemical 4 to 85
TgN yr- 1 (Michaels et al., 1996; Gruber and Sarmiento, 1997; Hansell et al., 2004;
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Deutsch et al., 2007; Hansell et al., 2007; Landolfi et al., 2008) and modeling 8 to 30
TgN yr-' (Coles et al., 2004; Coles and Hood, 2007).
This sensitivity test shows that in the range of observed dust iron solubility and
ocean dissolved iron observations, the model shows nitrogen fixation rates that vary
by a factor of three and modeled diazotrophs that can be absent or present in the
subtropical gyre of the South Pacific. It is hard to discriminate the best solution for
the diazotroph distribution with data at this point.
4.6 Concluding remarks
In this study, a self-assembling ecosystem model is combined with a three-dimensional
ocean model to represent a diverse population of diazotrophic phytoplankton in the
global ocean. The model is able to reproduce observed abundances and biogeogra-
phy of Trichodesmium and unicellular cyanobacteria in the global ocean. Diatom-
diazotroph associations (DDA) are also represented in the model but too little is
known about these symbiotic organisms to allow a detailed comparison with the
model results. However, modeled DDA do occur in similar regions as in the ob-
servations. This is the first biogeochemical model that successfully compares with
traditional and molecular (nifH) observations of marine diazotrophs. The model re-
sults indicate that Trichodesmium analogs dominate the total diazotroph population
in the Atlantic Ocean and subtropical gyre North Pacific Ocean; the unicellular dia-
zotroph analogs in the East tropical Pacific, the Arabian Sea and the Indian Ocean;
and the DDA analogs only in the Arabian Sea.
In addition, the model suggests that the biogeography of the total diazotrophs is
broadly controlled not by temperature, but by low fixed-nitrogen concentrations with
finer scale regulation by the availability of dissolved iron and phosphate. Resource
competition theory appears to be a powerful tool to assess the iron and phosphorus
regulation of diazotrophs, at least for biogeochemical models. It shows that iron
regulation is particularly important in the South Pacific Ocean region.
Because of their high Fe:P elemental ratio, diazotrophs appear to be very sensitive
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to the iron input into the model ocean. When the solubility of dust iron increases
from 0.8% to 4% (a factor of five), the global nitrogen fixation rate increases from
55 TgN yr - 1 to 175 TgN yr - 1 (a factor of three). In addition, modeled diazotrophs
occupy the South Pacific Ocean only in the high iron solubility case. These two iron
solubility cases have plausible ocean iron distribution: solubility has been observed
in the range of 0.01% to 80%. The iron cycle is currently not well enough constrained
to discriminate between the two diazotroph distributions in global ocean models, in
particular with the respect to the solubility of dust iron. Sources from river inflow,
sediments and hydrothermal vents, as well as the nature and oceanic concentration
of the iron complex ligand may also be significant.
The self-assembling ecosystem model results in a complex structure of the dia-
zotrophic community, directly comparable to the observed phylogenic types of di-
azotrophs in the ocean. It would be interesting to persue the comparison of both
approaches to investigate which important physiologies control the distribution of
these phylogenic types in the ocean. For instance, no explanation has been as of yet
suggested for the co-variation in distribution between the unicellular Group B and





The work presented in this thesis examined some of the mechanisms that explain the
distribution, rates and temporal variability of nitrogen fixation and its geochemical
signature in different parts of the modern ocean. Nitrogen fixation is an important
process for the marine primary production, as it adds most of the new fixed nitrogen
to the modern ocean. The work referred closely to direct observations of the phy-
toplanktonic community and the geochemical tracers of the marine nitrogen cycle.
It combined simple analytical theories with numerical models of the biogeochemical
cycles. The results revealed important dynamics relevant to nitrogen fixation between
the marine ecosystem and the biogeochemical cycles of nitrogen, phosphorus and iron.
5.1 Main results
I summarize here the main results of the three studies that constitute my thesis work.
Chapter 2 explored the possibility of an internal biogeochemical oscillator that
can explain some of the interannual to decadal variability observed in the geochemi-
cal signature and abundances of diazotrophs, at the ALOHA station near Hawaii and
the BATS station near Bermuda. I used a highly idealized, two-layer model of the
nitrogen and phosphorus biogeochemistry and ecology of a subtropical gyre to cap-
ture the main characteristics of diazotrophic and non-diazotrophic phytoplanktonic
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populations in the northern subtropical gyres. This study led to three key results:
First, with certain, plausible combinations of the biogeochemical model parameters,
the model exhibited a self-sustained "diazotroph oscillator" leading to a periodic
nitrogen fixation, even in the absence of any externally imposed physical or biogeo-
chemical variability. During the oscillations, blooms of diazotrophs occur at intervals
between a year and several decades, consistent with the observed variability at the
stations ALOHA and BATS.
Second, the narrow region of the parameter space where the diazotroph oscillator oc-
curs, is close from where both the modeled diazotrophs and the other phytoplankton
have maximum biomass. This is ecologically plausible as organisms might evolve such
to enable their co-existence and maximize productivity.
Third, a simple analysis of the ocean model indicated that the period of the oscilla-
tion strongly depends on the rate of exchange between mixed-layer and thermocline
waters. The oscillation period should therefore lie between several years and several
decades in the North Pacific subtropical gyre, and only a year or so in the North
Atlantic Ocean.
Chapter 3 addressed the role of differential remineralization of organic nitrogen
and phosphorus in shaping the distribution of the geochemical tracer DIN, in the
North Atlantic Ocean. Geochemical tracers of nitrogen fixation such as DINXS have
been widely used to assess rates of nitrogen fixation in the ocean, by quantifying the
tracer accumulation along isopycnals and neglecting differential remineralization. I
developed a simple theory based on a vertical mixing model in a regime appropriate to
the North Atlantic, and an idealized three-dimensional circulation and biogeochem-
ical model of the North Atlantic with explicit representation of nitrogen fixers and
cycles of nitrogen and phosphorus. These two approaches provided three key results:
First, the observed subsurface maximum of DIN,s in the thermocline of the North
Atlantic is possible only when nitrogen fixation and preferential remineralization of
phosphorus relative to nitrogen are both present. I provide a mechanistic understand-
ing of the process. Without a decoupling between the remineralization rates, most of
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the diazotrophic organic matter is remineralized in the near surface waters, creating
a maximum of DIN, at the surface and not at depth.
Second, the increase in DIN, temporal variability with depth observed at the surface
of station BATS is consistent with preferential remineralization of phosphorus. Pref-
erential remineralization compensates the influence of nitrogen fixation in the surface
waters, reducing the temporal variability of DINx,.
Third, if the process of differential remineralization is not taken into account, indi-
rect estimates of nitrogen fixation developed from the geochemical tracers N* or DIN,
would lead to a significant underestimation of the North Atlantic nitrogen fixation
rates, by at least 200% and up to 600%, all else being equal.
Chapter 4 explored how temperature, oligotrophy, iron and phosphate limitations
influence the global marine diazotroph distribution, taking into consideration the di-
versity of phytoplanktonic diazotrophs in the global ocean. I applied a self-assembling
ecosystem model in a three-dimensional global ocean circulation and biogeochemical
model. Here some of the generated phytoplankton were allowed to be diazotrophs.
This model study led to five key results:
First, analogs of Trichodesmium, unicellular diazotrophs and diatom-diazotroph as-
sociations are successful in the model. Trichodesmium and unicellular analogs are
produced with very similar patterns and values compared to the observed biomass.
Analogs of diatom-diazotroph associations (DDA) also occur in similar regions to
the observations, but too little is known about these symbiotic organisms to allow a
detailed comparison. The model indicated that Trichodesmium dominate the total
diazotrophic biomass in the Atlantic Ocean and subtropical gyre North Pacific Ocean;
unicellular diazotrophs in the eastern tropical Pacific, the Arabian Sea and the Indian
Ocean; and DDA in the Arabian Sea only.
Second, the model suggested that the total diazotrophic population is distributed
over most of the oligotrophic warm (sub)tropical waters, in agreement with what is
commonly shown from observations. The North Atlantic Ocean, most of the Indian
Ocean and Arabian Sea have the most significant populations of diazotrophs in the
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model.
Third, temperature did not appear to be the primary driver of the total diazotroph
distribution in the model, in contradiction with what is often assumed. If it were,
the diazotrophs generated to be adapted to cold waters (low optimal temperature)
would have survived in the high latitude regions of the model ocean, characterized by
cold temperatures. Instead the trade-off between the nitrogen fixing and the growth
rate of the organisms causes diazotrophs to be a good competitor for resources only
in nitrogen-limited and oligotrophic environments. Cold waters have typically high
concentrations of fixed nitrogen because of the downward biological flux of organic
matter to colder waters.
Fourth in the model, diazotroph distribution appeared to be confined to the low ni-
trogen regions that have enough dissolved iron and phosphate to allow diazotrophs
to grow. Resource competition theory (Tilman, 1977, 1982) maps out accurately the
regions where insufficient dissolved iron and phosphate concentrations prevent dia-
zotroph growth in the low-nitrogen regions of the model ocean. Iron regulation is
particularly important in the South Pacific Ocean region, which is very limited by
iron in the model. Resource competition theory also indicated that iron regulation of
diazotroph distribution is much more widespread than for phosphate.
Fifth, the iron cycle is currently not well enough constrained to confidently predict
the diazotroph distribution in the global ocean. Diazotrophs appeared in the model
to be very sensitive to the iron input into the ocean, as nitrogen fixation requires
additional iron for the nitrogenase enzyme. When the solubility of dust iron was in-
creased from 0.8% to 4% (a factor of five) in the model, diazotrophs increased biomass
by 140%, expending their biogeography into most of the South Pacific Ocean. The
global nitrogen fixation rate increased from 55 TgN yr-' to 175 TgN yr - ' (a factor of




The results from this thesis open a new set of questions that could be explored in the
future.
5.2.1 Possible future projects
The work presented in this thesis could be persued through at least five further
studies.
Understand in more detail the distribution of the different types of ma-
rine diazotrophs in the model The self-assembling ecosystem model reproduced
distribution of the different types of marine diazotrophs in the global ocean, compa-
rable with the observations of Trichodesmium, unicellular cyanobacteria and DDA
(chapter 4). It would be interesting to understand in more detail why these different
types of marine diazotrophs occupy and dominate different regions of the ocean in
the model. It is probable that each type of diazotrophs developed specific strategies
to acquire nutrients, light or to protect itself from predators. For instance, unicel-
lular diazotrophs are smaller in size. They should be able to live in lower nutrient
and/or light environments, but to be more easily grazed than Trichodesmium and
diatom-diazotrophs associations (DDA). DDA on the other hand might be restricted
to regions which are rich in silicate.
Evaluate the role of variable stoichiometry on the biogeochemistry of ni-
trogen fixation A next step would be to allow variable stoichiometry for the phy-
toplankton, by implementing a Droop model of the cell quota (Droop, 1983). A
particularly interesting study would be to explore the implications of variable stoi-
chiometry on the distribution and interpretation of the geochemical tracers such as
N* and DINxs. In addition, the difference in storage of nutrients between small and
large diazotrophs could play an important role for the strategy of diazotrophs to grow
in competition for nutrients and against predators.
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Estimate nitrogen fixation rate for each diazotrophic type in the model
Measurements of nitrogen fixation areal rates (/pmolN m- 2 d- 1 ) are available for
Trichodesmium (Carpenter, 1983; Carpenter and Romans, 1991; Capone et al., 1997;
Karl et al., 1997; Orcutt et al., 2001; Capone et al., 2005; Davis and McGillicuddy,
2006; Goebel et al., 2007; Montoya et al., 2007), unicellular diazotrophs (Montoya
et al., 2004; Goebel et al., 2007; Montoya et al., 2007; Needoba et al., 2007) and
for the integrated diazotrophic community (Voss et al., 2004; Staal et al., 2007), in
different areas of the global ocean. This will provide another comparison for the
model results of chapter 4. If these results compare well with the observations of the
areal rates, it will be possible to determine the contribution of at least Trichodesmium
and unicellular analogs in providing nitrogen to the global ocean. This estimation
will be however constrained by the limited understanding of the iron cycle in the
ocean, as suggested in the thesis (chapter 4) for the biogeography and biomass of the
diazotrophs.
Compare the self-assembling model results with observations of individ-
ual physiological variants of diazotrophs The self-assembling ecosystem model
results in a complex structure of the diazotrophic community, directly comparable
to the observed phylogenic types of diazotrophs in the ocean. It would be inter-
esting to explore the diversity of the diazotrophs within the taxonomic groups, by
distinguishing the physiological variants selected in the model. For instance in the
western tropical North Atlantic Ocean, abundances of unicellular Group B have been
observed to vary in the same way as for Trichodesmium (Foster et al., 2007). A pos-
sible study would be to investigate which important characteristics Trichodesmium
and unicellular Group B have in common to cause their biomass to co-vary.
Explore the role of denitrification and riverine inputs on the distribution of
diazotrophs This thesis study has mainly focused on the understanding of nitrogen
fixation in the ocean, simplifying the process of denitrification and neglecting the
riverine inputs of nutrients. Denitrification is the major sink of fixed nitrogen in the
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ocean, which occurs in both low oxygen water column and sediments. In the models
presented in the thesis, denitrification was parameterized very simply. It is possible
to explicit represent denitrification in the water column, by accounting for the process
when oxygen concentrations are low (Lipschultz et al., 1990; Moore and Doney, 2007),
and in the sediments following Middelburg et al. (1996) prognostic equation of the
nitrogen loss using bottom water conditions. Rivers can be important sources of
nitrogen, phosphorus, iron and silica to some of the open-ocean regions, such as
the Amazon river flowing into the western tropical North Atlantic Ocean. Both
denitrification and river inputs can then alter the nutrient fields of the subtropical
and tropical waters, and influence the distribution of nitrogen fixers in the ocean.
5.2.2 Important broader research areas
In spite of progress made in this thesis, substantial issues remain unresolved, especially
on the number of observations of the diazotroph activity missing in many regions of
the ocean (i.e. South Pacific and Indian Oceans). In addition, more research in the
three following areas is necessary to better understand diazotrophy in the oceans.
Organic matter biogeochemistry More studies on the composition of organic
matter will help us to assess the causes of differential remineralization between the
chemical elements of carbon, nitrogen, phosphorus. In addition, there is need to
better understand the activity of heterotrophic bacteria and the reactions of dissolved
organic matter uptake by phytoplankton. These three main issues play an important
role in controlling the activity of nitrogen fixers in the ocean, and constraining the
use of the geochemical tracers DINx. and N*.
Biogeochemical cycle of iron The iron cycle is currently not well enough con-
strained to discriminate between diazotroph distribution in global ocean models, in
particular those showing sensitivity to the solubility of dust iron. Sources from river
inflow, sediments and hydrothermal vents, as well as the nature and concentration of
the organic ligand that forms a bioavailable complex with dissolved iron, also remain
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somewhat unconstrained.
Diazotroph physiology Some uncertainties of this thesis work relate to the lack
of understanding on the physiology of some the marine diazotroph species. The new
findings that unicellular Group A does not express the gene for photosystem II rise
interesting questions on which source of carbon these organisms rely on. Further-
more, more studies are required to assess the complex symbiotic interactions of the
diatom-diazotroph associations. Finally, very little is known about the heterotrophic
diazotrophs, though they might contribute to a large part in nitrogen fixing in the
global ocean. Genetic techniques should provide more insight into, and observations
of this diazotrophic type in the coming years.
This thesis work presented some interesting results that allow a better under-
standing of some of the key mechanisms responsible for the distribution and temporal
variability of oceanic nitrogen fixation and its geochemical tracers. This work also
opened to a new set of important questions relating to the biogeochemical cycles and
the ecosystems of the ocean.
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Appendix
Budgets of marine nitrogen and
phosphorus (chapter 1)
Table A. 1 shows the current estimate of sources and sinks of nitrogen and phosphorus
in the ocean (adapted from Gruber, 2004, and Benitez-Nelson, 2000).
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Global ocean N budgeta
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Table A.1: Global marine budgets of nitrogen and phosphorus. (a) present-day fluxes
in T(10 12)gN yr- 1 from Gruber (2004). "Benthic nitrogen fixation" is compiled from
rates estimated for deep sea, coastal and estuarine sediments, as well as sea grass,
coral reef, salt marsh and mangrove communities (Capone and Carpenter, 1982); (b)
pre-anthropogenic fluxes from Benitez-Nelson (2000), where she assumed that most
of total particulate phosphorus (TPP) from rivers sediments in the coastal areas; and
(c) Anammox is a sink of fixed nitrogen recently discovered (Devol, 2003). It is an
anaerobic oxidation of ammonia producing dinitrogen gas N2. There has not yet been
an estimate of this flux.
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Processes Fluxes














We determine a simplified, approximate solution for the decline of the mixed layer
TDNx in phases 3 and 4 (Figures 2-4 and 2-5). The mixed layer TDN, is defined
as dTDNs/dt = dTDN1/dt - 16dTDP1/dt, where the mixed layer concentrations of
TDN and TDP are TDN1 = DINI + DON and TDP1 = DIP1 + DOP respectively.
We assume that diazotrophs have a negligible concentration (Diaz - 0) in phases 3












V (TDP - TDP2) - pp+(1 - S)MPhPhy
z1
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Because the N:P stoichiometry of non-diazotrophic phytoplankton is Redfieldian
(RPhY=16) these two equations simplify to one for mixed layer TDNxs:
dTDNxs1  V VdTDNs - (TDNxsI - TDNxs2 ) , -TDNxs2dt z 1  Z1
If the decline of the mixed layer TDNxs is almost linear (see Figure 2-4b, phases
3 and 4) then mixed layer TDNxs is negligible relative to the thermocline TDNxs
(TDNxsl < TDNxs2), which is valid to first order (TDNxsl x 0 and TDNxs2  * -6).
Thus the decline of the mixed layer TDNxs is a function only of the rate transfer of
thermocline TDNxs to the surface.
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Appendix C
A basin-scale model of the coupled
nitrogen and phosphorus cycles
(chapter 3)
I describe here the set up of the MIT ocean circulation model (Marshall et al., 1997a,b)
for the current study. The MITgcm used in a coarse resolution, and idealized North
Atlantic-sized basin (described by Follows et al., 2002; 20°S to 72 0N, 600 wide, 3°x3'
resolution and 15 vertical levels).
Ocean dynamics Seasonally varying wind stresses and restoring surface boundary
conditions for temperature and salinity are applied to the model. Subgrid-scale mix-
ing processes are represented by the Gent and McWilliams (1990) parameterization
and boundary layer mixing simply by convective adjustment. The highly idealized
circulation model captures the main large scale physical features of the North Atlantic
gyres with plausible density structure, wind driven gyres and ventilated thermocline,
and meridional overturning circulation (Figure 3-4). Due to the closed southern
boundary in this idealized basin, all deep waters join the upwelling in the tropics.
Nutrient cycles The ecosystem and biogeochemical model accounts for the coupled
cycles of nitrogen and phosphorus (Figure C-1), including explicit tracers for fixed
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--------- Remineralization
... . 'Sinking
Figure C-1: Diagram of the ecosystem model. N and P stand for fixed nitrogen
and phosphate, whereas Phy and Diaz for non-diazotrophic phytoplankton and di-
azotrophs. DOM represents the pool of dissolved organic matter and POM of par-
ticulate organic matter.
nitrogen (N), phosphate (P), dissolved organic matter (DON and DOP) and partic-
ulate organic matter (PON and POP). Denitrification is not explicitly represented,
as the North Atlantic is generally well oxygenated. The effects of denitrification are
described here by relaxing the N towards the mean oceanic N:P ratio, i.e. 14.7xP,
in a sponge layer of several gridpoint wide at the Southern boundary of the model
domain. This drives an import of "denitrified" waters into the basin as might be en-
visaged in the North Atlantic. The iron cycle or the potential effects of iron limitation
on diazotrophs is not specifically represented. I assume instead the limit case of an
iron replete basin, which is certainly an idealization, but perhaps a reasonable first
cut for the Atlantic basin (Sanudo-Wilhelmy et al., 2001; Mills et al., 2004). Finally
river and atmospheric sources of nitrogen and phosphorus are not included, as the
study focuses on the open ocean.
Ecosystem Two classes of phytoplankton are resolved; Diaz, a diazotroph based
on knowledge of Trichodesmium and unicellular diazotrophs, and one "all other"
phytoplankton, Phy. Diaz are assumed to fix all their nitrogen and are thus never
nitrogen limited. Phy, however may be nitrogen limited, whereas both Phy and
Diaz are subject to phosphate and light limitation. Phy are again assumed to have
classical Redfieldian stoichiometry, N:P = 16, while Diaz higher N:P ratios (Klaus-
meier et al., 2004). A slower intrinsic maximum growth rate for Diaz is imposed
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to reflect the energetic expense of nitrogen fixation, following (Tyrrell, 1999; Hood
et al., 2004). Nutrient limitation of growth is parameterized using classical Michaelis-
Menten kinetics (MacIsaac and Dugdale, 1969) (Equations C.1 and C.2) where the
half saturation constant for nitrogen uptake, KN = 16Kp, the constant for phospho-
rus uptake. Liebig's law is used to impose the retardation of growth by the most
limiting resource. Hence, under oligotrophic conditions, Phy are phosphate limited
when DIN,,x> 0, and nitrogen limited when DINxs< 0. A simple, fixed mortality rate,
MPhy and M D i az, is assumed for the non-diazotrophs and diazotrophs, in a highly
idealized representation of all loss processes including grazing and other loss mech-
anisms (Eq. C.3 to C.8). We assume MPhy to be greater than MDiaz as has been
suggested from observations (Capone et al., 1997). The subsequent detritus is split
between a sinking particulate pools, PON, POP, and "semi-labile" dissolved organic
pools, DON, DOP, with prescribed lifetimes representing the action of microbial
respiration back to inorganic form (AN, AP).
The circulation model was integrated for several thousand years to an equilibrium
annual cycle. Biogeochemical integrations and sensitivity studies are all based on
this circulation with additional integrations of several hundred years, in which time
tracer distributions and model ecology are close to equilibrium. The baseline param-
eter values used in the "control" integration, as well as ranges of values explored in
sensitivity studies, are listed in Table C.2.
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dPhy phy I min P N Phy -Ph Phy (C.1)dt I + K P + Kp N + KN
= pp
dDiaz I P
= Diaz x -- Diaz -M D iaz Diaz (C.2)
dt I+ KI P + Kp
= dp
dP
- (pp + dp) + Ap (DOP + POP) (C.3)dt % se,
Total uptake Remineralization
dNd  
_-RPhy pp + AN (DON + PON) (C.4)
dt
dDOP
dt (1 - fpoM)(MPhy Phy + MDiaz Diaz) - Ap DOP (C.5)dt
dDON
dt = (1 - fpoM)(RPhy MPh Phy + RDiaz MDiaz Diaz)
-AN DON (C.6)
dPOP OPOP
-w= +fpoM(MPhy Phy + MDiaz Diaz)dt - z
Sinking of particles
-Ap POP (C.7)
dDON 8PONdD  = - + f (RPhy MPh Phy Diaz MDa iaz Diaz)dt w Oz PM( M + az
-AN PON (C.8)
Table C.1: Prognostic equations of the model. p Phy and pDiaz are maximum specific
growth rates of the non-diazotroph and diazotroph phytoplankton (Phy and Diaz)
respectively. I is the light intensity. KI, Kp and KN are half saturation constants
for light, phosphate and fixed nitrogen, with KN = 16Kp. pp and tp are the rates
of photosynthesis, and MPhy and MDiaz the mortality rates, both for Phy and Diaz
respectively. RPh and RDi a z impose the fixed N:P stoichiometry of Phy (the classical
Redfield ratio, 16) and Diaz (>16). fPOM is the fraction of detritus partitioned into
the POM pool, the rest going into DOM. w, is the sinking rate of the POM. Nitrogen
is restored at the South wall to a DINxs equal to the local mean oceanic DINx, (--3)




RPhy N:P Redfield ratio
RDiaz Diazotroph N:P ratio
P Phy Non-diazotrophic phytoplankton
maximum growth rate
pDiaz Diazotroph maximum growth
rate
K, Light half-saturation constant
EKp Phosphate half-saturation con-
stant




MDiaz Diazotroph mortality rate
fPOM POM fraction
















Table C.2: Parameter values for the control cases model integration. The sponge layer
of denitrification is 100 km wide, over the all column and with a relaxing timescale
of one year. (a) Deutsch et al. (2001), (b) Tyrrell (1999); Dutkiewicz et al. (2001);


















The ecosystem model equations are similar that used in Follows et al. (2007). For
fuller discussions we refer the reader to the Online Supplemental material of Follows
et al. (2007). The most significant change is that the grazing term now includes
variable palatibility of phytoplankton and sloppy feeding as treated in Dutkiewicz
et al. (2005). Additionally the nitrogen limitation term (Equation A10) has been
slightly modified.
Several nutrients Ni nourish many phytoplankton types Pj which are grazed by
several zooplankton types Zk. Mortality of and excretion from plankton, and sloppy
feeding by zooplankton contribute to a dissolved organic matter DOM pool and
a sinking particulate organic matter pool POMi. Subscript i refers to a nutri-
ent/element, j for a specific phytoplankton type, and k for a zooplankton type.
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Nj -V -V -(uNi) + V -(,VNi) 
- [LPjPiMijl + SN,
at
_ = -V - (uP) + V - (VP) + iP - mP - [ jkZki=1 a(wp)
k az
4a = -V - (uZki) + V (KVZki) + Zki )E4(jkgjkMij] 
- mkZki
oPOMi 8(wp PO)a t = -V . (uPOMi) + V (sVPOMj) - rpo(POM - a(Woi + SPO
8DOMsSaDOM 
-V . (uDOM.) + V (rVDOM) 
- rD DOMs + SDOM,at
where:
u = (u, v, w), velocity in physical model,
K =Mixing coefficients used in physical model,
pj =Growth rate of phytoplankton j (see below),
Miy =Matrix of Redfield ratio of element i to P for phytoplankton j
(jk = Grazing efficiency of zooplankton k on phytoplankton j (represents sloppy
feeding),
gjk =Grazing of zooplankton k on phytoplankton j (see below),
mP =Mortality/Excretion rate for phytoplankton j,
m' =Mortality/Excretion rate for zooplankton k,
wP =Sinking rate for phytoplankton j,
wpoi =Sinking rate for POM i,
rDOM, =Remineralization rate of DOM for element i,
rpOM, =Remineralization rate of POM for element i,
SN, =Additional source or sink for nutrient i (see below),
SDOMi = Source of DOM i, for element i (see below),
SPoM, = Source of POM i, for element i (see below)
Phytoplankton growth
i = max152j Yj'
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where
Pmaxj = maximum growth rate of phytoplankton j,
T =Modification of growth rate by temperature for phytoplankton j,
' =Modification of growth rate by light for phytoplankton j,
N 





where coefficients 71 and T2 normalize the maximum value, and A, B, Topt and C reg-
ulate the form of the temperature modification function. T is the local model ocean
temperature.
Light modification
4 = (1 - e-k p r I)e-kinhib
where Fo is a factor controlling the maximum value, kpr is the PAR saturation co-
efficient and kinhib is the PAR inhibition factor. I is the local PAR, that has been
attenuated through the water column (including the effects of self-shading).
Nutrient limitation is determined by the most limiting nutrient
7N = min(N i m")
where typically N im =- N and KNj is the half saturation constant of nutrient i
for phytoplankton j.
When we include the nitrogen as a potential limiting nutrient (EXP2) we modify
N im to take into account the uptake inhibition caused by ammonium:
NO3 + NO 2  NH4 + NH4
N NO a + NO 2 + KIN NH4 + NH4
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where V) reflects the inhibition and IN and INH4 are the half saturation constant of
IN = NO3 + NO2 and NH4 respectively.
Zooplankton grazing
i7jkP Ak
gjk gmazjk Ak Ak + nk
where
gmaxk = Maximum grazing rate of zooplankton k on phytoplankton j,
rjk = Palatability of plankton j to zooplankton k,
Ak = Palatability (for zooplankton k) weighted total phytoplankton concentration,
= Ej [?7jkPj]
kK =Half-saturation constant for grazing of zooplankton k,
Inorganic nutrient source/sink terms SN, depends on the specific nutrient,
and includes the remineralization of organic matter, external sources and other non-
biological transformations:
Sp 0 4 = DOPDOP + rpopPOP
Ssi = rposiPOSi
SFeT = rDOFeDOFe + rpoFePOFe - CscavFe' + aFatmos
SN3 = (N3NO 2
SNO2 = NO2NH4 - (N03N02
SNH4 -- DONDON + PON NPON - (NO 2 NH 4
where:
rDOM, =Remineralization rate of DOM for element i, here P, Fe, N,
rPOm, =Remineralization rate of POM for element i, here P, Si, Fe, N,
Cscav =scavenging rate for free iron,
Fe' =free iron, modelled as in Parekh et al. (2004),
alpha =solubility of iron dust in ocean water,
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Fatmos =atmospheric deposition of iron dust on surface of model ocean,
(N03 = GO3(1 - I/Io)+ =oxidation rate of NO 2 to NO 3,
(NO02 = GO0 2(1 - I/Io) =oxidation rate of NH4 to NO 2 (is photoinhibited),
1o =critical light level below which oxidation occurs.
The remineralization timescale rDOi and rPoi parameterizes the break down of organic
matter to an inorganic form through the microbial loop.
Iron chemistry
Fe' = FeT - FeL
LFeL = stab(Ltot - FeT) - 1 + (1- Lstab(Ltot- FeT))2 + 4LstabLtot
FeL = Ltot 2 Lstab
(Fe' may be constrained to be less than Fe'max while preserving FeT).
DOM and POM source terms SDOM, and SPOM, are the sources of dissolved and
particulate organic detritus arising from mortality, excretion and sloppy feeding of the
plankton. We simply define that a fixed fraction Am of the the mortality/excretion
term and the non-consumed grazed phytoplankton (Ag) go into the dissolved pool
and the remainder into the particulate pool.
SDOM, = Z[AmpjmPPjM j] + Z:[Amzkm Z k] + kj(1 - (jk)g9ijMjZk]
j k k j
SPoM, = [(1 - Am,,)mPPjMij] + [(1 - Amzk)mZik
j k
+ > Z[(1 - Ag,)l 9j1- Cjk)gijMijZk]
k j
Darwin model parameters and default values
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S: range 0.015 to 0.035
L: range 0.035 to 0.055
C: range 0.01 to 0.015
S: range -2 to 30
L: range -2 to 30
S: mean 0.012, std 0.02
L: mean 0.012, std 0.006
S: mean 6x 10-3, std 1 x 10- 4




RFe:P 1 x 10- 3
Diazo: 2x10- 2
KNO3 RN:P X Kp04
KNH4 7RN:P X KP04
'Fe RFe:P X Kpo 4












S: 1 x 10-3
L: 3x10-3
Table D.1: Ecosystem model parameters of the different phytoplankton types. S,
L, D, C and Diazo indicate "small", "large", "diatom-analogs", "Prochlorococcus-
analogs" and "Diazo", respectively. Note that unless stated, C has same values as S,
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0.1 d - 1
10 pEin m- 2 s- 1
0.8 %
1.1x10-3 d- 1Cscav
fFe 2x 105 no unit
0.04
0.64
Fixed ecosystem model parameters.
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Parameter Unit






the global ocean (chapter 4)
The following numbers are used to convert the observations presented in Tables E.1
and E.2 into the model units: P:col = 3.87x10 -3 pmolP 1-1 col - 1 (LaRoche and Bre-
itbarth, 2005); P:fil = 1.65x 10- pmolP 1-1 fil-1 (Letelier and Karl, 1996); cell:fil =
74.1 (Letelier and Karl, 1996; Sanudo-Wilhelmy et al., 2001; Tyrrell et al., 2003; Car-
penter et al., 2004; LaRoche and Breitbarth, 2005; Dong et al., 2008); nifH copy:cell






A West subtrop. NA
B East subtrop. NA
3x 10 - 4





35.1 col m- 3
<20-200 fil 1-1
6.4 col m- 3
2x10 - 4 102-104 nifH cop































ies 1-1 Langlois et al.
(2008)
ol m- 3  Carpenter and Ro-
mans (1991)
ol m - 3  Carpenter and Ro-
mans (1991)
3 10 5  LaRoche and Breit-
barth (2005)
ol m - 3  Carpenter and Ro-
mans (1991)
fil 1- 1  Capone et al. (1997)








Foster et al. (2007)
Langlois et al.
(2008)
Tyrrell et al. (2003)
Tyrrell et al. (2003)
Table E.1: Observations of Trichodesmium concentration in the Atlantic Ocean. All
results have been converted to phosphorus units to easily compare with the model
results. NA stands for North Atlantic, and SA for South Atlantic.
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Area Reference
87 col m - 3  Carpenter and Ro-
mans (1991)
103 cell 1-1 LaRoche and Breit-
barth (2005)






H East subarct. NP
I East subtrop. NP
J East trop. Pacific
K East subtrop. SP
L West subtrop. SP
<10-6 below detection
(106 nifH copies m- 2)
8x10- 4 4.6x104 fil m- 3
9x10- 4 4x103 nifH copies 1-1
9x10- 5 6.24x107 nifH copies
m-2
2x10- 4  2.23x 10- 4 pmolP 1-1
3x10- 6  1.87x10 6 nifH copies
m-2
4x 10- 6  102 nifH copies 1-1
<2x 10- 7 below detection
(1 nifH copies 1-1)
10- 3 102 fil - 1
Church et al. (2008),
first 150 m
Letelier and Karl
(1996); Karl et al.
(1997)
Church et al. (2005)




Church et al. (2008),
first 150 m
Church et al. (2008),
first 10 m
Bonnet et al. (2008)




O West Indian Ocean






2.7x 106 fil m - 2
48 fil 1-1
273 x 103 fil m - 2
8.74x 106 fil dm - 3
7x 103 fil 1-1
16.5x 103 col m - 3
Chang et al. (2000)
Wu et al. (2003)
Dong et al. (2008)
Somasundar et al.
(1990), bloom
Capone et al. (1998)
Carpenter and Romans
(1991)
4x10- 2 10 col 1-1 Kromkamp
(1997)
et al.
Table E.2: Observations of Trichodesmium concentration in the Pacific Ocean, China
Sea, Indian Ocean and Arabian Sea. All results have been converted to phosphorus




Group A Group B
A East subtrop. NA 105  103  nifH copies 1-1  Langlois et al.
(2008)
B Trop. NA 3x104  5.6x 104  nifH copies 1-1  Foster et al. (2007)
10 4  10 4  nifH copies 1-1 Langlois et al.
(2008)
C East subarc. NP
D East subtrop. NP
1.89x 10- 5
3x I09
E East trop. NP
F East trop. SP










6.35 x 107  5 x 106










nifH copies m - 2
nifH copies 1-1
/pmolP 1-1
nifH copies m - 2
nifH copies m - 2

















Bonnet et al. (2008)
Bonnet et al. (2008)
Table E.3: Observations of unicellular Group A and Group B concentration in the
global ocean. NA stands for North Atlantic, NP for North Pacific, and SP for South
Pacific.
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